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:rom now on,
Composing,
Recording and

arranging music

NSPIRATION

.ARS&PIPES

AND 10%
Perspiration.

Bars&Pipes Professional will open your eyes to a

ARRANGING: Bars&Pipes Professional's Graphical Song Construc

new vision of music software. Its expandable design

tion window enables you to see an overview of your composition, label

and innovative architecture increase the creativity
and productivity oflhe modern composer.
RECORDING: BARS&PlPES
Professional provides an
unlimited number of tracks
and notes. Its sequencer

boasts the features you'd
expect, plus you can actually

see your music as it plays
With its Pipeline metaphor,
Bars&Pipes Professional pre

sents unlimited methods of

non -destructively editing your
music, in real time!

EMBELLISHING: Bars&Pipes Professional's Tools enhance your
music as you compose, playback or edit. These modules perform stan
dard, musical and technical tasks to save time and give you the creative
edge. And with Create-a-Tool, you can invent custom-designed
MacroTools to suit your every musical whim.
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it and reorganize it. And with its Graphical Tempo Mapping window,
you can easily add realistic tempo change curves.
MIXING: bars&pipes Professional's automated mixing feature,
MixMaestro, includes real-time control of volume, panning and other
MIDI controllers. As your music plays, you can move the various sliders

and knobs to adjust the balance of your arrangement, then save your
mix to disk. MixMaestro automatically sends control change data to
your tracks.

SYNCING: bars&Pipes Professional sends and receives MIDI clocks
and System Exclusive data, reads SMPTE and MIDI File Format, and
includes ARexx support. With its Time-line Scoring window, you can
arrange your soundtrack, then coordinate your music with video, film,
tape and multi-media applications.

ENHANCING: Aside from the

variety of Tools and Accessories
included with

Bars&Pipes

Professional, we've created

five BARS&PIPES ADD-ON SERIES
packages containing many,

Editing: Bars&pipes professional
furnishes a wide range of editing
options including an event list, piano

roll and real music notation that you
can sue. hear and change. With a stroke

of the mouse, you can adjust MIDI
events graphically or numerically.

PRINTING: Bars&Pipes Professional
can print your music at any time during

the ci imposing process. No separate
program or file conversion necessary.
Printing options include concert score,

many more:

MusicBox

A,

MusicBox B. Internal Sounds
Kit, Multi-Media Kit, and Rules
for

Tools.

And

from

our

BARS&PIPES MUSICWANF. COL

lection, you can select from over 300 professionally arranged music
tiles in Bars&Pipes format.
To try before you buy, send us a check

or money order for SI5. In turn, we'll
send you a fully-featured demo disk,
pius a coupon worth $ 15 off your pur

THE

BLUE RIBBON
SOUNDWORKS

LTD

chase of Bars&Pipes Professional.

transposed score and individual parts, with lyrics, chord symbols, mea
sure numbers, labeled sections, page numbers, author, title and a wide
selection of automatic transpositions.

1293 Briardale Lane NE

Atlanta, GA 30306

(404)377-1514

Fax (404)377-2277
Circle 101 on Reader Service card.
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WTHAS WM COLORS, 24-BIT FRAME BUFFER
+GENLOCK+FRAMEGRADBER+FLICKER-ELIMINATOR
+PIP+VIDEO TITLER+3D MODELLING SYSTEMrp
Introducing the
IMPACT VISION 24 from GVP

The All-in-One Video Peripheral for the A3000 and A2000
including animations, ray-traced 24-bit

If you're into video, IMPACT VISION-24
is truly a dream come true for your
A3000 or A20Q0. It is the first multi
function peripheral specifically
designed for the A3Q00's video
expansion slot.
With the optional A2000 genlock slot
adaptor kit, it also perfectly comple
ments and enhances the A2000.
Check out these features, all packed
on a single Amiga■ expansion board!
► Separate Composite
and Component Video
(RGB+Sync) Genlocks.

RGB genlock operates
in the digital domain,
for digitally perfect
production studio quality mixing: no color

bleeding, no ghosting, no artifacts ...!

► um Frame Buller. Display 24-bit, 16
million color images on your Amiga
monitor. On a multi-sync monitor, you can

even display 16 million color images in
non-interlaced mode!

► Rearame Ffamegrabber/DinfflzBr. Freeze,
grab and store (in standard 4096 or 16
million color IFF format] any frame from a

"live" incoming RGB video source.
Optional "RGB splitter" required to grab

incoming composite or S-VHS video.

► Fflcker-Bmhator. Duplicates and enhances
the A3000's display enhancer circuitry. It
even de-interlaces live

images and more!

► Pfctire-fchPWure (w) Dteptay. Freeze,

resize, rescale and/or reposition live incom
ing RGB video just like any workbench
window at the double click of a mouse or
the pressing of a "hot key". With a multi
sync all this can even be in rock steady
de-interlaced mode. Unique "reverse-PiP"

feature, even allows you to place a fully
functional Amiga workbench [or other
application! screen as a SCALE-ABLE (shrunk
down!] and re-positionable window over

press a (configurable) "hot key" to acti
vate any feature.

At GVP, we wanted to make a major impact
on the use of the A3000/2000 by profes
sional video enthusiasts. With the Impact
Vision-24 we have!

full-screen live video.

For more information on how the Impact

► To make sure you can take full and
immediate advantage of every feature of

video productions, call us at 2C-337-8770.

Vision 24 can have a major impact on your

your new Impact Vision 24 video-station,

we even include the following software
with every unit:
• CaSgarHV24. An exclusive
version of the leading
broadcast quality, 3-D
modelling and rendering

imracT

program. Use your imagination

to model 3D, 16 million color,

scenes. Use your digitized video
images as textures to wrap around
any object! The mind is the limit!
• SCALA-TnJnfl. Easy-to-learn, video

titling package complete with lots of
special fonts and exciting special
transition effects. Turn your Amiga
into a character generator.

• MACR0PAWT-W24. A 2D, 16 million color
paint program that lets you have fun

external video! A must for
any A2000 owner. Ask

about our A2000 "genlock
slot trade-up" program
(in case your genlock slot
is already used by something less exciting!1

► Simultaneous Component Video (RGB) Out,
Composite Video Out and s-vhs Video Out Now,

anything you can sec on your Amiga

monitor can be recorded on video tape,

creating or manipulating any 16 million
color, 24-bit image.
Control Panel. Provides full software
control over all Impact Vision-24's numer
ous features. Use your mouse or simply

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS,

INC.

600 Clark Ave., King of Prussia, PA 19406
For more information or your nearest GVP
dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922
Circle 123 on Reader Service card.
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This being the fail season, with not only the winey aroma
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Introducing the

AMIGA 500 FITNESS PLAN
GVP's New Series II A500HD8+ Puts A2000 Computing
Power and Punch I
Your Amiga 500

By now you know

that every Amiga 500 comes
with that special built-in program called
"Wait". Wait while your A500*
loads software. Wait while you ^ave
files. Wait while you change disks.
It doesn't have to be that way!

GVP's Series IIA500HD8+
Takes Off the "WATT
GVP's Series II A5OOHD8 + 40-105MB

Hard Drives work like the world's fastest
runners to take the "Wait" off and to get your
Amiga 500 racing along at data transfer speeds^^

of up to 52 times faster than floppy disk drives.

\.

But getting rid of the "Wait" is just the beginning?™

'«

GVP's Series IIA500HD8+ Turns
Floppy Fat into HARD DRMN' Muscle

Because the Series II A5OOHD8+ uses the same

custom VLSI andFUAASTBOM1" technologies of it's
powerful cousins - Series IIA2000 SCSI + RAM -

you get more than an amazingly fast hard drive.
You get the storage space of 45 to 136 floppy

disks, depending upon the mode! you choose.
You also gel Series It's:

<,' Exclusive Game |Hard Disk disable!

Switch for Full Games Compatibility

• A2000 DMA Data Transfer Speeds.
• FAST RAM expansion with up

to 8MB of SIMM-Based Internal
RAM Expansion

• "Mini-Slot" Access to All A500 Expansion
Bus Signals for future expansion.

• External SCSI Port for adding up to 7 SCSI Devices
• Internal Fan for Cool, Reliable Operation

Important A500HD8+
Body-Builders

• External Mounting to Maintain Your Original
Commodore Factory Warranty

</ FREE Dedicated Universal Input Power

Game Switch

Commodore's A500 power limitation
• One-Year GVP Factory Warranty.

Hard Disk

GVP's Series IIA500H08+ Keeps
Your Amiga 500's Sleek Good Looks

External
SCSI Port

Supply. Insures full compliance with

Drive

GVP knows that no fitness plan is complete unless
is keeps your system looking great. That's why

Free
Power Supply

your Series II A5OOHD8 + matches your Amiga

.

500's good looks line-for-line, curve-for-curve.

So get a GVP Series II A500HD8+ hard drive for
your Amiga 500. Lose the "Wait" and Gain the Muscle.

"Mini-Slot": for

V future expansion
Internal RAM

Expansion: up to 8MB

Sees \l. FMASTRQM and GJP are tra&marte of Great teftey Producs he.
Amiga. A500 and A20OO are registered Cademarks of Commotoe-Amiga. tic.

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.
600 Clark Avenue, King of Prussia, PA 19406

For more information, or for nearest dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries welcome

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922
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Amiga Magic

mounted vertically. There isadditional space

What is Amiga Magic? For most

for two 5.25 inch half-height hard drives

Amigans it is turning the power on. Once

installed behind the two vertical drives.

they have done that, the Amiga is a wild

Aside from an enormous potential for hard

carpet ride to almost anywhere you want to

disks and floppies, the 3000T also includes a

go. From the multimedia presentation plat

fast slot for a 6S040 accelerator, a video slot

form of ShowMaker by Cold Disk to the

for internal video devices, up to five Amiga/

artistic manipulations of ASDG's Art De

Zorro 111 slots, and four Bridgeport slots.

partment Professional, the Amiga offers a

The number of Amiga/Zorro III and

wide assortment of applications and excite

Bridgeport slots available depends on how

ment not available on other computer plat

your peripherals are configured. Power

forms.

lights, a key switch to lock out unwanted

However, real Amiga Magic comes

Commodore answer questions from Boston

access, an internal speaker, and a high-reso

Computer Society Amiga users at the first

when we can use the technology of the Amiga

lution mouse with an extra long cord, mark

public introduction of the Amiga 3000 Tower.

to improve all our lives. Since October is

this workstation Amiga.

often considered Computer Education
Month, we have included a healthy assort

The 3000 Tower is available in two

tions), the first edition of this CD-ROM will

formats. The standard configuration con

contain the contents of the includes and

ment of educational news and reviews. Yet,

tains a 100MB (18ms) hard disk drive and

AutoDocs ROM Kernel Manual. Developers

for those readers with a self-instructional

2MB of 32-bit RAM (internal memory may

can use this reference from within their fa

point of view, we have maintained a hearty

be expanded to 18MB of RAM on the

vorite editor to search for documentation on

assortment of programming articles.

motherboard) for $4,498. The second ma

the operating system function calls, and

chine contains a 200MB hard disk drive and

using cut and paste functions, can incorpo

Commodore's recent announcement of the

retails for 54,998.

rate examples from the CD directly into

availability of the Amiga 3000 Tower.

Dave

Perhaps the greatest magic of all is

"The

their own code. The hypertext links on the

Commodore's delivery of a finished system

A3000T represents the next wave of A3000

CD-ROM will allow the developer to jump

actually matched the official release date.

technology. It is a multimedia workstation

from the documentation of one function to

They had promised late August and they

thatcombinesall the capabilities of the A3000

the related function call or structure defini

delivered their announcement on August

with

tion.

20. Units are available for developers through

expandability and power." In a press re

September, with units in most Amiga deal

lease, he was quoted assaying, "The A3000T

mentioned him last because, while the A3000

ers' stores in October. In an industry that is

is a power user's delight. It contains all the

Tower demonstrated Commodore's current

often destroyed by missed deliveries, Com

new features of the A3000, plus more room

status of hardware development, Jeff dem

modore has produced on time.

for expansion than the A2000 and A3000

onstrated CBM's commitment to better soft

combined."

ware tools for the future. Scherb hopes these

an

Archambault

stated,

unprecedented

level

of

The Amiga 3000 Tower Arrives
The day after Hurricane Bob had

6

David Archambault and Dave Haynie of

Although Mr. Scherb spoke first, I have

and other tools soon to be available from

The Ultimate User Group Meeting

CATS will speed the development of high

smashed his way through the heart of New

Jeff Scherb provided BCS members

England, August 20, in a small M.I.T. lecture

with the news o( several new developer

In all, CBM brought one of the best

hall, David Archambault, Commodore's

tools and manuals from CATS, including

combinations to any user group meeting.

Director of Business Markets, Jeff Scherb,

the Amigaltser Interface Style Guide, the

There were even a few surprises in the ques-

Vice President of Commodore Applications

Programmer's Guide to ARcxx, and a CD-ROM

tion-and-answersession when Dave Haynie

and Technical Support Group, and David

hypertext version of the ROM Kernel Refer

promised 2.0 ROM chips to be available by

Haynie, Commodore's Senior Hardware

ence Manual. The AmigaUser Interface Style

October 1 and the final disk version to be

Design Engineer, gave the first public pre

Guide is in bookstores, and both guides are

shipped to dealers that day.

sentation of Commodore U.S.A.'s Amiga

available through the CATS developer pro

3000T. Instead of the normal gala event

gram.

quality applications for the Amiga.

My special thanks go to the two magi

Commodore has been known to use in the

The Programmer's Guide In ARexx de

past, this event was held by members of the

scribes proper coding methods and stan

tor Mary Ryan of Amiga Culture, the official

Boston Computer Society's Amiga User

dards that a developer should use to include

newsletter of the Amiga users in the Boston

Croup

ARexx support in their applications.

Computer Society, and her husband and

The Amiga 3000 Tower offers one very

The CD-ROM project, to be available

special feature missing in theorigina! 3000—

through the CATS Developer program later

space. Standing just under desk height, the

this year, provides the ROM Kernel Reference

new Tower has a space for everything. The

Manual series in a hypertext format. Using

cians who directed me to the meeting: Edi

strong Amiga supporter, l*at Ryan.

Sincerely.

Tower supports two 3.5 inch d rives, one 5.25

the AmigaGuide hypertext engine devel

inch half-heightdrive mounted horizontally,

oped by CATS (and also available to devel

Don Hicks

as well as two 5.25 inch half-height drives

opers for inclusion in their own applica-

Managing Editor

Amazing Computing

MEET THE

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARDS
68030 Power, Up to 16MB RAM and SCSI Controller All in One

Optional External
SCSI Peripherals

All A2000

SERIES II A2000-CDMB0

Expansion
Slots Free

+SCSI Drive Installed

This single GVP SERIES IIA2000-C0MB0 board gives you more
power, performance and control over your Amiga;; system than any
4 other boards out there.

quality videos?...the SERIES UA2000COMBO perfectly complements New
Tek's Video Toaster"1 special effects

You want to expand your Amiga's
memory-...the SERIES II A2000COMBO does it and does it big.

system.

You want to make your Amiga faster
than a speeding bullet?...the SERIES II
A2000-COMBO does that too.
virtually every and any SCSI device on
Magneto-Optical and tape-based stor

If that doesn't make the SERIES II

COMBO does it all.

Boards, we don't know what does.

the market-from CD-ROM drives, to
age devices?...the SERIES II A2000-

You want all the storage capacity of a
3.5", 500MB hard drive on a single
card?...Ycp-It's an option.
You want to save lots of time with your

memory

• SCSI Connector for External SCSI
Peripherals

v' Screen Icon-Based 68000 Mode Switch ■$

Plus, when you install the SERIES II
A2000-COMBO board directly into your
Amiga's CPU accelerator slot, you still
have all 5 of your original expansion
slots open and free for other uses,

You want to use your Amiga with

IT'S LIKE AN ENTIRE
FACTORY ON ONE BOARD
fust look what you get from this
workhorse, powerhouse:
v'33 or 22Mhz 68030 Accelerator
• Up to 16MB of fully DMA-able 32-bit
wide memory expansion (13MB on
22Mhz model!
y' High Performance, Auto-Booting,
DMA SCSI Hard Drive Controller
able to DMA directly into AIL

Optional "Hard-Disk-Card" Conversion Kit
Converts the SERIES IIA2O0O-COMB0 board inio a
"Hard-Disk-Card" as well! Drive mounts on the back
of trie board, saving even more space!

A2000-COMBO the Chairman of the

For more information on how you can

put the Chairman of the Boards —
SERIES n A2000 COMBO - to work for
you, call 215-337-8770.

Built-in GVP

Series II DMA

Internal SCSI
Hard Drive

desktop publishing,ray-tracing, render

ing and animation programs?...
Nothing's faster than the SERIES II

1MB(22Mhz)ar

4MB (33Mhz)

A2000- COMBO.

SCSI Controller

SCSI
Connector
for external

SCSI
peripherals

(3.5" available
up to 500MB!)'

Surface-mounted

32-bit wide

You want to use your Amiga as a

Memory

special effects generator for broadcast

Up to 12MB of 32-bit
wide, User-installable
Surface-mounted 68030 CPU
and 68882 FPU
(22 or 33Mhz)

SIMM32 Memory
Expansion

Ask your

deaier for the
GVP A2000-C0MB0 22 OR 33
bundled with a Hard Drive Kit
SIMM32 and GVP are trademarks ol Great Valley Products. Inc
Amiga. A2O0O and A3000 are registered trademarks ot
Commodore-Amiga. Inc.

Video Toaster is a trademark ot NewTek Inc.

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

(>00 Clark Avenue, King of Prussia, PA 19406

For more information, or for nearest dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries weicome.

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922
CIS-France

Europaro -14, Avenue Gustave Hertz ■
X (33) 56-383-441 ■ F. (33) 56-362-646

SDL-United Kingdom

Unit 10, Huxley Corner tint Esi.

Edginglon Way, Sidcup ■ Kent DA 145S5
T. (44) 81-300-3399 ■ F. (44) 81-SJ0-6765

Power Peripherals - Australia
1st Floor, 257 Hawthorne Rd.

CaurfieU North 3161 ■ Victoria

X (61) 3-532-8553 ■ F. (61) 3-532-8556

Pixel Soft-Spaii

DTM- West Germany

(Vcherrenstem GA ■ 6200 Wiesbaden-Aunngen

T. (49) 6127-4065 • f. (49) 61Z7-66Z76

Batacom APS - Denmark

Kirkerfengot 23 ■ Hatting ■ 8900 Hwsens

T. (45) 75-65-37-88 ■ F. (45) 65-37-16

Non-Stop SPA-Italy
Fiiiate di Vendibe Admin.

C) Gral, Franca - 7 Entto F-G ■ 3400 Pafencb
t (34) 88-751160 ■ F. (34) 8B-751191

40057 Cadrtano di Granarolo ■ Via B. Buazzi, 11 Boiogn
X (39) 51-785299 • F. (39) 51-765252

Breadline OY-Faitand

Oataaxp- Canada

Vanha Porvoontte 295 • 01260 Vantaa
T. [358) 087-479-00 - F. (358) 087-449-44

Merlin-Austria

Dorlstrasse S ■ AOB074 Rinn • Innsbruck
T. (43) 522-388-96 ■ F. (43) 522-388-97
Circle 106 on Header Service card.

431 Hampton Court Rd

Dalian! des Onneaux - Quebec H9G 111
T. 514-624-4700 - F. 514-63>7136

Micnrtron Computerprodukte-Switeriand
Batintwtstrassc 2. Poslfach 69 ■ CH-2542 Pietertai

I. (41) 32-87-2429 ■ F. {«) 32-87-24-82

Firecracker Board
I have a question pertaining to

1000. As we know this takes the red,
green, blue, and sync signals through

I would like to point out a

the review of the Firecracker board

one connector. There are several

by Impulse, Inc. in the July 1991

grades of monitors but don't be

the ATonce PC/AT emulator in the

issue. I was wondering what RGB

mislead by such features as aperture

July 1991 issue of your magazine. As

monitor the author was using? 1

grille pitch (dot pitch) on the video

exciting as the prospect is of adding

understand that there are several

side; rather check the horizontal and

IBM compatibility cheaply and easily

grades of RGB monitors available. I

vertical dot resolution of the RGB

to the Amiga, there is what I find to

was wondering it one can expect

display. A monitor with a horizontal

be a serious drawback—the

different results from different

video resolution of 450 lines may-

emulator's incompatibility with

monitors or if the product has

have a RGB resolution of 640 horizon

downlevel motherboards.

consistent results on all monitors?

tal lines. It's a safe bet that the higher

Sincerely,

serious omission in your review of

According to the installation

the video resolution, the higher the

guide that comes with the emulator,

analog RGB resolution. The ideal

"some Amiga 2000 computers have

choice would be to purchase an RGB

problems with their slots—especially

Gregg Kodra

monitor that has a resolution meeting

when they have a motherboard with

Austin, TX

or exceeding the Firecracker's

a revision number smaller than 6.2." I

resolution (keep in mind that most

have recently purchased an emulator

spec sheets on analog monitor

for my Amiga 2000 and have failed to

resolutions do not calculate overscan

get it to operate at all on my system. I

board requires an Analog RGB

variables.) However the Firecracker

am now looking at having to upgrade

monitor with a horizontal sync

board itself produces a solid crisp

my motherboard from revision 4.3 to

frequency of at least 15.75 KHz and a

RGB output and will provide

6.2.1 believe a requirement for a

vertical sync frequency of 60 Hz. The

excellent results on most RGB

particular revision motherboard

Commodore 1080/1084 and most

monitors.

should be noted in product advertise

Dear Gregg,
The Firecracker 24-bit graphics

digital/analog RGB monitors adhere

As for recommendations, I

ments and reviews.

to these frequencies or surpass them.

would say any of the Commodore

Although most monitors are set up

monitors would be a great choice.

for standard digital RGB input, some

They are low-priced, long-lasting

Mike Yetter

treat analog differently. A number of

{mine's going on six years), and you

San Jose, CA

hi-end video monitors claim "RGB

won't have to go through any

pass-through" (such as some Sony

incompatibility problems, since most

PVM series monitors), but beware.

companies producing Amiga hi-color

These pass-throughs are 3 BNC

graphics boards use the Commodore

connectors (red-green-blue) with a

monitors for product development

separate sync so do check out the

and testing.

spec sheets before buying.
The monitor J used for the
review was a Commodore 1080,

originally produced for the Amiga

8

ATonce Emulator

Amazing Computing

Sincerely,

Commodore Complaint
As a longtime Commodore
software developer—since 1979—we

have always been impressed by the
superiority of Commodore's technol

Frank McMahon

ogy. The mystery is why Commodore

AC Video Consultant

does such a second-rate job of
marketing its superlative hardware.

Ifyou have an idea...

YOUNEED

SCALA

A ProfessionalTitling & Presentation Package
for theAmiga
NEW!

How you present your ideas is as important as the
idea itself. With a tool like SCALA yourideas will

u-\ -J N?
SfiiPP'n^

have the advantage they deserve.
SCALA provides all the tools
you need for professional
presentations:
Backgrounds. Scala includes fifty-

nine professionally created backdrop
images and textures, such as "Stone",
"Marble", "Fabric", etc. THIRTYNINE specially selected color palettes
are included, allowing you to create
unique and eye-catching background

tapestries, adding character to your
presentations. Backgrounds are stored

Special effects such as tilting, under
line, drop shadow, 3D and color can

be applied to any individual letter,
word or line. The video enthusiast
will find several typefaces especially
suitable for video titling purposes.
Transitions. Scala offers more than
SEVENTY special effects transitions
for control of transitions between
pages of a presentation and how and
when text, symbols or objects appear
on a page. These transitions allow you

to soften or accentuate changes aod
liven up your presentations. The

Other Features. Page layout and attri
butes can be saved and re-used later
to ensure a consistent appearance

within a presentation. ASCII files can
be loaded and formatted onto these

pre-defined layouts. Any object or
part of a screen can be defined as a
"button", allowing "run-time"

selectable flow of presentations by the

simple click of a mouse button.
Mouse buttons act as a "remote

control", allowing forward and
backward control of the presentation
or overriding display times.

speed of any transition and display

SCALA

times can be fully controlled.

Sophisticated
yet

Easy-to-use
Scala represents a new genera.-'
tion in Amiga software due to

its excellent user-interface and
smooth performance. All Scala's
features are accessible through three,
clear and easy-to-use menus labeled
in plain English. Scala is shipped

in IFF picture format [HAM also
supported), allowing custom

backgrounds to be easily created
and added.

Symbols. Scala includes many useful

Animations. Scala is able to load and

presentation symbols such as, male,

play back animations at any point
within a presentation. Text can be

female, arrows, vehicles, etc. Symbols
are stored as IFF brushes, allowing
custom symbols (or other objects) to
be easily created and added.

Typography. Scala includes seven
teen fonts, each of which is available
in many different sizes and weights.

with a comprehensive manual and
EIGHT DISKS! MINIMUM CONFIG

URATION. Scala requires Kickstart
V1.3 (or latcr|, at least 1MB of
memory and a hard disk. Separate
versions for PAL
and NTSC.

added and super-imposed on an
animation while it is being
played back.

ipP'ng

Output. Transferring output to different
media is no problem with a duo like
Scala and the Amiga. Using weltknown Amiga tools, presentations
can be genlocked, recorded on video
tape, printed on polaroids, etc. Scala

includes ScalaPrint which can print
out a complete presentation or just a
cue for your speech. PostScript

printers are supported.

^

Your

ideas
deserve
SCALA!

from

vto

7r latest

Scala and the! symbol are registered trademarks of Digital

Vision Ltd. Norway. Amiga is a trademark ol CommofloreAmiga, inc. ftistScnpt is a trademark rjl Adobe Inc. GVP is
a trarJemarti ol Great Valley Products, Inc.

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.
600 Clark Ave., King of Prussia, PA 19406

For more information, or for your nearest GVP dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922
Circle 112 on Reader Service card.

I was reminded of this puzzle

reading your magazine ever since we

Radio-Electronics is a very

ment awhile ago when, after some

1)

got the Amiga, and find it interesting.

prominent magazine in the realm of

persistent invitations from Commo

Our problem is that all magazines,

electronics, and reaches a readership

dore, I went out to West Chester to

including yours are too technical for

that is very technologically minded

hear and agree to some innovative

us to understand, as we are just plain

and open to new and better technolo

marketing plans involving our

old KIWI's. Most of the operations of

gies. I think the Amiga would be well

educational software. Immediately

the software and the computer we

received by these people if they could

upon my return to home base in

have found out by ourselves as we

get accurate information about it.

Minneapolis, I wrote B number of

live to far away from any Club, or

follow-up letters to Commodore

Commodore Agents. There must be

community to write articles and

concerning what we had agreed

thousands of people like ourselves

submit info on new products for R-E

upon. No response. Nothing. It was

that are just beginners and would like

to print. I have written for their

as if Commodore had never heard of

some articles especially for this group

writer's guidlines, and sent some info

us.

of people.

on Amiga products.

When we first got our Amiga we

2)

At an earlier point in time, I lined

Holtzman called on the Amiga

This is a golden opportunity for

got hold of some old "Compute"

Amiga users and manufacturers to
approach a large group of technical

up a potential opportunity for

books and typed some of the pro

Commodore to get some national

grams to be just for the standard

people who have just recently been

publicity for the instructional

Amiga, not requiring anything apart

exposed to the "joys" of Windows for

effectiveness of the Amiga within an

from what packaged in the box.

the PC. The Amiga should blow them

inner-city school setting. In turning

Before we buy these things such as

away.

down my proposal, a Commodore

assemblers, modems, extra memory,

spokesman made this statement that

drives etc. We would like to know

Electronics is open to, and asking for,

should be framed and hung on a wall

how to properly use what we've got.

solid information on Amiga applica

somewhere: "We do not," said the

We do enjoy reading your magazine

tions and capabilities. Let's show

Commodore spokesman, "solicit

even though we don't understand

them just how powerful the Amiga is.

opportunities!"

alot of it.

We have a new forum for telling our

I conclude with this appropriate gem

Yours Sincerely,

Come on, Amiga users, Radio-

side of the story, so let's use it.
from an actual court case:

Defense Counsel (to a witness in a

Radio-Electronics
L. Kearvell

500-B Bi-County Blvd

New Zealand

Farmingdale, NY 11735

Dear Mr. KcarvcU:

Jonathan Norris

shooting incident):
"You too were shot in the fracas?"

Your point is well-taken. We

Witness: "No, sir. I was shot midway
between the fracas and the navel."

La Grande, OR

sometimes become overwhelmed by till the
high-end stuff coining our way. However,

available as a back issue. Amazing

All letters are subject to editing.

In the case of Commodore, it's

Computing v5.11 features articles for tite

Questions or comments should be sent to:

directly in the fracas.

beginner. As always we'll strive to keep
users of all levels in mind.—Ed.

Amazing Computing P.O. Box S69

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

Sincerely,

Attn: Feedback

Thorwald Esbensen
President, MicroEd

Technical Readers
After some very prejudicial and
negative statements about the Amiga,

Jeff Holtzman, computer columnist

New Zealand Fan
Our family has owned our

10

for Radio-Electronics magazine, has
recently made a very courageous

Amiga 500 for about 6 months. This is

change in his stand. In his August

the first and only computer we have

column, he describes the origins of

used, and we are very happy with it.

his prejudice, and asks the Amiga

It is a standard 500, with no extra

community to help enlighten him and

memory or disk drive. We have been

R-E readers.

Amazixg Computing

Readers whose letters are published will
receive five public domain disks free of chard.

How Does The Competition
Measure Up Against ProWrite?

Advanced Word ProcKing Power

They Come Up Short.
ProWrite*. Performance That

head and shoulders above the competition.

Stands Out In A Crowd.

Which is why ProWrite is the best selling Amiga

from A/V scripts, to novels, business reports,

word processor. And the best choice for every

storyboards, or letters to Aunt Agnus, go straight

In this highly competitive world, there is
always a leader. An innovator. The one that the

competition looks up to. In the world of Amiga
word processors, ProWrite is that leader.

ProWrite has the high performance features

you need. A 100,000 word spelling checker that
can check as you type. A thesaurus with over
300,000 cross references. Multiple columns
with both snaking and parallel text flow.

Multiple fonts and graphics. Powerful macros.
Exceptional speed.

With all this and more, ProWrite stands

Amiga owner.

Because it is always better to lead than to
follow.

Look To The Leader In Amiga
Word Processing.
Like all of our products, ProWrite combines

So whatever your word processing needs,

to the top. Discover the power of ProWrite from
New Horizons.

NEW
HORIZONS

high performance, an intuitive environment, and

First In Personal Productivity And Creativity

easy to use commands. When it comes to power

New Horizons Software. Inc.
206 Wild Basin Road, Suite 109

ful yet practical word processing, ProWrite is the
target die competition shoots for.

Austin, Texas 78746

(512) 328-6650

e isi irgjittr
a i)4 rcgi&lr eii trademark of O:

Circle 118 on Reader Service card.

Konami Inc., 900 Deerfield Park

commemorating the victory over

way, Buffalo Grove, IL 60089, (708)

the evil forces when the celebra

215-5111, Inquiry #204

n

tion is disrupted by the undead
Sir Karl, swooping in on a Death

ew products

Dragon. When Sir Karl steals a
Dragonlance, the champions de

cide to find Sir Karl and recover

c- other neat stuff

it. As they travel, their goal and
adventure prove to be much dif

ferent than ever imagined. Char
acters may be transferred from

edited by Timothy Duarte

Champions of Krynn or an entire
new party may be created. Sug

gested Retail Price: 549.95, Elec
tronic Arts, 1S20 Gateway Drive,

San Matco, CA 94404, (800) 245-

• Software •

enforcement of actual subjects in

4525, Inquiry #207

the foreign language. Features
include on-line English/foreign

AntiA
Anti A is a font enhancement

utility which performs an anti
aliasing process on norm.il Amiga

fonts. From one original font size,
it is possible to produce up to 9

scaled-down versions (from 1/2
down to 1/12 size), anti-aliased
using four brightness levels. The
new fonts are stored in ColorFont
format and can be used by any
paint or video program which

supports CoiorFonts. Although

they can be displayed in any nonHAM screen mode, they look
most effective when used on a hi
res interlaced screen. Anti A runs

on all Amigas under v 1.3 or v 2.0.

Suggested retail price: unavailable,
Zen Computer Services, 2 Silver
Birch Grave, Swinian, Manchester,
M271FS, Inquiry #202

English dictionaries, a compre

Caligari Broadcast 2.0

hensive language manual, com

Design and animate with the fin

plete with grammar, concise pro

est user interface! Caligari inter

nunciation guide, tips for the

acts with objects, not with menus

traveler, and a history of the lan

or a keyboard! It also allows a

guage. Audio Gallery also pro

user to work in realtime and de

vides multiple choice quizzes for

sign in perspective 3-D space

step-by-step verification of the

which resembles the real physical

material covered. Full color

world.

graphics and digitized voices of

The software includes powerful

native speakers make learning a

new capabilities such 89 single

language tun. Spanish, German,

point editing, mirroring, slicing

Chinese, and Japanese language

and sweeping operator functions,

versions are available. Suggested

and interactive spline-based ani

retail price: European languages;

mation features. Caligari pro

$89.95,Orientalhnguage$:$129.95,

animations with texture map

Arlington, VA 22206, (703) 820-

ping, environment mapping,

1954, Inquiry #203

shadows, and anti-aliasing using
16.7 million colors on video

Bill Elliot's NASCAR
Challenge

With its combined video, audio,

Choose from six official banked

graphics

computer

NASCAR tracks of Daytona,

interactivity. Audio Gallery, the

Talladega, Bristol, Darlington,

talking picture dictionary, is the

Michigan, and Atlanta. Or choose

modern way to help you learn a

from the two twisting road

foreign language. It can also be

coursesof Sears Point or Watkins

resolution or up to 8000 x 8000
pixels for slide output. Optional

drivers are available for various

framebuffers. Suggested Retail
price: $299.00, Octree Software, 311
W43 St., Suite 904, New York. NY
10036,(212)262-3116,lnquiry#205

Glen. Prepare to race using track

mar school through the university

condition information to adapt

This Is the first in a series of full

level. Audio Gallery provides si

your stock car by adjusting en

screen art by Warner Bros, artist/

multaneous audio and visual re-

gine type, tire stagger, spoiler

animator Ryan Roberts. The

angle, and gearratio. Players can

three-disk package includes 13

review their driving skills with a
VCR-style instant replay mode
which allows players to record

classically-styled animal ions and
five pictures which feature ani
mal and fantasy characters. Sug

their action, crashes and all, from

gested

six different camera angles and

play it back. Authentic racing
features include a dash board

with damage warning, light, tach,

Amazisg Compvtisg

Discovery, the award-winning

educational program, has now
become even better. Designed for
children in K-12, Discovery
teaches the concept of carrying
and borrowing numbers in addi
tion and subtraction problems
and offers fill-in-the-blank ques
tions for addition, subtraction.
Answers can be typed or set up in
a multiple choice format. Learn
ers will take part in an interac
tive, educational space ad venture
which includesSpel ling and Math
lessons. Your job is to fix brokendown starships in the vastnessof
space. Use knowledge and intel

ligence to solve the puzzling
problems posed by the ship's se
curity computer. Features include
new graphics, music, animation,
and enhanced gameplay. Works

i hi a II.Amigas with 512K memory.
Additional expansion lesson
disk'-jRMUnavailable. Suggi -*.■.■

retail price: $69.95, Microiliusions,
P.O. Box 3475, Granada Hills. CA
91394, (818) 785-7345, lnquini#208

Canvas

beneficial to students in gram

AUDIO
GALLERY

12

duces photorealistic images and

FairBrothers, Inc., 5054 S. 22nd St.,

Audio Gallery
and

Discovery 2.0

language and foreign language/

Retail

Price:

$34.95,

INOVAtmnics Inc., 8499 Greenville
Ave., Suite 209B, Dallas, TX 75231
(214) 340-4991. Inquiry 1*206

fuel, oil, and temperature gouges.

Death Knights of Krynn

A leader board shows your best
and current lap times, number of
laps raced, your position, and

Death Knights of Krynn, the se
quel to S.S.I.'s Champions of
Kymn, begins a year after the

your distance behind the leader.

conclusion of Champions of

Suggested Retail Price: $49.95.

Krynn. A party is taking place

DLG Professional
After two and a hall years of de
sign, TelePro Technologies an-

nounced the release of DLC Pro

ject. A comprehensive tutorial

Informative screens depict how

fessional, a unique telecommuni

walks you through each feature,

asteroids, mountains, and craters

cations product for the high-end

step by step. Suggested Retail Price:

are drawn, step-by-step. A to-

hobbyist. The concept behind

$50.00, Holosoft Technologies, 1637

tall 83clips, 24 pics (some in HAM

DLG is a group of interrelated

E.

mode) and 10 anims appear in

modules and commands that

Escoudido, CA 92027, (619) 747-

this package. Suggested retail price:

form

0663, Inquiry #211

524.95, INOVAtronics Inc., 8499

the

nucleus

of

a

Valley Parkway, Suite 172,

bulletin-board operating system

n

ew products
c: other neat stuff

Greenville Ave., Suite209B, Dallas,

that is built around a standard

TX 75231(214) 340-4991, Inquiry

Amiga sheil.
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compared with traditional learn

Magic Mirror

crossword puzzle games are in

ing environments. In addition,

Some of the highlights include
multi-line

capability,

conferencing, Usenet, FidoNet

In simple step-by-step tutorials,

electronic mall and echo-mail

strategies and ideas arepresen ted

compatibility, message broad

that you can use immediately in

casting, message tagging, mes

your daily life. The Magic Mirror

sage bundling, message down

has a database which keeps track

loading, off-line reading, sysop-

ofyourprogressand records your

configurable file transfer proto

beliefs, roles, anchors, and mo

cols, and more. With dozens of

dalities. Use many powerful

third party utilities and com

techniques found in the program

mands available, DLG is guaran

to help you create a better under

teed to keep growing with the

standing of the many forces ef

rapidly changing pace of tele-

fecting your life. Suggested retail

communications. Suggested Retail

price: 539.95, Blue Valley Software,

Price:$199.00,Te!eProTechno!ogies,

Jack Nickiaus' Course

29 Shepnrd Street, Walton, NY

20-1524 Rayner Ave., Saskatoon,

Designers Clip Art

13856, (800) 545-6172, Inquiry #214

SAS, Canada, S7N1Y1, (306) 6653811,Inquiry #209

Golf fans who have to this point
enjoyed

Draw 4D-Pro

designing their own

Mirror Image Productions re

Nickiaus' Unlimited Golf &

leased a sister program to its

Course Design can now create

popular MIfont PostScript con

and animation software is de

even more detailed and visually

version software for use with

signed for use in both desktop

stunning courses with Accolade's

Professional Page. Mloutline will

video and desktop publishing.

Jack Nickiaus' Course Designers

convert any PostScript Type 1

The program lias the same fea

Clip Art: Volume 1. More than

printer font, from the IBM or

tures as Draw 4D and many new

seven finished course objects,

Macintosh, into a fully compat

ones, too. Features include IFF

three new land plots, and nine

ible Professional Draw outline

bitmap wrapping, Gouraud. value

new scenic backgrounds for cre

font. The fonts actual letterforms

and/or color interpolative shad

ating beautiful and challenging

may then be manipulated with

ing, a new animation multi-level

courses applicable to any climate

any of PDraw's drawing tools to

deform mode, an easy-to-use eye

are included. A bonus 18-hoie

create effects, specialty type and

path

championship course, Desert

logos. All font characters to a

walkthroughs, compressed 24-bit

Highlands Golf Club in Arizona,

maximum of 224 are accessible

IFFsaves, super-fast render times,

has been added to the collection

from PDraw complete with

and many enhanced tools. Sug

as well.

kerning. As with MIfont, all stan

gested retail price: S349.00, Adspcc

A wide collection of finished ob

dard characters are rearranged to

Programming, P.O. Box 13, Sakm,

jects, such as trees, cacti, rocks,

Amiga order. Mloutline will also

OH 44460, (216) 337-3325, inquiry

animals, golf carts, clubhouses,

generate printed PostScript charts

#210

fountains, and even a ball washer,

showing any font's complete

helps course architects add the

character set and the key combi

HAM-E Workshop

perfect finishing touches to their

nations to call them. Suggested

Holosoft Technologies has re

designs. Suggested Retail Price:

Retail Price: $124.95, Mirror Image

leased Ham-E Workshop, a 256

$24.95, Accolade, 550 S.Winchester

Productions, 30 Aurora Court, Suite

color REG-mode paint program,

Boulevard,San jose,CA95128.(408)

1209,

with extensive animation capa

985-1700, Inquiry #212

Cnnada,MlW2M3,(416)495-7469,

architectural

Scarborough,

Ontario,

Inquiry #215

bilities, designed especially for

Intended for players at the age of
six and up, the user can choose

between a male or female robot
tutor. Suggested retail price: $49.95,
Brain

Technologies,

P.O.

Box

215147, Sacramento, CA 95821,
(800)272-4601, Inquiry #226

Mloutline

masterpiece courses with Jack

This multi-dimensional modeling

for

cluded to reinforce spelling skills.

use with the Ham-E video de

Lunar Construction Set

vice.

Lunar Construction Set (LCS),

Mr. Robot's Speak 'N Spell

Ham-E workshop has over 200

also by Ryan Roberts, is a two-

Mr. Robot is a talking computer

fast, easy-to-use features, includ

disksetofclip art and background

vocabulary wizard who can rap

ing CELL and PAGE animation.

components for creating custom-

idly expand your word power by

New Brush features such as color

made lunar and spacescenes. LCS

using

superb graphics, anima

filtration, stuffing, rippling, roll

includes several brush anims, as

tion, music, and speech. Over 1000

ing, image transferring, and a

well as several full screen anims

vivid color pictures and 204 dif

powerful drape feature allow you

and pics which stand as examples

ferent levels are used to greatly

to drape any brush over an ob

of the usage of these components.

increase memory retention as

Paint me a Story
Designed to encourage children
to create picture-based stories,
Genisoft's Paint Me a Story has

just been released. Draw your
own characters or use the readymade figures and backgrounds.
You don't have to be an artist to
create the most amazing and
colorful pictures. Add text and
choose different color patterns to
paint with. String pictures to
gether with different magic fades

and wipes between each picture
and add background music for a

finishing touch. A player disk al
lows you to give your story disks

to your friends. Suggested retail
price: unavailable, Genisofl, Unit 3,
Poyle

14,

Nezvlands

Drive,

Colnbrook, Berks SL3 ODX, U.K.,
Inquiry #217

Pyscho Killer CDTV
It's a cold fall evening. Around

the blind corner in the middle of
the country a car lies skewed

across the road. You skid to a halt
and get out to see if there has been

October 1991
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REAL3D v. 1.4

Scenery Animator

phone numbers and two ad

REAL3D has been fully updated

Natural Graphics has released

dresses can be entered for each

to meet the demanding require

Scenery Animator, a powerful 3-

individual. The phone list can be

ments of professional users. Four

D program that creates 24-bit

printed with or without address

curve creation functions, six free

single frames or fly through ani

and sorted by name or company.

form creation tools, 8 free form

an accident. There is no one. Sud
denly from the distance you hear

a desperate scream. You turn «ind
head towards the sound of dis
tress. You are nlone...almost!

Psycho Killer is designed to be an
interactive CDTV experience.

Shot on location, it uses photo

graphic images and real actors.
Sound is sampled and the images
are digitized for total reality. The
plot and game are interwoven.

As the hero, it's up to you to over
come the psycho killer. Confront

the killer, survive, rescue the po
tential victim, and escape! Sug
gested Retail Price: $49.95, On-line
Entertainment,642ALea Bridge Rii.,

Uyton, London, England EW 6AP,
OU-4481-558-61U, Inquiry #218

mailing labels, default sort and

selectcriterin, and memory usage

a smooth option with Phong

greenery, and clouds which may

parameters. A 60-pagc reference

shading are some of the new f ree-

form modeling and point-editing
features in this version. All to
gether, there are more than 65
new functions. Suggested Retail

Price: unavailable, Activa Interna
tional, P.O. Box 2360, not) DT

rajahs of old found it, and we

ing

the first upgrade for Scaia, the
professional presentation soft

Yosemite, Grand Canyon, Lake

ware package. All original at

interesting

sections

of

Tahoe, High Sierra are also in
cluded. Scenery Animator has a

tributes of the original Scala are

built-in keyframe editor which

included, as well as several en

allows creation of straight or 3-D
spline curve flight paths, and an

hancements which make Scala
even more versatile. Someof these

unlimited number of frames per

features includecontinuous credit

animation to simulate time-lapse
photography. The program ren
ders in all Amiga screen resolu

available to registered owners of
the first release. Suggested Retail

tions and requires a 68020/030
CPU, a 68881 /882 math chip,and
2MB of memory. Suggested retail

l>rice:$99.95,NaturalCraphics,P.O.
Box 1963, Rockiin, CA 95677, (916)
624-1436, Inquiry #222

Secretary
As the name suggests, Secretary

does a lot more than file phone
numbers and addresses. It pro
vides an integrated set of time
and information functions that
let you organize your schedule

Price: $395.00, Great Valley Prod
ucts, 600 Clark Avc, King Of
Prussia, PA 19406, (215) 337-8770,

a month-at-a-glance calendar,

Inquiry #221

and reminder entries through the

and important data. Starting with
you can make schedule, to-do,
year 2055. Entries are shown in

the calendar so you can see at a

Scenery
Animator

glance when you have openings

in your schedule. For those on the

Explore the most sophisticated
Advanced Dungeon & Dragons

fantasy role-playinggames which
includes mines, dungeons, ruins,
and ice castles. The player will

battle monsters never before en
countered, such as gargoyles,
cloud giants, hydras, and other
fierce foes. With the use of high
character levels, the user can in
voke many other new powerful
spells like barkskin, charm per
son, delayed blast, and fireball.
Suggested Retail Price: $49.95,

Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway
Drive, San Maico, CA 94404, (800)
245-4525, Inquiry #224

Street Rod 2
Car savvy, driving skill, and race
winnings take you from high

school senior to King of the Road.
Street Rod 2, developed by Cali

printed for any week. The pro
gram also allows you to do par

construction set and racing game

tial string searches on calendar
entries, resulting in the ability to

chips. Suggested retailprice:S39.95,
Expert Sendees, 5912 Centennial

Search results can be printed out

A.uazixg Computing

Secret of the Silver Blades

go, a weekly schedule can be

plans for a particular reference.
to generate a hard copy record.

Secretary also providesa full-fea

tured name, address, and phone

number filing system. Up to five

14
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tion possible.Landscapes cover

Great Valley Products released

extract both history and future

Circle, Florence, KY 41042, (606)

41042J606)371-9690,lnquirytt223

cal survey at the highest resolu

Scala 1.1

computer. In this version, you
are playing for megabytes of RAM

371-9690, Inquiry #219

retail price: $49.95, Expert Services,

In addition, the software can dis

tion Models) from U.S. Geologi

high stakes, including rubies,

have modernized it for vour

5912Centennial Circle, Florence, KY

real world DEMs (Digital Eleva

transition between two video

sapphires, and slaves. Ramify is

ing and picturecomposition easy,
with the preview window always
showing the current camera view.

#220

sources. A free update disk is

based on the ancient Mancala
strategy games. Youwill find it as
addictive as the kings and maha-

printer is supported. Suggested

lands, (31) (0) 20-91-1914, Inquiry

like a video mixer does in a fade

jewels as playing pieces. Some
times, the games were played for

manual is supplied. Any Amiga

interface makes camera position

play a preview of animation like
a flight simulator and includes

and blends them together much

consisting of pits and pebbles or

be animated. An intuitive user

Amsterdam Zuidoost, The Nether

fonts and new function keys. In
addition, Scala 1.1. has a new
realtime anti-aliasing technique
which allows the user to simulate
higher resolution on the screen
automatically. Also new in ver
sion 1.1 is the superimpose tran
sition, which takes two pictures

ancient lands, royalty and com
mon men alike played games

gram allows you to customize

scape pictures with lakes, oceans,

support, full support for outline

Ramify

An included configuration pro

imaginary fractal landscapes.

Scenery Animator creates land

scrolling, Arexx and Colorfont

Thousands of years ago, in many

mations of both real world and

manipulation functions, 24 dif
ferent bending functions, five
functions for point selection, and

fornia Dreams, is the expanded

for everyone who's ever wanted
to pilot a real muscle machine.

This advanced driving simulator
for the Amiga blends stunning
bit-mapped and vector graphics
to heighten the racing experience.
Players start out with stock
equipment and buy up, trading
and adding parts as their bank

.

Bn

COLORBURST
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The Best-Sellini

■HiUb Disk Optimizer

"B.A.D. Is easy to use and yel

Making the 16 Million Color Amiga a Reality.

produces tremendous
benefits...This is as simple a
cure to the disk thrashing

The ONLY True 24-Bit Graphics Solution
for All Amigas/AII Monitors

biues as I've seen. Consider
ing the alternative, I'd say one
of the best ways to be good
to your Amiga is to get B.A.D."

16.8 Million Colors
Pure, Broadcast Quality RGB
Output
Realtime Image Processing
■ Includes 24-Bit Paint Program
Connects thru Monitor Port to
All Amigas
Compatible with all Amiga
Monitors

—Rick Manasa, AMAZING

PIXOUND

I

The Musical Graphics Player

DTP

"II you are a lover of Amiga gener

ated music, a dabbler In acoustics,

High Resolution 768 x 480

an audio sc.ontist. a musical hack, o

pixels (580 PAL)
Includes 1.5 MB display RAM
Realtime Horizontal and Vertical Scrolling
Complex Color Cycling and Video Effects
All at an Affordable Price

DCTV:A
Guided
Tour
This easy-to-follow,
comprehensive VHS tutorial will
leach you everything you need
to know about DCTV!

Topics include:
• Installation

• Using the Video Digitizer

• Using DCTV with the
Video Toaster.

• Using DCTV as a 24-Bit
Animation Display Board.

Includes an exclusive
interview with DCTV's
designer!

•«•—*"—■•*-£*

COMPUTING MAGAZINE

MIDI

enthusiast, an Amiga visual

artist, a jusi-loi-lun kind of person,
an adult, a kid. or a seasoned pro

fessional musician, buy this program
now. I! you ore none of the above -

buy It anyway." —R. Shams Mortier,
AMAZING COMPUTING MAGAZINE

Personal
Write

Personal
Fonts Maker
New easy-to-use
font creation utility

High Performance
at a low, low price!
Personal Write is an extremely fast word

Personal Fonts Maker is an excellent,

processor which is packed with unique

comprehensive tool for designing and

capabilities. It features a rich set of pow

processing both printer and screen fonts.

erful commands which allow you to read,

Standard Amiga fonts and fonts created

edit, store, convert, compress, encrypt

with Personal Fonts Maker can be trans

and print text. 80 menus and hundreds of

ferred to a printer's memory and printed

gadgets let you tailor the program to fit

at maximum quality and speed. No other

every need, while the default settings let

program offers you the complete control

the inexperienced user start working with

over printed fonts which you will experi

the program right away.

ence with this program.

PXX&ox 4400f

iido Beachr Cfl
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accompany 2,000 of the most

$99.95, Graphically Speaking, Inc.,

graphics tablet support, 3-D sur

trivial and irrelevant questions.

2574 PGA Boulevard, Suite 107,

facing commands, and automatic

The questions are spoken by ce-

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410,

hidden line removal. X-Cad 3D is

iebrities and ama/ing photo

(407) 626-3347, Inquiry #229

for existing X-Cad Designer and

graphs accompany each question.

Professional users who require 3-

Pure fun and enjoyment for all

D modeling tools to complement

ages. Suggested Retail Price: un

their existing 2-D CAD software.

available, Domark, Fern/ House, 51-

Suggested Retail Price: X-Cad 2000

51 Lacy Rd., Putney, London, En

5199.00, X-Cad 3000 S599.00, X-

roll and experience increase. With

gland SW1S 1 PR,'011-4481-780-

25 cars and over 60 spare parts to

2222, Inquiry #227

Cad 3D $499.00, Applied Vector
Technology, Point West. 1042

Uxbridge Road, Hayes, Middlesex,

buy and sell, hot rodders can en

UB4 OR}, (081) 573-9694, Inquiry

ter racing contests for thrills,

TV Objects

money, and even pink slips. Car

TV Objects is a two-disk set of 3-

enthusiasts, this one's for you.

D object files which can be used

Suggested Retail Price: $39.95.

in popular Amiga ray tracing

Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway

programs. TV Objects come in

Drive, San Mateo, CA 94404, (800)

two formats: Sculpt 3D/4D and

245-4525, Inquiry #225

Airlink 2

same package. 3D objects arc

The Airlink 2 connects to the sec

rays, and spirals. No such objects
like these are currently available

on the market. Styles include
ripple balls, rib-torus, gears, spi

ral columns, and many other
geometric forms. Objects can be
used for creating hyper-realistic
ray tracings, station IDs, video

AmigaDOS

backdrops, science fiction illus
trations, and many other options.

TV Objects requires

1MB of

memory and 3-D graphics soft
ware mentioned above. Suggested

RetailPricc:S49.95,SlideCity,6474
Highway 11, Dcleon Springs, FL

32130,'(904) 985-1103, Inquiry
The Buddy System for

AmigaDOS V. 2

#228

Video Clipse, Volume 1

The Buddy System for Amiga-

No more wimpy fonts! Graphi

DOS is your personal guide

cally Speaking, Inc. introduced

through the fundamentals and

Video Clipse, Volume One,

features of the Amiga and its op

Amiga Graphic Enhancements

erating system. Increase your

tor the Video Professional. It in

productivity with an on-line help

cludes seven disks packed with

system that gives you Ihe infor

everything you need to spruce

mation that you want and need to

up your video.

know! Features Include a point
and click interface, a real-time,

The premiere feature is 20 big,

visual demonstrations with an

to 160 points tall. These huge, bit

exclusive AniMouse instructor,

mapped fontsareperfectfor video

speech narration and c.iptioning,

titling and logo graphics. Both

a complete source of reference,

regular Amiga and Video Toaster

and much more. The Buddy Sys

formats are conveniently in

tem requires 1 MB of memory and

cluded. Toaster users can use the

super-clean fonts, each from 100

two floppy drives or a hard drive.

fonts immediately.

Suggested retail price: 549.95,

Inaddition, three clip art font sets

HelpDisk,6671 W.IndiantoumRd.,

are included. These special sym

Ste.56-360,Jupiter,FL33458,(4O7)

bols and graphics are available as

694rl756, Inquiry #226

simply as typing a key on the
keyboard. Choose from holiday

16

Trivial Pursuit CDTV

graphics, business symbols, credit

Trivial Pursuit comes to life with

card signs, borders, caption bal

full color digitized pictures, su

loons, pointers, and more. Sev

perb animated graphics, stereo

eral static backgrounds are also

music, and sound effects which

provided. Suggested Retail Price:

Computing

• Hardware •

Turbo Silver/ Imagine, both in the
grouped in geometric objects, ar

S Y S TE M'

#231

ond mouse port and contains an

Video Visions
Continuing to roll out quality
bitmap 24-bitand now structured
art, CV Designs introduces two
new volumes to the ever-ex

panding library of images already
in circulation. Volume 11: The
Reporter: School-Sports contains

school sports scenes, school envi

ronments, and a host of graduat
ing scenes. This two-disk set of
hi-res art is perfect for adding a
final visual touch to video year

books or graduation videos. Vol

ume 12; The Producer: ReligiousPolitical is a collection set up for
videographers who need reli
gious scenes for a ceremony or
celebration, such as a First Com
munion, Wedding, or Confirma
tion. Show a political statement

with patriotic scenes or use the
images to enhance a War-in-theGulS tribute. Suggested retail price:
525.00 per volume, CV Designs, 61

Clewtey Rd., Medford. MA02155,
(617) 391-9224, Inquiry #230

X-CAD 2000/3000/3D
These new X-Cad products have
a new, intuitive user interfaces,
new

tutorials,

complete

AutoCAD DXF compatibility, as

well as 3-D database and model
ing tools. X-Cad 2000 is suited for
the first timeCAD user. Automa
tion of the design of architectural,
mechanical, electrical, and pro
cess engineering drawings is

straightforward. Once these de
signs nave been completed, they
may be projected or spun in true

3-D model space and viewed in
orthographic, isometric, or per
spective orientations. X-Cad 3000

includes

industry

standard

infrared receiver and transmit

ter. Output for remote-wired in
frared LEDs is also included.
Make pop-up window duplicates

of your favorite infrared remote
controllers. A library of LD, CD,
and

VCR,

Amiga

Vision,

Bars&Pipes, HyperBook, and
ARexx examples are included.

Trigger IR commands from the

mouse, hotkeys, timer, ARexx,
MIDI, serial, or parallel port.
Suggested retail price: $50.00, Geo
desic Publications, P.O. Box956068,
Duluth, GA 30136, (404) 822-0566,
Inquiry #232

Digital Sound Studio
A complete low-cost sound and
music solution for the semi-pro

fessional and the audio hobbyist
is now available from GVP. The
system consists of a small, high-

quality S-bitstereosound sampler
that connects to the parallel port
on the Amiga 500, 2000, or 3000.
Any RCA-type audio source can

be connected to the sound sam
pler, allowing the user to edit
music, add special effects, com
pose a song, and even create a
video soundtrack. Other features

includecut, paste, mix, filter, echo,
reverberate, fadeout, fade in, play

backward, speed playback, and
slow playback. Suggested Retail
Price: $125.00, Great Valley Products,600ClarkAve.,KingofPrussia,
PA 19406, (215) 337-8770, Inquiry

#233

Impact Vision 24
A new multifunctional color en
hancement board which will al
low video professionals to create
broadcast quality video pictures.

images, and animations is now

ADPro's advanced image pro

available from GVP. Designed for

cessing capabilities available im

use with the A 3000, Impact Vision

mediately after the scan com

24 is also compatible with the

pletes; even the ability to control

A2000 by using a small video

the scanner from ARexx. Sug

adapter board. There are built-in

gested Retail Price: $800.00, ASDG

genlocks for RGB analog and

Inc., 925 Stewart St., Madison, WI

composite video signals, a frame

53713,(608)273-6585,lnquiry#236

buffer, digital keyer, and a flicker
fixer. Choose from 16 million
colors in the 2-D paint package .
Also, 3-D rendering software is

included. Suggested Retail Price:
52199.00, Great Valley Products,
600 Clark Ave., King of Prussia, PA
19406,(215) 337-8770, lnquiry#234

Infrared Remote
Controller

TBCard & TBCard PLUS
I.Den has introduced two new
time-base correctors. Both TBCs
are plug-in cards that may be used

as input sources for such devices
as the NewTek Video Toaster.
Both units a re full-frame, use new

surface mount technology, use
component processing. A wide

bandwidth of 5.5MHzwiU enable

Edu-Vid's Infrared controller

time-basecorrectionof hi-res VCR

plugs into the parallel port of the

signals, such as Super VHS, Hi-8,

Amiga and allows a VCR or any

and U-matic, with maximum sig

other infrared remote controlled

nal fidelity. Both cards will have

device to be operated by a user's

a dual function as genlockers.

program. TheControlIercan learn

TheTBCard, suitable for low-end

the iR pulse codes from the
remotes of most devices. It can

applications, accepts Y/C and

also detect when the VCR is actu

control and system timing can be

ally sending a video signal and it

carried out by potentiometer ad

can, with suitable monitors,

justments on the front of the

switch the screen from computer

board.

output to video output, fn addi

The TBCard PLUS has a wider

tion, touch tones can be placed on

range of input and outputs, 4:2:2

the videotape and the controller

processing, ma king the unit more

can detect them such that your

suitable for mid- to high-end ap

computerprogram can do various

plications. Proc amp control and

things such as mix the Amiga's

system timing will be accessible

sound of voice with the video

from an exterior box and all proc

sound, or overlay computer out

amp controls will have presets.

put on the video output if a

An optional main frame with

separate genlock is used, or sim

power supply will also be avail

ply stop the video while the com

able for the TBCard PLUS. Up to

composite signals. Proc amp

puter outputs to the screen. The

10 TBCard PLUS units can be

unit requires four AAA cells and

mounted in each main frame.

includes the cable to the Amiga,

Suggested Retail Price: TBCard

two VCR cables, a disk with

51100.00, TBCard PLUS unavail

sample programs, software to use

able, I.Den Videotronks Corp., 9620
Chesapeake Drive, San Diego, CA
92123,<800)874-4336,Itiquiry#237

Amiga Vision and any videodisk

player, and a detailed User's
Manual. Suggested retail price:

$200.00, Edu-Vid Research, P.O.

TDL487 Video Delay Line

Box 149, Pcmbina, ND 58271, (204)

The NewTek Video Toaster has
an internal 400+ nanosecond de
lay which must be accounted for
when integrating it into the
broadcast or post production use.
The TDL487 provides a 360

668-2062, Inquiry #235

Professional ScanLab II
A hardware and software con
troller for the Sharp family of
high-end color scanners, PSLII is
a totally new replacement for
Professional ScanLab, the prod

nanosecond fixed delay and a 127

nanosecond switch variable delay
which can easily be timed to the

uct that launched hi-res color

Video Toaster signal. In addition,

imaging on the Amiga.

the TDL487 can be used for tim

• Books•

AmigaDOS Manual, 3rd
edition
This hook completely covers all
commands and

functions of

lease 2.04. Officially endorsed by

Commodore, The AmigaDOS
Manual has three parts: The
User's Manual, The Developer's
Manual, and The Technical Ref
erence Manual. Each part is de

signed to help users at their ap
propriate level of expertise. The
novice will find the first section

to be exactly what they have been
looking for. Sections 2 and 3 will

help intermediate to advanced
users to customize or create new

application

programs.

The

AmigaDOS Manual describes this
powerful operating system thor

oughly and methodically. Suggesled retail price: S24.95, Bantam

Books, 666 Fifth Ave., New York,
NY 10103, (212) 765-6500, Inquiry
#239

new keys, including Fll and F12.

It is completely user-configurable
with standard AmigaDOS 1.3 &
2.0 keymaps for software com
patibility. Foreign keymaps i\re

fully supported. Suggested Retail
Price: 554.95, Top Secret Device,
1610 George Washington Blvd.,

Wichita, KS 67211 ,(316)685-4763,
Inquiry #241

Tote Products
Anew line of carrying cases have

been designed to protect your
Amiga computer (and monitor)

during transportation. These car
rying cases have heavydutyYKK

self-healing zippers with dual
sliders, cushioned wraparound

handles, and adjustable and de
tachable, suedc-p.idded shoulder-

• Miscellaneous •

strap, and are water repel lent, and

light-weight for carrying ease.

Amiga Artists on the Air
Willow Mixed Media announced

the availability of VHS copies of
the series entitled "Amiga Artists
on the Air." The series is a show
case for Amiga Artists and wel
comes submissions. Each pro
gram is approximately 30 min
utes in length and includes inter

views with the artists or bio
graphical materials about them,

along with many examples of
their work. Information is given

The cases are made of 1000 De
nier Cordura nylon with high-

density foam insulation for shock
absorption. Choose from black,
blue, or gray. Suggested Retail
Price: Tote CDTV $97.90, Tote 500

$73.90, Tote 2000/2500 $90.90, Tote
3000$76.50,ToteW84/1950$76.90

($65.90 with the purchase of a Tote
500or2Q00), D.j. Distributing, P.O.
Box654, Bountiful, UTS4011-0654,

(801) 299-1208, Inquiry 8242

about how the art was conceived

and developed. Amiga and video
tools are often explained and
demonstrated. Amiga Artists on

the Air is available to run on local
cable channels. Suggested Retail
Price: $15.00 per volume, Willow

Mixed Media, Inc., P.O. Box 194,
Lennox Ave., Clenford, NY 12433,

• Neat Stuff •

Applied Creative Arts
From now until March 1942, Ap

plied Creative Arts is having a
slide sale. With a 48-hour turn
around, this is the lowest price

(914) 657-2914, Inquiry #240

ever for slide downloading. All

KA-1 series II Keyboard

(S40x 400or HAM resolutions up

standard IFF resolutions up to
to 320 x 400 are accepted. A

Adapter
This new keyboard adapter, de
signed by Breck Ricketts, enables
you to use the world's best-sell

ing enhanced keyboards on the
entire line of Amiga computers

ing inputs 2,3 and 4 on the Video

mance GPIB interface board,

Toaster to input I. Suggested Re

and CDTV. Just flip to XT mode,

cable, and two software drivers.
An Art Department Professional

tail Price: S275.00, Allen Avionics,
Inc., 224 East Second Street,
Mineola, NY 11501, (516) 248-8080,

your

Inquiry #238

c: other neai miff

AmigaDOS, up to the latest re

PSL II consists of a high perfor

module version makes all of

n

ew products

plug in the KA-1, then plug into
Amiga.

Every

key

is

mapped, adding eight or more

minumum order oflO slides is
S4.50 per slide, II to 20 slides is
S4.00 per slide, and 21 or more is
just $3.50 each. Duplicates are

SI .Weach. Add S3.00 for shipping
and handling. Applied Creative
Arts, 55 Grace St., Maiden, MA

02148,(617)322-4571,lnquirytt243
(continued on page 91)
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Showtime!

REVIEW

The ShowMaker package comes
with four disks: A program disk, fonts
disk, and two disks full of hi-res back
ground screens.

GOLD DISK'S

It also comes with a five-minute

videotape that was produced entirely

ShowMaker

using the ShowMaker software and
various pieces of hardware. Since the

software controlled all these variables,
no traditional straight/cut or A/B roll

Professional Desktop Video

editing on videotape was involved. The
video is impressive to say the least.
With 24-bit animation, titles, Toaster

effects, and pulsating music score, it is

by Frank McMahon

truly a work of art and provides an
excellent source of inspiration as to what

TRADESHOW DEMONSTRATIONS have dazzled the Amiga
public with what Gold Disk calls its "Complete Desktop
Solution." What makes it so special? Unlike other multimedia

presenters of recent years, DeluxeVideo III from Electronic
Arts for example, ShowMaker goes beyond just controlling

can be produced with ShowMaker.
ShowMaker requires 1MB of
memory but 2MB and a hard drive are
recommended. Upon booting up the
program, you are greeted with the

"Production Window." This is where
most or' the assembling will take place.
Inside this window are long black bars

Amiga graphics and music. Its ability reaches out to genlocks,

called Tracks. Individual action com-

video recorders, optical disks, laser discs, as well as full control

lines, such as playing a score or dis

of NewTek's Video Toaster. Withbuiltin titling, MIDI/SMPTE
support, autoloading/preloading, ARexx, storyboarding, and

cuesheets, ShowMaker has a lot going for it. Sound too good
to be true?

mandscalled Events are pasted on these
playing a picture. All cutting, pasting,

and moving of events are made with
the mouse. Above is the Production
Length which gives a real-time amount

of how long the current production
will run.

A Graphic Event

Also, an adjustable Preload Time

plays. The

lets you load in pictures, music, and

background was

animations ahead of time for smoother

created using

flow. If you have a 40MB hard drive

Scenery Animator
from Natural

Graphics.

you could continuously play its entire
worth of data (sounds, Toaster com
mands, animations, etc.) with the
"Dynamic Preloading." The program

evaluates such aspects as memory and
hard drive access time to correctly make
sure your data is preloaded efficiently
and then "dumps" the data from
memory after it is used to make room
for the next picture or animation. There
is even an option to decompress graph
ics during the loading process rather
than before a display for added speed.
Below in the Production Window

are toggle switches for various editing

IS
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modes. These modes allow you to in

with the advance wipes of Pro Video

put it to the test after we go over

sert events, change the duration or lo

Post from Shereff Systems, a program

ShowMaker's other features.

cation of events, and make global

that proves you don't need additional

changes, where you move entire groups

hardware to get fancy. A preview but

of animations and music. All are mouse-

ton lets you see the graphic/animations

controlled and are as easy as moving

at any time. Music Event windows al

the "handles" thatsurround each event.

low altering features such as tempo,

timing. The standard options are to

After extensive production develop

instrument path, loop, and instrument

show the tracks in intervals of seconds,

ment, I can honestly say that this is the

type, MIDI, Internal, or a combination

five seconds, 20 seconds, and one

easiest method of assembling I have

of both.

minute. But ShowMaker allows dis

ever seen.

Adding a picture is as easy as

In Time with the Music
I was impressed with the intelli
gent way that ShowMaker handles

Other Events include add ingTi ties

playing and syncing in music style as

with provisions to use any Amiga font,

well: beats, measures, four measure

clicking on a "Track," and dragging out
the duration bar. Where DeluxeVideo

F*Ulim«»imMl»«HLM

III allows more options with multiple

■
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from the beginning or from a specific
time. There are icons to go to the
Storyboard screens and the Cue Sheet
displays in the Production Window.

We'll get to those features in a bit.
If you click on any of the events on
the tracks, a window appears with per

tinent info about that specific occur

margin justification, shadow/extru

intervals, and eight measure intervals.

sions, and color selection. Titles pro

This allows your internal or MIDI song

duced by ShowMaker can be scrolled

to be very easily matched up with the

over animations and animated to move

display of your graphics and anima

across the screen using the supplied

tions. The Auto-Sync feature slaves the

commands such as weave, crawl, and

playback rate to the tempo of music

roll. They can even appear over other

events.

animation track will produce a win

graphic screens or over the impressive

Bars&Pipes Professional were loaded

dow that will let you know the file's

supplied background screens. MIDI

in and 1 could time the graphics to "hit"

directory path,

Events include options for control,

on the beat at the same time as the

amount, frames per second, loop status,

pitch, program, note on/off, channel

music was playing through my MIDI

memory used, and load time. There is

selection 1-16; and the MIDI event win

system, outputted via a Kawai K-4 key

also a small graphic representation of

dow even sports hex code representa

board. The auto-sync allowed me to

your animation (first frame) or picture

tion, a nice touch. Sound Effects Events

alter the tempo of the musical score,

in the window, which is a nice touch.

allows tuning, stereo placement, and

bringing the tempo of the production

volume control. Control ofARexx has

right along with it, slaving the produc

rence.

Forexample, clicking ona graphic/

resolution, color

Frames per second can be altered and

Scores

I

had

written

in

there is even a separate line for com

its own Event Window also and it's as

tion and all musical "hits" intact and

ments you wish to type in. Wipes are

easy as typing in the ARexx command,

on-time!

included in this window along with the

Macro or String, and hitting preview to

SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture

wipe duration. About 35 two-dimen

test it. The Genlock Control Track

and Television Engineers) time code is

sional wipes are provided including

Window allows you to set exactly how

the standard used at our television sta

variations on sweep, spiral, tile, blinds,

dissolve, and zoom. This is standard
stuff we've all seen before. Maybe I'm
spoiled by the Video Toaster, but pub
lishers should at least try to catch up

much of the foreground or background

tion. It is used in most professional

will show via sliders.

audio and video productions to syn

The Video Toaster track allows

chronize two audio or video tape decks.

pretty much complete control over the

ShowMaker supports SMPTE, as well

Video Toaster's manv features; we'll

as options for MTC. MTC or MIDI Time
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Code is SMPTE control information

port, then they will now, or eventually

to a standard text file for review. The

converted into standard MIDI data

will, work with ShowMaker. While a

Storyboard goes even further in that it

(ShowMaker will not do this conver

writable optical disk may be beyond

displays much more information in ad

sion, it must be produced by separate

some budgets, some laserdisc players

dition to showing a small graphic rep

hardware.) I was also happy to see that

would be better choices, but offer lim

resentation of the picture or animation.

ShowMaker can slave to an external

ited related source material. Most video

Toaster Show and Tell

MIDI Clock. MIDI Clocks have the ad

producers will be interested in the

vantage ot" a variable timing base ac

VCR's, of which ShowMaker supports

"If you have a Video Toaster, you

cording to the control information.

the PC-VCR and the Panasonic 1960.

NEEDShowMaker."Thead copy blazes

Again, this allows a production to slow

The Panasonic 1960 S-VHS decks have

this, but it's not really true. ShowMaker

down or speed up by altering the MIDI

become increasingly popular in the past

will not let you do anything that you
cannot already do with the current

Toaster software. In fact, anyone with
ShowMaker's

rajfl

main interface
screen showing

ARexx can do the same thing with a
little programming, controlling the
Video Toaster via the ARexx port. The

the various

advantage with ShowMaker is that you

options in the
Toaster Event

AUIO

can easily set up a series of events that
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theory, Gold Disk makes it seem that
controlling

your

Toaster

with

ShowMaker is easy. There are several

.!

very important variables that must be
fit

1

considered in order to achieve this goal.

T-ltw

1

There are two ways to control the
Toaster with ShowMaker, either exter

nally or internally. Internally, you
tempo. My enthusiasm for musical

several years because of their low-cost

would multitask ShowMaker with the

variables may not be shared by every

editing features. I have a pair myself in

Toaster software. Not good.

one, but it should be. Anyone engaging

my home studio along with the

in any form ofvideo production should
really look into producing music using

ShowMaker supports only the newer

ing making smooth multitasking diffi

MIDI controlled keyboards or rack-

model of the 1960, the Panasonic

cult. You will not get accurate timing

mount tone generators. Amiga music

Selectra 1960-RS, which comes with a

since the Toaster software interferes

programs make it very easy to create

built in serial port.

with ShowMaker's timing, defeating

soundtracks, which are esentidi to any
video production.
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The Toaster software controls the

Future Video

edit

controller.

machine during events such as switch

Full command windows allow all

the purpose of the track's time-based

devices to be set according to baud rate,

structure. You can't display graphics

buffer size, read/write bits, stop bits,

since the Toaster interface screen must

Serial Devices, Story Boards,

parity and handshaking. Sound like

be out in front of the RGB display.

and Cues

modem talk? It's basically the same

Music and sound? Don't ask. Did I

How does ShowMaker control

method of transferring information in

mention that none of this will even

VCR's and Disk Players? It exercises

digital bits, from ShowMaker to the

work if you don't have ARexx installed?

control through the serial port(RS-232)

device via the serial port. Commands

My testing didn't go very well as

on the back of the Amiga. You may

for play, fast forward, still, step, record,

you may have already guessed. After

have to purchase additional boards

stop, cue, frame, and more are all sup

installing ARexx and loading the

which provide additional serial ports if

plied along with a preview command.

Toaster software I went to Workbench

you would like to control more than

Also provided in ShowMaker is an

(tap the control key twice then Alt key

one device (say two VTR's). A handful

optional CueSheet and Storvboard.The

twice from the main Toaster screen)

of Laserdisc and VTR's are supported

Cue sheet lists some of the pertinent

and got ShowMaker fired up and ready

with new ones through updates. Basi

info of the various events in text form.

to go. The Toaster Parameter window

cally if vour machines have a serial

The advantage is that it can be exported

allows selection of the Toaster crou-
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tons, commands, one to four inputs

their interest sparked. After weeks of

beheading in that direction. The Toaster

and the frame buffers. There are nu

testing, I've come to the conclusion that

is a good start but ShowMaker needs to

merous commands available like tran

ShowMaker is an excellent program, if

directly support hi-color units such as

sitions, freeze frames, clip level/key

you have the hardware to use it. The

the

ing, and activating a CG page. There

video tape included was produced with

Colorburst. Most of the 24-bit files and

can be a combination of five commands

ShowMaker, but what else? Let's

ANIMx were saved to laserdisc and

per window, but you can add as many

see...340 MB Maxtor hard drive, ASDG

cued up in Gold Disk's demo tape.

Ham-E,

and

windows as memory permits allowing

Dual Serial board, Digital Processing

However, there were several DCTV

long stretches of Toaster effects. After

TBC, ECE MIDI Interface, Panasonic

animations included on the demo tape

stacking commands up, I previewed

Optical Memory Disc Recorder, GVP

(played from RAM), some of which

the track and the computer locked up

3050 50 MHz 68030, two Amigas, etc.

were even keyed over the optical disks

every time. Next I tried some less-in

The program seems best suited for in

images. Through my own testing,

tense combinations and although the

dustrial studios, to say the least.

DCTV pictures and animations work

effects worked the timing was unpre

On the software side, the story-

perfectly in ShowMaker; in fact most of

dictable. Since the Video Toaster soft-

board function is very slow on a stock

the WIPES in ShowMaker work great

wareonlyrequires4MB to operate (5MB

68000 but much faster on a 68030. The

with DCTV display files!

to use ToasterPaint) and ShowMaker

reason is that it takes time to calculate a

Except for the jittery built-in titling

requires 1MB to run, I figured my 5MB

and the Toaster mis-fires there isa great

of 32-bit RAM would be perfect. Judg

program here. It is so easy to use and its

ing from the problems, though, I
guessed I had assumed wrong. Having

6-7MB would probably leave more
breathing room for both programs.
Another

problem

is

when

the

ShowMaker commands are done, it
stays on the Toaster interface screen,
rather

than

going

back

to

the

ShowMaker program. Bummer.

Events happen

flexibility and excellent timing options
assure it will be around (with updates!)

forquiteawhile. For the industrial video

in realtime and

professionals with the optical disks and

are flawlessly

something no other program can—

executed.

realtime (graphics, video, animations,

hi-end decks, ShowMaker allows
Digital Editing. Events happen

in

etc.) and are flawlessly executed. Just

The second option, if it can be called

hit Play on your Amiga and Record on

that realistically, is to run the Toaster

your deck. It's that easy (well almost)-

on a second remote Amiga. You would

small representation of each graphic

For the customers, most probably won't

need one Amiga with 5 MB and hard

and the program re-calculates the tiny

be able to use many of ShowMaker's

drive, one Amiga with 1MB (or more)

pictures every single time you enter

features due to hardware limitations.

and hard drive, and a null modem se

that mode. The titling function is slow

Gold Disk has done wonders lor the hi-

rial cable running between the two.

and clunky. Its hi-res animated titles

end users with this program. I hope

With this set-up, ShowMaker performs

look more like lo-res animated titles

they start to work on the other end.

like a champ, no limits and perfect tim

from DeluxeVideo 1.0.

ing, the sky being the actual limit. Un

•AO

There needs to be more options for
ShowMaker

less you are seriously involved in

VCR control such as hook-ups for

multimedia or video production, the

Panasonic 5-pin and Sony's control L.

average Amiga user does not own two

This would greatly expand the range of

5155 Spectrum Way, Unit 5

Mississagauga, Ontario, Canada

machines. Aside from the major

VCR's that could be used beyond the

drawbacks, it was certainly a kick to set

only two currently supported. Even

up commands for the Video Toaster in

the earlier mentioned FutureVideo

an external program and have them

editor (FutureVideo Products 714-770-

executed. I wish it was just as easy as

4416) has a serial interface that attaches

the box claims.

to the Amiga (This allows me to control
and edit with my Panasonic 1960s us

Conclusions
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Firecracker 24,

ing their Amiga Editing software.)

Unfortunately, 1 think because of

ShowMaker could control the frame-

the slick ad campaign a lot of Amiga

accurate editor to allow using some of

users will buy ShowMaker expecting

the wide range of VCR's that this unit

to get more than they actually will. I

supports. Also the 24-bit issue should

know Toaster users will certainlv have

be addressed since the Amiga seems to

Amazing Computing

Price: $395.00
Gold Disk, Inc.

L4W 5A1
(416)602-4000
Inquiry #200

Flense Wrilc to:
Frank McMahon
c/o Amazing Coiu}niti)ig
P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

ASDG's

The
Art Department
Professional
An Artist's Perspective
by Merrill Callaway

ASDG CALLS THEIR Art Department Professional, (ADPro) "an integrated

set of powerful image processing tools which facilitate the creation of high
quality pictures." Integrated and powerful it is. ADPro allowed me to explore
a world of new images impossible to create otherwise. For instance, ADPro can
composite two or more of my IFF pictures (in full 24-bit color) by averaging the
color and brightness of overlapping pixels.
ADPro is essential if you convert between hie formats.

■ Digitized

If you want to load a HAM picture into DeluxePaint III,

I-

picture of

which will not naturally take in HAM, you can load and

"Cinder,"

convert the image in ADPro and then save it as a 32-color IFF

converted

image which DeluxePaint III will accept. In fact, it is possible

with ADPro.

to load and save images from Macs and IBM PCs that you
can't even display on your Amiga! You can have ADPro

render these "illegal" images in any Amiga video format,

\

■

- ■

and then save them back to IBM, Mac or to Amiga format.
That's hot!

■ ,

ADPro is a "rendering engine" for use in Amiga video.

-.7 &

!

Any image data can be rendered in any of the Amiga video

formats. ADPro keeps the loaded image 24-bit data intact in
a RAM buffer so you can render it (output to the screen) in

any way you like and still keep going back to the original
data and render it in different ways until you like what you
see. The final image can then be output to a disk file, or to
various hardware devices. If at any point, you want the
rendered data to permanently transform the raw image data,
you use an Apply_Map Operator.
Are you a desktop publisher? Or do you want to output
your computer-generated greeting cards to a color printer at
the local PostScript service bureau? Use ADPro! It has a

powerful and detailed PostScript Saver and a color separa-

^
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tion module to produce 12- and 24-bit

ture data, rearranges the rendered data

happens to the rendered data when

separations in gray scale or color for

or perhaps the raw data, into a different

you click on the Execute button. To

printing. You can output in EPS (En

size, color palette, display format, etc.,

avoid confusion, you really need to

capsulated PostScript) when something

as you direct. Then it sends the data via

understand thedifferencc between Raw

else like text is going to share the page;

saver modules to whatever destination

and Rendered data, and the difference

and output in regular PostScript when

files or hardware devices you specify.

between Controls and Operators, and

only your picture is to be printed and

Savers are also included in the ADPro

the difference between Execute and
Redisplay. The Redisplay button just

The result of

redisplays the last image rendered with

theLINE_ART

■

.

■

Execute. It never changes the rendered

Operator on a

data or the raw data. I found the best

16-color gray

way to understand raw and rendered

scale picture,
.

converted

1

data was to experiment. The people at

■

!

ASDG are friendly and helpful if you

■

from the color

have questions.

picture. Cinder
is now a

^.rtJ.u-

■

-

,

System Requirements

charcoal

If you don't have at least 5MB of

sketch.

RAM, don't buy ADPro yet. ASDG says
you need only 3MB minimum, but you
will soon want to expand your RAM.

Graphics eat memory and a 24-bit
graphics program that maintains inter
nal raw as well as rendered data is an
absolute glutton. I found on my A2000
with 5MB of RAM, that frequently there
you want to control the layout of the

package that are more like what most

were things I couldn't do, such as work

whole page and the position of your

of us know as drivers—software that

with hi-res pictures: I simply ran out of

graphics on it. Use the color separation

outputs data to a specific hardware

fast memory, fast. After I maxxed out

module, to render images to heat-

device like a Firecracker 24 Board.

my Supra RAM card to SMBand did the

transfer film to make images on T-Shirts,

ADPro is simply the cat's pajamas in

recommended MergeMern in my

or to make three- and four-color silk

the field of image processing flexibil

startup-sequence {ADPro likes con

screen stencils.

ity!

tiguous memory), it wassmooth sailing.

In the main program, ADPro has a

What Goes On In The ADPro

number of complex and powerful fea

limit how much ADPro allocates by

tures that enable you to do many inter

means of a M AXMEM ToolType in the

esting and necessary things to your

icon info file. You can set any number

separate program that the main pro

images. Here we find Operators and

up to the amount of your RAM. When

gram loads at runtime, that is, only

Controls. A Control is something that

I added an A3000 to my studio, ADPro

Program
ADPro is modular. A module is a

when it is actually needed. Why have

changes the Rendered data and you

wouldn't even open its screen with the

hunks of program code designed to

have a chance to do it again because the

stock 2MB that came on the A3000.

load, say, Sculpt 4D files cluttering up

raw data is kept intact; while an Opera

Eight megabytes of static column 1x4

tor is something that changes the raw

ZIP RAM

even own a copy of Sculpt 4D? That's

internal data and cannot undo or even

computer's forgetfulness. ADPro is

the sound

stop doing its operation midstream.

lame without a large amount of

loadable modules: ADPro has a sepa

There is an Execute_Op button for

memory, but it's not ASDG's fault; it's

rate Loader for Sculpt 4D, as well as a

committing to an Operator. An example

the result of the demands of 24-bit

Loader for each file format ASDG sup

of an operator is the image-sizing op

graphics. Acceleration is not a must-

ports. You can leave these Loaders off

erator which is used so much that it

have but it's something you will insist

your hard disk, until you obtain their

ranks its own separate area with a but

your precious RAM when you don't
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If you have a lot of memory, you can

logic behind

runtime

immediately fixed my

on once you use it. ADPro seems

respective programs, and ADPro will

ton marked Scale. For controls, ADPro

somewhat slow on the A2000. My own

run just fine. The main program is a

has Screen controls and Balancing con

perception of ASDG's claims of "fast"

module, too. It stores the incoming pic-

trols which temporarily change what

is that it's fast for what it does, on the

Amazing Computing

platform on which it does it, but that

mentation on a particular control, op

what I need isn't even listed. On the

it's slow in anabsolute sense—meaning

erator, saver, or loader is easy. All sec

plus side, the manual sections are well

it runs a little slower than almost all

tions are numbered logically. There is

organized and the index wouldn't be

your other software except your 3-D

also an extensive ARexx section listing

very important were there more meat

rendering packages; it's much faster

commands to perform ADPro functions

in the text of the manual. There are too

than they are, at least. It's a fine piece of

from outside the program. Overall, I

few tutorials or ready-made ARexx

work, and unique. Speed is just another

think the documentation is too variable

utilities as well. Most of the features are

one of the prices you pay for 24-bit
graphics.

The SCALE

Installation

size the lo-res

Operator was
used to re

ADPro is easy to install. You sim

line drawing
of Cinder up

ply click on the Install icon. You should

to the larger

have a directory already made up with

size hi-res

a drawer icon and so on before you

digitized

install. The install program prepares all

picture of a

the rest of the directories for all loaders

cement
sidewalk.

and savers and operators for you auto

matically, so the process is quite simple.
ADPro will also work from a floppy
with a bootable Workbench and the
install will work on a floppy, too, except

that you cancel the install after the li
brary is installed. One library, the
Dawson/Fox requester library is cop

ied to the libs directory of your sys disk.
If you run ADPro from the CLI or Shell,

both in quality and detail. Things al

left for you to discover on your own or

you need to assign ADPro in your

most everyone understands, such as

are only mentioned in a way that pre

startup-sequence to the proper drawer.

the operations of a file requester or

sumes knowledge you may not yet

That's it! I have installed one update

buttons are covered in very rich detail,

have. This is a program for artists or at

(Vl.0.3) and a CI-3000 Driver and in

and repeated frequently. This is great;

least people dealing with images, and

both cases the process was a breeze.

it should be the standard for the whole

some sort of graphical interface coupled

These updates and options added sev

manual. Unfortunately, it isn't. Some

with a "make" preview and a "com

eral loaders,savers, and operators. The

sections such as the palette control,

mit" option would be welcome and

program looks the same but the new

number of colors and offset of color

natural for us who are "left brained." I

features magically appear in their re

zero; the relationships between the

called Perry Kivolowitz, the president

quester buttons. The interface is de

various controls; and what they do to

of ASDG, and communicated some of

signed to be modular as well. You dick
on the right side of any given button to
step through all the possibilities—in

alphabetic order-—in one direction, and

the raw and the rendered data and

my concerns. He was most responsive.

when they do it, are frequently cryptic.

As I suspected, they are hard at work

Key points and warnings are spread

on a more WYSIWYG interface, and as

over several pages and sections with

they get feedback from people like you

on the left side of the button to go the

out cross reference or repetition. This

and me who use the program, the

other way. It's a combination string

results in many "Gotcha's." I wish there

manual can only improve, too. 1 cer

had been more information on some

tainly compliment theauthor's restraint

gadget and button! The program re
members which one you used last and
wakes up with that button choice
showing.

The Manual and the Interface

things and that relationships between

in rendering the interface in a pleasant

different parts of the program had been

neutral gray color. The last thing 1 want

organized better, for ADPro is not re

is for my image processing software to

ally Intuitive/ or visual. Even though it

clash with my images. Some Amiga

deals with images, it is anything but

software is an eyesore; ADPro is taste

The ADPro user manual is divided

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You

ful.

into sections marked with colored tabs

Get), so that the manual is the only key

shouldn't limit WYSIWYG features in

in a loose leaf notebook. This makes
updates easy. Also, finding the docu

The

programmers

certainly

to many subtle effects. The index is

ADPro because of a theoretical pro

poor, meaning that over half the time

jected user's "minimum RAM" re
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you can rotate the image 0, 90,180, or

that some of its annoyances will be

"professional" tool would do well to

270 degrees with respect to the data

addressed in future releases/upgrades.

assume users have more RAM than

residing on the disk. The manual has a

Right now, it isn't very satisfying to

handy table to help you.

work with the interface due to the lack

quirementof3MB. A program sold as a

3MB.

At the timeof Load, you can specify

of WYSIWYG. What's important for

"COMP" or "REPLC" in a button just

now is the power of this tool! If you

One thing I greatly appreciate is

to the left of the Load button. "REPLC"

keep after it, you can work around any

ADPro's ability to remember your last

simply writes over any thing previously

of the shortcomings of the interfaceand

settings when it comes up. You can

loaded. "COMP" is the powerful

the manual. One last thing about

Program Settings

turn this feature off or on. In fact you

Compositing

Choosing

compositing is that you can load a

canhaveornothave Defaults for ADPro

"COMP" brings up a requester at every

backdrop and then composite all sorts

itself, which Loader is visible when

load, except the first, that allows you to

of things to it. Your backdrop is a Load

ADPro starts up, which saver is up, and

choose the percent amount you wish to

Formatandmustbechosenthere.lt can

even the file name of the Default file.

mix each new image pixel with its un

be big. You can composite pictures side

These may be entered into the icon

derlying pixel in the first image or the

by side or overlapping if you load a

"information" file as ToolType entries.

latest composite image. The position

large backdrop first. It can be solid or

feature.

The interface is a familiar requester with string gadgets
as well as sliders to move with the mouse.
Loading or Saving an Image
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where you want to overlay the next

graduated in color, also. The illustra

image may be specified in coordinates

tion shows a graduated backdrop cre

ADPro screen is the Load Format but

or with

ated with equal red and green corners,

ton. Clicking on the right or left side of

draggable rectangular box with no pic

with a screen grabbed from ADPro

this button causes ADPro to step

ture information in it. You also may

(another of its formats!) composited at

through the alphabetized choices of

specify the color of the color zero (which

100% and no transparent color (-1 in all

Loaders forwards or backwards de

color in RGB values you want to be

requesters); and then a Workbench

In the upper-left corner of the

an

"almost WYSIWYG"

pending on which side you clicked.

transparent in the image to be laid

screen grabbed and put over that at

The standard loaders include

down.) If -1 is entered in the three re

50% mix. It's not art, but I think it

BACKDROP,

questers, no transparent color is al

illustrates the composite method well,

FRAMEGRABBER, GIF, HAM-E, IFF,

lowed. This composite requester iscen-

because we all know the Workbench

IMPULSE, MacPaint, PCX, SCREEN,

tral to the program, and there is room

blue and yellow, and the ADPro gray.

and SCULPT. The Save Format button

for improvement. It is frustrating not to

You can also see that a much larger

above the Load button operates the

see any hint of the results until you

backdrop can take in picturesany where

same way, and you can step through all

render with Execute. You have to pre-

on it, too, and we can see the sizes of

the possibilities of save formats, too.

measure the exact pixel locations of the

whole screens, relative to a

The standard savers include DPILE,

corner of the second picture if you are

backdrop.

FC24, FRAMEBUFFER, GIF, IFF, IM

not doing a one-for-one overlay, or you

PULSE, PCX, POSTSCRIPT, and

have to guess abouthow your picture is

SCULPT.TheactualLoadorSavecom-

going to composite based upon two

ADPro is full featured in its color

mand is handled inside the Commands

blank rectangles about two inches high,

controls. Balancing controls all the

section in the upper right hand section

one of which you can drag around on

standard things such as brightness,

of the ADPro screen. At the time you

top of the other. Even a thumbnail ap

contrast, gamma, and separate Red,

load the image you can set the Orien

proximation of your pictures here

Green, and Blue color values. The in

tation button

determines

would be better than what is used now.

terface is a familiar requester with string

whether the orientation is LANDscape

There is no preview of the effects of the

gadgets as well as sliders to move with

(sideways) or PORTrait (up and down).

transparency settings, either. On my

the mouse. After you accept a setting,

You can also perform rotations and

slow A2000 it is very frustrating. If it

you Execute it and see the rendered

DPILE,

which

DV21,

large

The Controls: Colors

flips from the Operators section at the

isn't right, I have to start from scratch.

data displayed. You can do this over

lower left of the ADPro screen. Com

Nevertheless, I love what the compos

and over and get back to the original

bined with the Land or Port button,

ite feature does: it's unique and 1 know-

look, as the Balance requester is, re-

Amazisg Computisg

member, a Control and doesn't alter
the raw data. In theColor Controls area

The Operators

of ADPro reside the Dithering and the

of more colors than you are really displayingin the rendered data. Dithering

ther, for a long while. Unfortunately,
the Palettecontrol section of the manual

some amazing

doesn't affect the raw data unless you
rendered data.

by experimenting with a test palette
picture. Be warned, there are many

on your

The Palette Controls feed the Ren

dering separately from the rest. Your

"Gotcha's!" too numerous to mention.
For example, you can see the results of

images.

palette can be picked by some very
sophisticated (and effective) automatic

is explained rather weakly. You must
either let ADPro do it all, or be very
careful. You canspend your time wisely

feats

use the Apply_Map Operator to the

locked or not and the total number of
colors displayed. Got that? T didn't ei

perform

Palette controls as well. You can dither

in six different ways to give the illusion

be honored except for whether it is

your new edited palette with the
Redisplay button, but don't be lulled

algorithms, or you can "lock the pal

lows you to keep some colors in a pal

into believing that you can simply Ex

ette" and control it manually. The value

ette and let ADPro make up the rest.

ecute now and all will be well. Without

in the "Offset of Color Zero" box con

The other permutations of the palette

a locked palette and CUST colors set.

trols different things at different times

controls allow you to do very compli

Execute will do its own thing and wipe

depending on the status of the palette

cated things with your palette. The pal

out your work. As it stands, it's all too

lock and whether you are loading a

ette control kicks in only when you

easy to do something you don't want—

palette or rendering an image. For in

have selected the Number of Colors

and you can lose your pa tiencequickly.

stance, when rendering an image and

button in the Screen Controls area

Save or lock your palette at least, before

the palette is unlocked, ADPro begins

(lower right of ADPro screen) by click

you try anything. Tf you work out a

making up or choosing its new colors at

ing until "CUST" for custom is dis

palette you like, lock it, render the im

the position of Offset of Color Zero, so

played there and you have locked the

age, and if you like that, you can make

that the colors in the palette up to the

palette after you edit it. Otherwise,

it a permanent part of the raw data by

offset are not changed. This feature al-

changes to the palette controls will not

the Apply_Map Operator. You will

MegAChip 2000 ™
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have to study the manual and experi

sional Page and its special idiosyncra

from their neighbors, with the average

ment to get all this straight, but it's time

sies. This section of the manual is well-

value of its neighbors. CROPPING dis

well spent. You will have power over

written and complete.

cards all but a user-defined rectangle.

your images at last!

The Dynamic_Range Operator is used

The Controls: File Requester
The Controls: Screen

ADPro uses the Dawson/Fox file

The Screen Control area in the

to prevent NTSC smear in videos by
decreasing the amount of spread be

requester, which isa freely distributable

tween the maximum and minimum

lower right of the ADPro screen pro

software module. It is easy to use and

values of the raw data which it remaps

vides buttons to select screen controls.

intuitive. If you touch thesliderbar, the

in two passes, one to find out what's

In a nutshell, this area lets you choose a

list is automatically alphabetized; and

there, and one to remap after you de

display for every Amiga video mode,

you can perform pattern searches; read

cide to commit. There are Horizontal

and also process images in 128 and 256

how many files are visible in the win

and Vertical_Flip Operators which do

colors for VGA and Mac uses. You will

dow as opposed to hidden; select de

what they say. There is a Median_Filter

not be able to display them but you can

vices including logical devices you have

to reduce noise by replacing a center

work on them or convert them to a

assigned, disks, directories; in short

pixel with the median value of its eight

display the Amiga can use. The manual

everything you need in a file requester.

neighbors if your specified threshold is

contains helpful tables of the various

The manual is very detailed and clearly

violated. The NegativeOperator makes

display formats. This part of the manual

written regarding the file requester, and

a photographicnegative from your pic

is excellent: well written, complete, and

is an example of the clarity and detail I

ture. Unlike most other operators, this

adequate for understanding the dis

sometimes long for in other sections.

one is undo enabled: just do it twice.

play types.

ADPro is essential if you convert between file formats.
The Controls: Separation

Tutorials

ADPro has a powerful separation

The ADPro manual contains a

module to control the process of con

chapter on Tips and Tricks in which

cated and proprietary edge recognition

verting Red, Green, and Blue (RGB)

there are 16 examples of varying com

algorithm to transform a gray scale im

data (additive color theory) into Cyan,

plexity in the proper use of some of the

age into a line drawing that looks like

Magenta, and Yellow, with

Black

features. It includes a couple of ARexx

anything from pencil sketching to a

(CMYK) (subtracrive color theory). A

programs, too. I especially liked the

dense charcoal rendering, depending

video display paints with light itself, so

section

on how you prepare the gray scale im

all colors add up to white. With inks

Dynamic_Range Operator and the one

age in the first place using the color

and paint pigments, the chemicals ab

on making "charcoal drawings" with

controls. The manual urges you to in

sorb or subtract all except one wave

the L1NE_ART Operator. I have in

crease contrast (and 1 like to play with

length of light, which they reflect back

cluded a "before" and "after" of the

gamma, too) and to turn on Floyd-

at you, and this is the color you see; and

latter to show that the results can be

Steinberg dithering and to render on a

so subtractivecolorsmustbe computed

quite remarkable. An expansion of these

two-color screen.Then you Execute_Op

on a different basis because (ideally)

tips into true and detailed tutorials

the Line_Art Operator. I'd buy ADPro

they all add up to black. It is far from

would go a long way to making the

if this were the only feature. Rectangle

trivial torenderan image in printorink

learning curve faster.

on solarization using the

that looks iike what you had on your
video screen. ADPro handles three
(CMY) or four (CMYK) color separa
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The Line_Art Operator is the most
interesting to me. It uses a sophisti

is useless, not because of the idea, but
because it's too user-hostile: you have

The Operators
The Operators perform some

to remember the pixel addresses of
where in your image you want the up

tions for you automatically, and you

amazing feats on your images. Some of

have the choice of 12- or 24-bit data.

them are workhorses and what they do

to "visualize" this rectangle by its X

Also, you have a choice of gray scale

is self evident, as in the Color_To_Gray

and Y offsets! Give me a break! Give me

separations, ink compensation, and

and Gray_To_Color Operators. The

a WYSIWYG interface at least as good

UCR (UnderColor Removal) ,and GCR

APPLY_MAP Operator maps your

as the one on the compositing control

(Gray Component Replacement), which

rendered data onto the raw data and

or I'll never go back to use this one. You

make allowances for the black compo

resets the color controls to neutral set

use Remove_Isolated_Pixels with

nent in CMYK. There is a methodology

tings. BLUR replaces pixels, which sat

Line_Art to clean up the drawing. The

in the manual for working with Profes-

isfy certain user definable differences

Amazing Computing

per left hand corner, and then you need

Scaling Operatoris veryimportant/ and,

ARexx

hind it. It will not clash with your im

thankfully, intuitive and easy to use. It

Is that all there is to ADPro? No!

ages. You will never regret buying it

has its own private button, because

You get a full ARexx interface as well.

unless you ignore my warning about

you'll use this one often. The scaling of

All the screen operators and controls

RAM, or you are a one-paint program

images is superb with minimum loss of

can be run from outside a running copy

person with only a passing or recre

image quality in both directions. You

of ADPro. ADPro allows you to bind

ational interest and no need to resize or

can "misuse" this feature to get some

up to 50 custom ARexx programs to the

convert or composite your images. As

interesting "posterizations" by radi

10 function keys, plain function key or

its namestates, Art Department Profes

cally reducing and then enlarging an

qualified by the Shift, Alt, Ctrl, and the

sional isn't for beginners, even though

image.

Amiga keys.

it's fairly easy to use. It certainly is an

The Pixel_Aspect Operator is used

incredibly versatile tool.

to maintain the aspect (or ratio of height

Conclusions and

to width) of your images when they are

Recommendations

output to a device looking for a differ

If you do art or graphics, you must have

ent pixel aspect. You can change the

ADPro. There is no real competition,

925 Stewart St.

aspect before you output to maintain

yet; and ADPro is a tough act to follow.

Madison, Wl 53713

the proportions in your overall image.

If you do not have the minimum RAM

A Tile Operator "wallpapers" your

(I say 5MB, ASDG says 3MB), don'tbuy

loaded bit-map with a specified rectan

it. It will be the proverbial boat anchor

Art Department Professional

Price: $239.95
ASDG, Inc.

(608)273-6585
Inquiry #201

gular area in user-defined wayssuch as

until you have an environment in which

the vertical or horizontal skew. It suf

to use it. ASDG has a major winner

fers from lack of WYSIWYG, as you

here, in spite of several shortcomings,

must know pixel addresses and offsets.

Please Write to:

mainl)'in the interface and the manual.

Merrill Qillaway

c/o Amazing Computing

Bummer! A Transport_Controller Op

It will only get better, however. The

erator looks fora Microlllusions Trans

program itself does what it says it does,

port Controller to communicate with it

and that's the main thing. It's a plain-

to record the Amiga image in memory.

looking program with real power be
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own pace, as you learn what makes a

REVIEW

good jazz performance.
Jazz Through MIDI comes on one
non-copy protected disk with a 40-page

NEW SOUND MUSIC'S

spiral bound manual. The disk con
tains 60 jazz sequences ranging from

four to 21 measures each. Since jazz
Through MIDI is a set of music files,

Jazz Through MIDI

you will need a MIDI sequencer soft
ware package, a MIDI interface and at
least one MIDI instrument. If you have
only one MIDI instrument, it must be

by Rick Manasa

multi-timbral and capable of playing at

least four parts—drums, bass, piano,
and lead line—at the same time. Eight
voices would seem to be the minimum

number required. New Sound makes
Jazz Through MIDI available in Dr. T's,

JAZZ THROUGH MIDI, an interactive package from New
Sound Music, takes personal computing and MIDI across the

MasterTrack Pro, Harmoni, and stan
dard MIDIfile format on the Amiga. It
is also available in MS-DOS and Macin

line, separating education from fun. Jazz Through MIDI makes

tosh MIDIfile format, as well as in a

it easy to learn jazz improvisation by having a disk of pre

variety of hardware sequencers for

programmed patterns, sequences, and solos for you to play
back, practice with, solo over, or just study. It's like having a

an understanding of what the profes
sional musician faces in the real world

of musical instruments. There is a be
wildering array of synthesizers, sam

jazz band in a box.
The advantages of presenting this

mats. I mention this because it shows

instead on audio or video tape, or in a

Through
MIDI
suitable
for
keyboardists, bassists,hornplayersand
other soloists, as well as drummers and

classroom or live performance situa

plers, computers, etc., to choose from

percussionists. You can have different

these days. Unless your last name is
Getty or Rockefeller, you may not be
able to buy every whiz-bang box as it

tion are many. The performances are

instruments playing the various parts

appears on the market. New Sound

repea table a t varying tempos and keys.

or linkdifferent sections to make longer,

You can loop performances so that they

unique musical passages. You can even

repeat. You don't need to put a band

add extra parts of your own to the

didn't overlook those with older diskbased sequencers ei ther. Converting the
files to all the available formats is a

together to explore these concepts. You

sequences ("Hmmm, I wonderhuw this

yeoman's job, and is a service that

can examine the performance in tradi

section would sound with strings in the

should not go unappreciated or unno

tional notation, as an event list or piano

background?") While no recording,

ticed.

roll, depending on your sequencer's

MIDI or otherwise, can capture the

editing and display structure. You can

spontaneity of a live jazz performance,

instructions, lead charts for all se

mute any one of the four parts and play

Jazz Through MIDI can help you de

quences, and appendices that provide

that part yourself. This makes Jazz

velop your own playing style at your

a set of thumbnail theory courses, de

type of information in a MIDI format

The manual is divided into setup

scriptions and suggestions for under

standing and making the best use of the
sequences. These appendices are worth
their weight in gold. They help the
beginner and seasoned veteran alike
understand what they are hearing in

the sequences. They can help you ap
ply and incorporate the concepts into
your own playing without over
whelming you with information.
Because Jazz Through MIDI is
available in so many formats, the
manual takes a good deal of time de

scribing proper setups for all supported
configurations. A good deal of effort
has been put into making setup as clear

and painless as possible. The program
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assigns drums note numbers to the

best use of Jazz Through MIDI. I espe

tized too much. The aforementioned

standard Roland MIDI note numbers.

cially enjoyed studying the standards

Oscar Peterson solo sounded as if it

Each drum name and note number is

and Latin solos, as played by some of

was entered in step time. In this case,

charted out in case your drum machine

the jazz greats. Being able to slow down

feel appears to have been sacrificed for

doesn't follow the Roland standard.

an Oscar Peterson solo to the point

accuracy.

Most of the section dealing with com

where I could play it gave me a tremen

puter-based sequencers discusses set

dous sense of confidence and accom

lar tone generator ideally suited for a
program like Jazz Through MIDI. Un

The E-mu Proteus is a very popu

ting up the files for the different Amiga

plishment! Not only are these solos fun

sequencers. Quirks that Amiga 1000

to try to mimic, but they can serve as

fortunately, it doesn't follow the Roland

users may run into are also addressed.

jump-off points for developing your

drum note standard and doesn't allow

Getting the most out of Jazz
Through MIDI requires you to know a

own playing style.
Most players will find the appen

remapping of individual drums. Be
cause the drum parts are merged on

bit about editing and shuffling sections

dices invaluable. They contain a wide

one track in Jazz Through MIDI, it's

around on your sequencer. The pack

range of useful information about

hard to strip each drum note out for

age is basically a set of sequences sepa

scales, voicing, substitutions, etc., con

transposing. I don't know whether ev

rated by two measures of clicks. When

densed into about 15 pages. A couple of

ery other sound module follows

you hear a sequence that you want to

good read throughs will help your un

Roland's lead, but 1 doubt it. it would

explore, you use your sequencer's

derstanding of why some things sound

have been much easier to adjust the

block-repeat function or its cut-and-

better than others and how you can

drum notes if each drum had been put

paste feature to copy the passage to an

incorporate these concepts into your

on a separate track.

empty section. The Jazz Through MIDI

own playing.

manual has a brief section on looping

There are some problems with the

and lengthening thesequencesand how

manual and files th.it could be ironed

to go about it. Unfortunately, with all

Jazz Through MIDI is what I've
always thought computers are particu
larly well suited for. Weshouldseea lot

more of this type of product. It's a wed

the different sequencers on the market,

ding of two technologies, music and

the manual can give only the most gen

computers, that helps develop an un

eral type of assistance.

derstanding of a traditional discipline.

I loaded the first bankof sequences,

With a simple MIDI setup and your

numbered 1-20, into my sequencer.

Amiga, Jazz Through MIDI can set you

There are four tracks of MIDI informa

on your way to becoming a better

tion, labeled Drums, Piano, Bass and

player. You can make all the mistakes

Vibes. New Sound assumes you know

and wild flights of fancy you want

how to assign your synthesizer voices

without the psychological weight thai

to MIDI channels. I set up my Proteus

learning in public seems to impose. To

sounds to match the names and MIDI

accomplish this with live players, on

channels listed for each track, turned to

the other hand, would be very expen

the first page of charts and hit Play.

sive and difficult.

Shades of Milt Jackson—there's a jazz
quartet in my speakers! After listening

to a few of the sequences, I'm itching to
join the band.

I defined a Region in Harmoni that
consisted of the sequence 1 wanted to
loop. I then copied it to an empty se

quence, hit the Loop button and pressed
Play again. I now have an eight-bar
phrase that I can play along with. After
fooling around as the soloist, I found

myself muting the Bass and Piano parts
and practicing the supporting roles as
well. As I mentioned earlier, this
wouldn't be possible in a tape format. If
it wasn't so easy to make these kinds of

changes, I wouldn't even bother. I'm
glad it is that easy though, because
knowing how to play behind the lead
instrument is every bit as important as

blowing the hot solo.
There is a variety of practice sug
gestions that can help you make the

If you want to learn more about
out to make the package even better.

While it's great to have any kind of
chart, some of the charts were out of
order and the printing left much to be
desired. The layout is compressed to
the point that it's hard to find your
place when following along with the

sequence. While it doesn't appear to be
a dot matrix output, this printout also

suffers from those cursed jaggies we've
all come to know. The charts could
certainly benefit from output to a Post
script service bureau and the Adobe
Sonata font.

jazz and how to play it better, whether
you're an old pro or just starting out,
you owe it to yourself to check out Jazz

Through MIDI. It's a concept whose
time has finally—and gratefully—
come.

,AC.

Jazz Through MIDI
Price: $45.95
New Sound Music
P.O. Box 37363
Oak Park, MI 48237
(313) 355-3643

Inquiry #250

-The actual performances were less
than stellar on occasion. Sometimes
there seemed to be too little quantizing.
This may have been done to try to

Please write to

maintain the original feel of the perfor

Rick Maiuisa

mance. In many cases, the resulting

c/o Amazing Computing

performances just sounded sloppy.
Sometimes the sequences were quan

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

October 1991

Why We Insist on Viewing Ourselve
Some may say our perception

even output to video, film recorders or PostScript®

is a bit bold. But for Amiga
users, it perfectly describes

printers. And you can expand input and output
capabilities as your needs grow.

where we fit in the image
processing world. Directly in

ADPro also solves many complex imaging problems
which have plagued the Amiga artist.
Modify dynamic range to adjust color
vividness. Create professional backgrounds

the center... joining

input, processing and
output.

Remove unwanted pixels in one

Our 24-bit image processing software,
Art Department Professional (ADPro),

gives you the power to import from video
digitizers and color scanners. Or input and

save to a wide variety of file formats including

PCX™, IFF, GIF™, TIFF* and TARGA®*. You can

simple operation. Make
aspect corrections or
eliminate jagged
edges with
powerful scaling
and anti-aliasing tools.

'JUT and TARGA support are pan ol Iht proleiikmol (omenion pack. Available separately.
The Idk/mng name* ait uademaiked by the mkaied companies:
Ait Deportment Ptofeiiioncl, The An Deportment - A5DG, Im.; Amiga - Comnxxkxe-Amga. Inc.; PCX - Zialt
Ctxpota:ion; CIF - CompuServe Information System; TARGA-Truevision, Inc.; cna PostScript - Adobe System* Cap.

925

Stewart

Street

Madison,

\

the Center of the Universe.
And merge images from different

Choose ADPro for

sources (in true color). ADPro solves

professional uses.
Or for an entry-level
alternative, consider
The Art Department
(TAD). Both
place the
exciting
world of
color processing
within reach of every
Amiga user.

these problems and more with a
simple point and click.
It also supports the
programming

language, ARexx.
So you can process
hundreds of images
automatically or
set up your own

shortcuts for

So, join us at the center of the universe.

often-used
sequences.

53713

USA

You'll love the view.

608-273-6585
Circle 130 on Reader Service card.

REVIEW

with the slow loading time is the fact
that the familiar Amiga busy pointer

changes back to the arrow pointer just
three seconds after double clicking the
LabelDex! icon. Since the program

EASYSCRIPT'S

LabelDex!

doesn't begin to run until 30 seconds

later, impatient Amiga owners could
interpret this slow response as a com

plete lockup of their machine. LabelDex!
requiresa minimum of! MB of memory
and can run efficiently from either a

by Bill Frazier

floppy disk driveor a hard drive. Print
ers supported by LabelDex! are any

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet or compat

LABELDEX! will accomplish a wide variety of commonly

performed labeling tasks. The program is a full-featured mail
ing-label and disk-labeling database. With LabelDex! you can
manage names, addresses, telephone numbers, and fax num
bers. You may also manage disk libraries. LabelDex! will allow
you to print address labels and disk labels in a large number

of standard formats, or you can design custom label formats.

ible printer, Hewlett-Packard DeskJet
printers, PostScript printers, or Epsoncompatible printers. LabelDex! doesnot

use the Workbench supplied printer
drivers, but includes the drivers for the
printers listed above in the program.

Once up and running, you are pre
sented with the Mailing Database
screen. In this screen you will find all
the normal features Amiga users have
come to expect, including the usual

LabelDex! also prints regular

gram from a floppy disk. Equally simple

pull-down menus, screen gadgets, and

mailing envelopes on printers capable

is hard drive installation. While hold

buttons.The Mailing Databaseprovides

of feeding envelopes, such as the

ing down the shift key click on the

fields for the First and Last Names of

Hewlett-Packard DeskJet and LaserJet

LabelDex! HD-Install icon, and click

the addressee, the Company name if

printers. If your mailing address needs

twice on your hard drive icon while

applicable, the Street address. City,

do not require the flexibility of a full

continuing to hold down the shift key.

State, ZIP code, Phone number, and

blown database, LabelDex! could well

All necessary LabelDex! programs and

any comments related to the addressee.

handle your mailing requirements.

directories will then be transferred to

All fields can either be selected or de

the hard drive.

selected for printing. Any field not re

LabelDex! is an easy-to-ioad pro

quired is just left blank. All of the fields

gram. It is contained on a single, non-

LabelDex! does take longer than

copy-protected disk. Simply clicking

normal to load, when compared to most

listed can be used as a sort index. This

on the supplied icon wilt start the pro

other programs. A problem associated

flexibility allows a great number of print
selection possibilities, based on your
label printing requirements.

Just type iHjLabelDext
in the

Entw 1

data and
LabelDex!
will print
your

address
labels.

51996 EasyScniptt Software
si
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Printing mailing

labels

with

LabelDex! is a simple operation. First

iFirst

select the label, or range of labels you

Duncan

wish to print. Once this selection is

Scheibal
Frazier

made, select the label format from the

Ti'tideau

many default formats built into the

Larson

UendHn?

program. If the format required is not

available, a custom format may be de

□ SOD

signed and saved for future use. Next,
the number of copies to be printed of
each label must be specified. Finally,

DeskJet

Copies 3

Hwiz OS
Print Fi'on
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click on the 'print all' button, and the
labels will be printed.

A few problems were encountered
when using the print options. First, as

H LibelDcx* AKEXX B1POM/EX»RT EPITOB

Preview the label before you print.

Import database files via ARexx.

in the case of initially loading the pro

gram can be edited or even deleted

tion at all. To complicate matters, the

gram, no feedback is given to let you

prior to saving them and printing the

documentation was poorly organized
and not indexed.

know that the program is formatting

disk labels. Disk label printing is per

and preparing to print. Again, depend

formed from the Disk Browse screen.

There was a Table of Contents, but

ing on the number of records in the

The left portion of the screen presents a

there were only section numbers, not

database, the program can be slow to

list of the names of all disks in the

page numbers, referenced. Secondly,

respond. There is no indication to let

database. The right portion of the screen

the Mailing Database screen provides

you know that the program is running

contains a slightly larger than life-size

fields to enter horizontal and vertical

and preparing to print. It is also a good

rendering of a floppy disk, picturing

spacing adjustments. These are two-

idea to print to a plain piece of paper,

the label as it will be printed.

character fields. If more than two

Information printed on the label

characters are entered by accident, there

sheet-fed labels, to confirm that the la

consists of the disk name, the files and

is no way to tell until you start your

bels will be positioned properly. Al

directories contained on the disk, any

printing job. It would be less confusing

though the documentation states that

remarks that may have been entered,

if all entries that control printing and

standard-sized sheet-fed labels, printed

the date the disk was entered in the

format were visible. Lastly, when using

with a Hewlett-Packard printer, should

database, the number of files, and the

sheet-fed labels, there is no way to print

print properly with no change to the

number of free bytes left on the disk.

a partial sheet, and then later print to

supplied formats, tests demonstrate

The disk labels printed by LabelDex!

that same sheet starting where you left

that some adjustment is required.

are very readable and professional in

off. This results in wasted labels.

before printing to an expensive piece of

Besides printing labels, LabelDex!

appearance.

LabelDex! is an easy-to-use mail

will also print directly to an envelope, if

Additional features of LabelDex!

ing and disk catalog database. If your

your printer is capable of feeding and

are an ARexx interface with LabelDex!-

mailing needs are noi complicated, and

printing envelopes. LabelDex! provides

specific commands and the ability to

you are looking for a disk-labeling pro

an additional option to enter and save

import dBase ///-produced data files.

gram, LabelDex! could be for you.

Return Addresses, which are printed

Oneenhancement that would add more

in the return address portion of the

value to the program would be the

envelope. Using the print envelope

ability to print the U.S. Postal Service

•ACLabelDex!

Price: $74.95

option results in a completely addressed

I'o^tnet BarCodebased on theZlPcode

envelope. You just need a stamp and

of the label being printed. With future

10006 Covington Dr.

the envelope is ready to mail.

postage deductionsbased oncustomer-

Huntsville, AL 35803

The Disk Cataloging section of

applied bar codes, this enhancement

LabelDex! automatically catalogs the

would be a definite plus for all mailers.

files and directories contained on your

EasyScript

(205)881-6297
Inquiry #247

On the negative side, a few items

non-copy-protected floppy disks. The

must be mentioned. First, the docu

program can be set to read just the main

mentation was substandard. The docu

directories; main directories and root

mentation consisted of a small 25-page

files; or main directories, their files, and

booklet with extremely small print. It

the root files. All files read by the pro

was difficult to read the documenta

Please Write to:
Bill Frazicr
c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box S69
Fall River, MA 02722-OS69

October 1991

Company might license the

product in the future.
MaxiPlan III generated the
most letters from Bug Bytes
readers, and versions below
3.6 were decidedly buggy.
Version 3.6 is relatively
stable, according to this
spokesperson, but suffers

from being an orphan at this
point.

The latest in tips,
workarounds and upgrades

Concerning MaxiPlan

Plus 2.0 specifically, the
most current version 2.4

features built-in Lotus 1-2-3
file import, several bug

John Steiner

fixes, and Workbench 2.0
compatibility. While I
certainly wouldn't tell

product: MaxiPlan Plus 2.0
Electronic mail posted via
CompuServe EMail from
Kevin Davidson begins this
month's bug list. Kevin

re: Upgrades and support

for users of MaxiPlan,
MaxiPlan III, and Planif
source: Gold Disk spokes
person.

writes with news about the

Workbench 2.0 ROMs. He
reports that Workbench 2.0

ROMs are incompatible
with the ROMs in the A2630
and A2620 boards, 68030
and 68020 accelerators
respectively. The only
exception to this is the latest

(Revision 6) accelerator
cards. His source is an order
form from Commodore that

provided the information
and allows registered

developers to order new
accelerator ROMs.

Kevin also reported
th.it .in update for

SuperBase Professional 4
was just about ready to ship.
He didn't have any more
details than that at this time.

I will have update informa
tion available next month. If
you are in a hurry, you can

contact Precision for the
details.
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that I not reveal his name,
the technical support
operator provided the

following information.
MaxiPlan Plus version
2.0 was recently licensed to
The Disc Company, who is

responsible for ail technical
In this month's mailbag

support for this specific

I received a letter from KA

version. They are not

Ferguson of Queanbeyan,

responsible for, nor can they

Australia, with a couple of

provide any support for any

questions about MaxiPlan

other versions of the

Plus 2.0 from The Disc

program. Purchasers of

Company. He had some

those other versions must

specific questions about

look to the original distribu

MaxiPlan upgrades, as he

tors for support on those

has a copy of Planlt version

products. Though the Disc

3.0, one of MaxiPlan's many

Company is not obligated

spin-off versions. I called

by any contractual arrange

the technical support line at

ment, they have offered

The Disc Company and the

purchasers of MaxiPlan or

man who answered the

Planlt an upgrade to

phone spent some time

MaxiPlan Plus 2.0 for $50

explaining the history of

and the original program

MaxiPlan, and their role in

disk. Owners of MaxiPlan

the continuing saga. This

III may also order MaxiPlan

column has carried many

Plus 2.0; however, MaxiPlan

complaints about poor

III is technically a more full-

technical support from the

featured product. MaxiPlan

various companies who

III is no longer supported at

either developed or licensed

this time, though the

the various reincarnations of

anonymous source men

MaxiPlan. On the condition

tioned that The Disc

anyone else what to do,
with all deference to The
Disc Company, I don't plan
to upgrade my Planlt to

MaxiPlan Plus 2.0. The
program's checkered
ancestry, intermittent to
nonexistent technical

support, and expensive
upgrade path led me to
purchase Gold Disk's
Advantage some time ago.
While it is not perfect, that's
the one I use when I must
use an Amiga for my
spreadsheet work. Most of
the time, however, I use

Quattro Pro on a PC clone
that is available to me. There
is nothing in the Amiga

market that has even half
the capability of that
program. One of my few

continuing disappointments
with the Amiga is the lack of
a serious and powerful

spreadsheet applications
such as Quattro or Excel.
The Disc Company
11022 Santa Monica Blvd,
Suite 440
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213)478-6767

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP, INC
COMPARE OL'R PRICES
contact INOVATronics.

product: CanDo vl.021

They automatically send

MEMORY EXPANSION
Fatter Agnus (8372A)

See below

re: bug when running with

upgrade notices to people

8362 Denise Half Bright

25.50

Workbench 2.01

who send in their registra

8373 New Super Denise

'54.50

source: reader mail

tion cards.

Turning from Australia to

INOVATronics, Inc.

Tubize, Belgium, Do

8499 Greenville Ave. Suite

minique Dutoit writes

209B

regarding the program

Dallas, TX 75231

CanDo. He reports that

(214) 340-4991

CanDo version 1.021 on his

FAX: (214) 340-8514

A3000 25/40 (2MB chip

8364 Paula chip

25.50

software package (S30 value)

12.95
15.50

5x4 80 SC Zip for A3000

1.3 ROM Kickstart

24.95

1x1 TOONS

2.0 ROM Kickstari

Call

A500 Keyboard
A2000 Keyboard

109.50
114.95

Rockwell Agnus chip puller

6.95

Kwikstart(A10001.3ROM)

(utilize 2M8 of Chip RAM)

215.00
26.95

5.95

255x4/120 all ICD, GVP. etc

5.50

1*8 80 SIMM

44.00

4x8 80 SIMM

188.88

HP Laser Memory Board
2 Megs

137.95

4 Megs

199.95

68.95

MultiStart il (1.3 or 2.0).

SwitChabie in your A1000

77.77

A500 Products
AdRAM 540 with 1 Meg

A500 45 watt (heavy duly)

He commented that at the

re: read/write errors when

A1000 Replacement P/S

time of his writing. Work

accessing fonts from

bench 2.02 is not even

certain programs

available in Europe. In any

source: redaer mail

case, he reports thai the

Ken Boi of Glendale

coming with the package

Heights, IL, writes with a

run slowly and crash

problem he was having with

regularly. When he tries to

his hard disk and Zardoz

run CanDo, the startup

Software's Image Finder

window fills with trash

program. He comments,

characters and the system

"Recently I started getting

crashes. Under A3000

hard-drive read /write

Workbench 1.3.2, he reports

errors when I accessed fonts

that the utilities run

from some programs (e.g.

correctly, but the decks

DeluxePaint). He eventually

always crash. I contacted

traced the problem back to

Jim O'Flaherty of

Image Finder. He called

INOVATronics technical

Zardoz Software, and was

support. He was very

told that they were aware of

helpful, and told me to tell

the problem, and would be

Mr. Dutoit that all he needs

fixing it in an upgrade that

to do is upgrade his

will be available soon. In the

software. CanDo versions

meantime, they told him to

prior to 1.022 are not stable

disable the automatic

in the Amiga 3000 environ

update/delete feature of the

ment. Mr. O'Flaherty

software. That will eliminate

reported that version 1.5,

the problem. I called Zardoz

which has many new

Software and visited with

67.50
127.00

A2000 Replacement P/S

131.95

With 2 Meg

166.95

AdRAM 560D

178,00

A2000 Products
AdRAM 2080 OK

114.50

Each additional 1 Meg of RAM

^B *J ft \t1cT>J»J l
Amiga Diagnostician: Book/

Software'Schematic
14.95
Service ManualS'SAMS Compulerfacts.. Call
Or. Ami (software)
29.35
AMI Alignment System

28.50

Low costremanufactured pnntheads

'OUR 12ih YEAR*

127.50

AdSCSI 2080 CK

177.95

Each additional Meg of RAM

203.95

Flicker Free Video

274.95

Fli;kerFixer

227.95

Call

Pr nter Port Adapter (runs any

CBM printer to PC)

34.95

Video Intedace Prof, (converts Amiga

RGB to composite output, etc.)

* ENHANCED CHIP SET *
Super Denise 8373 Upgrade
Now utilitze productivity and scan mode, etc. Super hi-res

mode (1280 x 200 pixels). An absolute must with 2.0.
$54.50 (tentative price)
Fatter Agnus (B372A) 1 MB with FREE Rockwell chp puller

(a necessity), special diagnostic diskette and complete instructions

$84.95

Multipart II—NEW ROM switch for 3 ROMs for A5002000

Keyboard Controlled
Switch Advated Version

77.77
$37.95

Diagnostic Trouble-shooting Software (STU), a terrific diagnostic

package 8 absolute must (all Amigas) by Custom Services. Inc

S29.95

150 Watt "Big Foot" A500 Universal Power Supply wilh fan. An

absolute must lor those adding on more memory
Emergency Amiga Startup Kit—Sold lo government PXs and now
available to all. Kit has major chips, parts, schematic, instructions and

$83.95

diagnostic software programs, etc. (everything needed to get it started)

$99.50

Insider IJ—OK Board for A1000
Insider 11-1.5MB (or A1000

S198.95
$265.50

MegAChip 2000™ —Upgrade your A500A2000 to 2MB of chip RAM.

Includes A3000 2MB Agnus chip (less substantial rebate)
$329.95
MegAChip 2000 now available tor your A500. FREE Rockwell chip puller with either.

♦EXCLUSIVE*

Dorothy, the technical

2.0, has just been released.

she confirmed that anyone

Now available at a phenominal price. Buy them populated or unpopulated.

Upgrades are available to

using Image Finder should

registered users. An

disable the automatic

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

upgrade to Version 1.5 is

update option. She also
confirmed that the release of
version 2.0 Image Finder

owners only. For complete

will be available soon.

99.95

HOT AMIGA UPGRADES

support representative, and

available for $40 plus

44.00

AdSpeed

features and also works

shipping for registered

35.00

AdSCSI2000

properly under AmigaDOS

details on the upgrade.

479.00

Rejuvenator upgrade

5719 Gary chip

product: Image Finder

decks and the utilities

everything, including ciagnostic

8520A CIA Chip

RAM, 2MB fast RAM) with
Workbench 2.01 has a bug.

Rejuvenator A1000—Ibgrade tward with

Amiga 500 Printed Circuit Mother Boards
Don! miss out on this one! $229.00" Tested and Popu'ated

SEND FOR OUR FREE 36 PAGE CATALOG
3 Cliusimn Street • Siiftem, NY 10901
Customer Service (914) .*>5~?-2-i2-i

Fax <9l4) 357-6243

Order line only 1-800-292-7445
I rmlunja-

Hours: <M> &S.T. \|-[

vu- ship worldwide

Circle 147 on Reader Service card
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Zardoz Software

functions very nicely albeit

apologize for the misinforma

Applied Engineering is still

6114 La Salle Ave Suite 304

expensively as a standard

tion you were (and 1 was)

continuing to market these

Oakland, CA 94116

880K Amiga floppy drive

given regarding new drive

drives to the Amiga

(415) 339-6280

df2:.

software. The situation is that

community knowing that

FAX: (415) 339-6862

I've been patiently
waiting to hear of an
upgrade at some point;

product: AEHD high

however, I recently

density drive

received a letter from Bob

re: upgrades for 2.0

Carpenter of Aurora, IL. In a

compatability

three-page letter, he detailed

source: reader mail

that when he bought his
Amiga 3000, he purchased

they will be obsolete in the

to the drive software since ail

future. If they were priced

product development has been

and sold as 880K drives, 1

stopped on the AEHD Amiga

would have no problem as

drive. At this point there is

the drive functions nicely in

(sic) no options to offer you.

that capacity; however,

Sorry for your inconvenience.

under 2.0, it is not a high
density drive.

The letter was signed:
Frank, Tech Support.

Mr. Niekamp did not

shut the door completely on

In a previous issue of

an AEHD high density

Amazing Computing, I wrote

drive. I don't have room

a review on the Applied

Engineering and asked them

here to go into the details, so

Though he said there are no

if the Applied Engineering

plans for an upgrade at this

Engineering high density

let me present a three-

high density drive was still

time, enough complaints

drive. The drive, which I

paragraph version of his

available. They told me it is

from the Amiga community,

used on my Amiga 2000HD,

story. He had seen the

currently being sold. When 1

especially AEHD drive
owners, may cause the

I called Applied

further development.

worked nicely, and I was

AEHD work on an A2000,

asked about future compat

generally pleased with its

but never asked to see it run

ibility of the drive when

management to change their

performance. Since moving

on the 3000. Of course,

Workbench 2.0 was avail

mind. If you own an AEHD

to my A3000, however, I

when he got the drive home

able on the entire Amiga

drive, you should write and

found that the drive did not

it didn't work. After being

line, she was not able to

let them know how you feel

answer that question. She

about this.

work properly on my

promised a future driver

version of Workbench 2.0.

upgrade, he decided to keep

When T called their technical

the drive. He received a

support line, the representa

version that worked on his

tive told me that they had

3000, but when a new

modified the driver to

Kickstart was shipped, the

function under Workbench

driver didn't work with it.

2.0, but that in the mean

This time when he called, he

time, Commodore changed

was informed that there

Workbench 2.0, and their

would be no future up

new 2.0 driver no longer

grades, as Applied Engi

state of development. They

Applied Engineering

functioned properly. They

neering was leaving the

would not be developing

P.O. Box 5100

told me that they would be

Amiga market. Several

any new Amiga products,

Carrollton, TX 75011

working on the new driver,

times. Applied Engineering

and as inventory is de

(214) 241-6060

but would probably wait

changed their mind as to

pleted, no replacement

FAX: (214) 241-1365

until Workbench 2.0 was in

whether or not there would

products would be manu

final version before attempt

ever be an upgraded driver

factured. When I asked

That's all for this month. If

ing a final fix. While this

shipped. He got a letter

about Workbench 2.0

you have any workarounds

was not the answer I

from Applied Engineering

compatibility, he confirmed

or bugs to report, or if you

wanted to hear, I did

dated July 9 that was short

understand their position

and to the point. It is short

that the high density drive

enough that I can reproduce

delves deeply into the

it here.

operating system. Since
system is technically still in

Dear Sir;

a Beta state and subject to

38

there will be no new upgrades

change, they might have to

This is in reply to your call to

rework the driver many

tech support about Kickstart

times. The drive is now

2.0 compatibility with the

connected to mv A3000, and

AEHD drive. I must first

Amazing Computing

referred me to Steve
Niekamp of Applied

Mr. Niekamp was
courteous, and I left my

Engineering's technical

phone number and a FAX

support department. He

number with him so that he

confirmed that their

could solicit a response from

management has decided to

their marketing manage

leave the Amiga market, but

ment. As of this writing, I

would continue providing

have received no further

support for products and

correspondence.

software in their current

that the current driver does

know of any upgrades to

not function in that capacity

commercial software, you

and that there were no plans

may notify me by writing to:

to make it function at any
time in the future. Essen

John Steiner

tially, this will make the

c/o Amazing Computing

drive obsolete as a high

Box 869

density unit as soon as the

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

CPU it's attached to is

converted to Workbench 2.0.
What distresses me the most
about this situation is that

...or leave BMail to
73075,1735 on CompuServe

•AC*

play individual test results, class aver

REVIEW

ages, and selected students' perfor
mance on bar and line graphs; track

excused and unexcused absences, and
tardies; and print various types of re

TT R 'S

ports; write lesson plans following
prompts for all desired objectives and
outcomes, with a PREVIEW mode that

allows one to see previous lesson plans

Teacher's Toolkit

in an instant in order to provide conti
nuity with similar material orsimply to

generate ideas; schedule appointments
and track important dates and events;

by Paul Larrivee

compose memos and jot down notes;
record personal and business phone
numbers, and even have the Amiga
dial the number for you.

ARE YOU ONE of those teachers I know of who use a fullfeatured spreadsheet to calculate students' grades? You might
just be using a grand inquisitorial wheel upon which to break
the body of a tender butterfly. It's so cumbersome that it can
prove to be ineffective.
out among spreadsheet users because

Take for instance this situation:
the administration in your school de

not all spreadsheets use the same syn

crees mid-year that the final research

tax in setting up formulas.

student's final grade, or that the grade

Review and Compare Grades

for the summer reading program in

on Graphs

the student's first term grade. In these
instances, I've known teachers to rush
to their spreadsheets in panic—not all
of them math teachers—trying to de

take

a

look

first

at

Disk 2 of the Toolkit set. Disk 1 holds
the other modules with a menu that
takes you to all of the other tools.

The tutorial presents a class of stu
dents, called "Example," with names
and grades already typed in. Thenames
of the classes appear listed in a win

dow; you can scroll up and down
through this list. Select a class by sim

ply clicking on the name. Then, follow

paper for seniors must count 20% of the

your private school must count 15% of

Let's

GRADEBOOK, the module with the
greatest number of features, found on

ing the tutorial, click on the GRAPHS

button. Two buttondicks and you're in
the GRAPHS screen, where you can

There is where a program like

select the graph you want to view by

Teacher's Toolkit in the hands of a

clicking on it. For instance, you can

classroom teacher proves its efficiency

click on the Results box, which lights

over a spreadsheet. With it you get the

up to show it has been selected. At this

following aids: GRADEBOOK, LES

point, a selector at the left shows a list of

termine the formula, which has to be

SON PLANNER,CALENDAR,MEMO

entered

tests you can get results on. Click on

ED, and TELEMATE. These modules

any desired test, and then click on the

allow you to calculate grades; perform

VIEW GRAPH button. At this point

all sorts of conversions with ease; dis-

you'll notice that scrolling by are the

manually, to make this

weighting factor count for all students.
Sometimes heated discussions break

names of the students that the program
is gathering information on in order to
present the graph. Next you get a view

of the graph.
On the longitudinal axis are the
Other Info" on the

letter grades and on the vertical axis at

Student Info screen

in

provides space for
extra comments,
such as noting students
whose names differ
from their parents',

things to watch

each grade. To learn which students
Id! Rilli*

other relevant
do not appear

in any reports.

earned a particular grade, click on the

tm
UkriM aistei
(lift (Itchitciff

mtt

associated bar to be presented with a

nm

list of names.

7W7

[<(**«< M

«M
n?«
mn

j. I. l>t*m

mn

in a student, and
information, which

the left is thenumber of students earning

CUnr Iflle

To get back to the GRAPHS selec
tion screen, click on the RETURN but
ton. Here you might want to track the
progress of a single student. Click on

Jon iibM

00

geri

the DIAGNOSTIC graph under "Se
—

——

lected Student." The selector at the left
changes to show the names of the stu-
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dents. In the "Example" class, the first

you change your mind as to category

If you don't like the way the graph

name, "Angie Applepolisher" is high

weights, simply re-enter your new plan.

skews after viewing a particular grade

lighted, but, of course, you can scroll

If the department head wants his or her

the list and highlight any name. Click

favorite project to be weighted differ

for a class, or after viewing the current
class average, you might want to re
consider your multipliers of certain

ing on the VIEW GRAPH button will

ently, don't let a departmental practice

cause Teacher's Toolkit to go through

disconcert you. In practice, if not in

items, or the percent weight you've

all of the tests, retrieving the selected

spirit, it's easy enough to go with the

given certain categories. A study of the

student's grades in order to present

consensus.

available graphs should suggest the

you with a graph.

If you are using a point-weighted

proper adjustments. What a great touch

Nextcome the features I find most

system as you go along, then you'll

informative. Across the bottom of the

need to decide on a multiplier. If, for

for those who are startled at the results
of a given test, especially after deliver

screen are boxes for displaying the

instance, you gave a 10-question quiz,

ing, just the day before, their favorite,

student's-—in the Tutorial example,

you might want to give it a weight of 1.

Oscar-winning lecture!

Angie's—progress in the following

A student getting 6 correct would have

Bear in mind that if you use test

categories: (H)omcwork, (C)lasswork,

a raw score of 6, have earned 6 points,

category weighted items, multipliers

(Q)uizzes, and (T)ests. Additionally,

count only within their respective cat

there is a button for comparing Angie's

egory. The overall percent for each

progress with the rest of the class—a

category is weighed using the weigh

nice touch nt teacher-parent conference

ing factors that you'veestabiished. You

time. The vertical scale at the left repre

can also have Toolkit take extra credit

sents percent. The red boxes at the

Calculate
your grades

CREDIT feature cannot be category

absent. Clicking on one of these boxes
will open up a window showing you
the date of absence for that box and

points into account. Until you award
extra credits, it will be counted as zero

bottom represent days when Angie was

with a multiplier of

weighted as the category isn't known.

based on

whether it wasan excused or unexcused
absence. "Has Angie been skipping
school?"

Track Those Truants
If so, you may want to comment on

Let Toolkit track absences and

tard ies for you. Be sure to enter these as

Category

capital A or capital T, as the program

Weighted

"eA" and "uA" for excused and

looks for these letters. You may enter
unexcused absences if you want to

tests or

this or on anything else. Just go to the
REPORTS screen, and type your com

record the difference. It is important,
though, that actual scores precede any

Point

ments, which will be printed along with
other selected information.

attendance information in thesamecell.

\i a student is to be excused from

Weighted

Back to the VIEW GRAPHS screen,

you can selectively display any one or

making up a test, leave the test cell
blank for that student, as Toolkit will

tests,

all of the categories, depending on the
situation when holding a conference.

ignore a blank; that is, it will re-calcu
late the possible number of points for

or both.

Moreover, if you click on a line where it
touches a percent mark, then it will

I. The XTRA

that student in arriving at an average.
Otherwise, you may enter "0" before

open a window to display a description

"uA" until the student takes the make

ofthe test and when it was given. In the

up exam.

case of unfortunate Angie, her high

Another convenient feature is the

average slid precipitously at the time

use of student ID numbers. One can
show parents results of tests while pre

she adopted the practice of playing

or a 60% score. If a more important test

serving the confidentiality of other stu

also had 10 questions, but had a mul

dents. Also you might want to post in

situation suggested at the beginning.

tiplier of 2, the student having 8 correct

your classroom a list of student scores

You find that you must, or simply wish

answers would have a raw score 8, or

based only on ID numbers. Given the

to, have certain grades count as a per

16pointsearned,and the percent would

competitive nature of some students,

cent of the total grade. This is where

be 80. If he's the same student who had

however, not much time is wasted

Toolkit glows. A button marked Type

a raw score of 6 in the quiz, his overall

learning the other students' ID num

Average lets you choose either Cat

average works out this way: 6 +16 = 22

bers, especially if they're sequential in

egory Weighted tests or Point Weighted

points out of a possible 10 + 20 = 30

an alphabetical class listing. "If 'John

tests. For instance, you want homework

points

son' is 0030, then 'Johnsen' must be

to count 10%; classwork or lab, 20%;

GRADEBOOK does all the calculations

quizzes, 30%, and tests, 40%. Just make

for you, and upon request will display-

Dropping a student from a class

sure your scheme adds up to 100%. If

raw scores, points earned, or averages.

list or dropping a test is done with ease.

hooky.

Let's go back to the inconvenient

for

an

average

of

73%.

0029."

(continued on page 68)
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which is loaded and read on the com

REVIEW

puter. Other disk-based magazines exist

for the Amiga, but they are general in
scope. Ready Robothasan educational
theme and is intended for kids in kin

Ready Robot Club Disk
Magazine

dergarten to sixth grade. If you're
looking to ignite your child's interest

with the Amiga, this is a good program
to begin with. Or, if your child is ac
customed to the computer, Read)' Ro

bot Club Disk Magazine utilizes the
Amiga in an educational sense. How

so? Well, let's take a look.

Skimming the Pages

by Timothy Duarte

The "issue" which I received for
review was July 1991. RRCDM comes
on a single 3.5" disk, which was pack

aged in a small, padded disk mailer. I
inserted the disk into my Amiga 2000

SINCE MOST OF THE SCHOOLS in the United States are
filled with Apple and IBM computers, the Amiga is overshad

owed tii theeducational area. The percentage of schools equipped
with Commodore Amigas is very small. Nonetheless, many

companies are producing educational software packages for
the Amiga. Many of these programs could be used at a school
site, but can be used just as well at home. One unique program

in the educational area is The Ready Robot Club Disk Maga

and powered up. After a display of the
title screen with credits, the reader has

the choice of three menus, which act as
a table of contents. Movement within
the issue is controlled with the mouse;
just point and click at the icon selection.
The program loads the section into
memory and displays the "pages," one

at a time. In addition, Ready Robot will
read the text presented on the page.

zine (RRCDM). If you aren't familiar with a disk-based maga

Speech synthesis can be turned on or

zine, then let me explain. A disk magazine is software program

off and the speed can be increased or
decreased. The speech is the usual ro
botic-style, but it appropriately fits with
the title of the disk magazine. 1 grew

CONTINUING BDVENTURKS OF

tired of the speech option, but it's an

ftEflOV ROBOT, ,

«,.«.-.

ideal feature for youngsters who are

...»

S H □ III

learning to read.

E J ■-_ -: t P N E

DOCTOR OH0R0N PRESENTS EXPERIMENTS! - - - mm . »

Investigating the Articles
Each issue contains facts, folk sto
ries, mind-stimulating puzzles, riddles,

TO DO flT HOME U TH WUR MOM OR DAD

and games, and a number of activities

and projects for kids. I decided to dive

JJJ

11 I 11

in. After clicking MENU1, 1 was pre

sented with six choices of "articles."

■■in

My first article chosen was "Celebra

huh
Point and click on the "article" you want to read.

Hi

"■:1

t

tions: The Calendar," which listed im
portant happenings in time and history

which occurred during the month of
July. Did you know that the ice cream
cone was invented on July 23, 1904?

These little tidbits may seem trivial, but

remember the targeted audience, I then
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providing a variety of visual images,

The magazine provides positive

the Amiga's sound effects and musical

values and encouragement for young

abilities aren't really utilized, with the

learners. During my review, I didn't

exception of Ready's voice. However,

use the Amiga's keyboard once. Ev

there is an impressive Digital Music

ery thing was controlled with the mouse.

"article" which plays a quality musical

This is another plus for youngsters who

composition while displaying a show

may be intimidated by the Amiga

of moving icons and an array of colored

keyboard, which probably appears to

lines.

be very large from a child's perspective.

Playing the Games

only requires a floppy drive and 512K

Another plus is that the program
Each screen, or page, within RRCDM
is informative. There's plenty of
information and general knowledge
for youngsters to learn about.

checked out "Great People," which fea
tured a short biography on Eli Whitney,
inventor of the cotton gin and mass

production. "Castles" consisted of a
full-screen graphics slide show of three
European castles. "Tricking the Old

Woman" is an Indian folktale. Click on
the Ready Robot icon and he'll read the
text. Graphics and artwork were also

displayed as the story went along to
add a visual comprehension. "Betcha
Can't" included an explanation of your
sense of balance and shows the body's
center of gravity in a series of simple
"try this" experiments. "Parent's Cor
ner" is an editorial intended for a par
ent or teacher who supervises the child.

Travelling Through Time
I jumped to MENU2 and went on
"An Adventure with Ready Robot &
the Club" in a time machine. We trav
elled back to the age of dinosaurs and

The last menu selection was en-

of memory. Every Amiga computer has

ti tied GAMES. Don't expect to see Space

this system configuration, so no Amiga

Invaders and other arcade-style games

owner can be excluded. RRDCM will

on this disk. This is understandable

seem to be endless to your child because

because it is an educational disk

another disk with all-new material ar

magazine. In a nutshell, the games are

rives once a month if you subscribe.

computer versions of popular thinking

Children can also participate by con-

games. A memory game, slider puzzle,

tributingstoriesor artwork. A certificate

picture puzzle, word search, maze, and

declaring membership into the club is

connect-the-dots are all included. Since

also included upon subscribing. If you

most children love to color, the "Col

think your child may enjoy RRDCM

oring book" will bea favorite. The child

and you're still unsure about subscrib

can click on a desired color and "fill"

ing, try a sample issue. Ready Robot

the ready-madeblack and white images

will stimulate a young person's com

with color. What a great introduction

puter awareness and general knowl

to computer paint programs for future

edge. Older children will enjoy the

graphic artists!

program as well. Parents and Teachers
beware! You may enjoy reading the

Finding Value
RRDCM has educational value that

"articles"

and

playing the games

yourself.

•AC*

utilizes the Amiga as an excellent
teaching tool. Overall, the content is

light and informative. RRDCM won't
drill math problems or vocabulary

words. If you're looking for drill and
practice programs, take a look at the
educational software by MicroEd.

Ready Robot Club Disk Magazine

Price: $65.00 for 12 issues (1 year)
$36.00 for 6 issues
$ 10.00 for sample issue
Signs Etc. By D. Knox
P.O. Box 628
Carmichael, CA 95609

became familiar with different species.

Information: (916) 944-4282

There's some advanced material here;

Inquiry #248

I've never heard of a Dilophosaurusor
a Parasaurolophus. The well-known
dinosaurs, such as the Brontosaurus
and the Tyrannosaurus Rex are over

Please Write la:

looked. Next, I clicked on an "Amazing

Timothy Duarte
c/o Amazing Computing

Science" experiment, suitable for In

P.O. Box 869

dependence Day, which showed you

Full River, MA 02722-0869

how to make Waterworks. It's a simple
and safe experiment which uses food
coloring and water for materials.

The coloring book is a paint program

RRCDM kindly suggests that Mom and

in disguise. There's even a color

Dad help out with the experiment as
well. While the magazine shines in
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cycling feature for a special effect.
Kids can save their artwork to disk

and work on it another day.

Saves Much Typing

REVIEW

CLAS uses a pseudo-BASIC lan

guage to accomplish its task. This saves
you from using many commands to
accomplish your purpose. For instance,

M I C R O E D ' S

you must begin all lessons with
SCOURSE on the first line with a de
scription, and SLESSON on the second

CLAS

line with a label. Make certain that these
commands are in the first column; oth

Computerized Lesson Authoring System

erwise, they may not be taken as a

command and become part of the text.
Then you can type in a lesson, or tuto
rial, much as you would use a word

by Paul Larrivee

processor, entering SSTYLE commands
for italics, bold, underline, and colors,
or a combination of these. It's also pos

DO YOU WISH YOU COULD PROGRAM your own software? If
you're a parent, teacher, or just an individual who likes to help
others learn, then there's a way.

sible to enter formatting commands for
left, right, or center justify by invoking
the SJUST1FY command.
Once you've presented your les

From MicroED comes an update to CLAS, v2.0, their authoring
system for parents and teachers. Packaged with three disks, Tuto

son, or tutorial, you can start asking
your questions. Here you might want

to use the SPAGE command, forcing a

rial, Student, and Author, the program is easily transferred to your

new page in order to avoid having the

hard drive by creating an empty drawer and putting all the icons,

student merely search the lesson text

including the one labelled "Icon," into it.

for the answer.

The three disks are

essentially the same, the only difference being that the Tutorial disk

contains all the files while the other two have been allowed free
space for saving your files.

Questions can take the form of fillin, multiple choice, true-false, or clicking-on. This last approach would be
useful in identifying parts or locations,
as in a place geography lesson.

In geography or

geometry
"problems," for

Once you've typed all your mate
rial for a particular lesson, you close tlie

instance, the student

file with the SEND command. Then

can register his

save it where it becomes part of a drawer

response to a

called "Courseware."

question by clicking
on a state or on a
labelled part of the

triangle.

Gives the Student Some Hints
Sound simple enough? Hang on,

for there is more. There is a conditional
feature whereby thestudentisinformed
that he's not quite right and that he can

try again. Then there is the SHINT com
mand that permits leaving clues for
each problem, or question. Each time
the student presses the HELP key, he

gets a new hint until eventually he's
given the correct answer.
Do you want to develop rapidresponse skill, as in speed calculations,
among your students? Use the STIMER

(X) command whereby x = the number
of seconds allowed to register the cor-
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rect response. A countdown timer ap

Florida.<C>

pears at the bottom of the screen.
Imagine how you can keep re-ad justing
this for particular students until they

calculate atlightning speed! Anylesson
can be viewed in program form and
edited to match a student's progress.

rent file, current course, current lesson,

SPROBLEM
STIMER (25)

factor.

allows some random letters to the an

to depend

gramming stage. You can define vari

ables and employ branching techniques
so that responses are not judged simply
as right or wrong but on broader criteria

swer to appear in the question blank.

SPROBLEM

that you establish. Then the program

The blank might appearsomethinglike

STIMER (25)

can take alternative learning routes

this: ph

sy

e.s s for the correct re

sponse, photosynthesis. The student

Bill went promptly to bed after he
<B> the book.

based on these evaluations.
The only difficulty, minor at that,

need only to supply the missing letters.

A. finished

which I faced initially with CLAS is its

You may want to use this command at

B. had finished

lack of printed documentation. Of

the beginning of new material, when
the student may not be confident with

the nomenclature.
If you have several questions to a
particular problem, you might want to
allow the computer to chose a limited
number at random. The SPICK (x)
command instructs the computer to

■-".

■ .:. .shes

course, help screens and other infor
mation can be sent to your printer by

D. finish
SHINT The book must be Einished

pressing a Function key. In this case,

before he goes to bed.

I've consoled myself by the fact that the

SHINT He cannot both go to bed and

addition of a manual would only add

read the book at the same time.
SEND

to the price of CLAS.

Speaks Various Languages

when it's running on a PAL system,

CLAS requires only 512K, detects

choose whatever number of questions

Besides the use oftext,CLAS allows

indicated by the value of x. In this way,

you to import digitized pictures, or

the student can be presented different

pictures from various paint programs,

with "Getting Started" and on to "Ba

questions as he runs through the lesson

display them, conceal them, and su

sic," "Intermediate," and "Advanced,"

several times.

perimpose text on them. This text can

almostanyonecan find himself writing

be presented in Spanish, French, or

sophisticated lessons in short time. I so

vanced commands, 1 can present a

German, as well as English. You can

enjoyed learning to use the program

simple example of what might be done:

add other languages as you wish to the

that I intend to start devising lessons

LANGUAGE drawer.

and problems for a friend who has de

Without making use of the ad

and has ARexx support.

With several tutorials beginning

SCOURSE Junior-High Grammar

Being a program for the Amiga,

SLESSOH Agreement and Tense

veloped an interest in amateur radio.

CLAS also supports the use of music,

As a licensed amateur radio operator, I

and of

speech using the SSAY and

can assume the role of Elmer, an expe

SSPEECH commands. The S drawer

rienced ham assisting someone in get

$PROBLEM
This history book with its many

itli;st_raLions <is> an ideal one for
your new course.

Anything typed between <

> is not

has a file of translator exceptions for the

ting his FCC license. I'm sure we'll both

SSAY command. The first line is the

have fun along the way.

English word which SSAY mispro

printed to the screen but providesCLAS

nounces. The second line gives you a

with the correct answer.

correction.

SHINT Make it a form of the verb "to

The SSPEECH command is fol

CLAS

Price: $129.95
MicroED

P.O. Box 24750

lowed by a string of Amiga phonemes,

Edina, MN 55424

SHINT The subject of Che sentence is

as in SSPEECH WEH9LXKAM TUW

(612)929-2242

the word "book."

KLEE5S, "Welcome to CLAS." The

Inquiry #251

be."

SHINT The subject is singular.
SPROBLEM
(C)orrector (I)ncorrect?

Each of us

SSTYLEbold,

program limits you to 15 SSPEECH
commands per screen.

STIMER (25)

italic, orange

is
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C. depending
D.

There's even more when you
progress to the Advanced CLAS pro

B. depends

The SFORMAT GUESS command

number of problems, number correct
on first try, and the time.

Much of what you do <B> on several

A. depend

Allows Some Guessing

to use its built-in record-keeping facil
ity. It records the student's name, cur

To personalize a course for your

Paul Larrivee

create a unique startup screen. Then

c/o Amazing Computing

SSTYLE normal

use the SLOG <filename> command in

Co provide his own transportation to

the start-up file to instruct the program

Amazing Computing

Please Write to:

student, use the SOEM command to

P.O. Box 869

Full River, MA 02722-0869

»AO

KCS offers three basic modes of

REVIEW

operation: track mode, open mode, and
song mode. Track mode contains up to

48 full length tracks that run the length
of the song. Open mode uses up to 128
sequences that can loop, run the length
of the song, or even call other sequences.

Dr.

It is a tremendously powerful approach

T's

to song construction, though somewhat

confusing to first-time users. Songmode chains open mode sequences to

gether to form songs. It is possible to

KCS 3.5

move data from one mode to another in
order to use the advantages of each
mode. I often start a song by creating a

short drum part in open mode, looping
it to last the length of the song, and then
converting the resulting sequence into

by Phil Sounders

a track. I can then record melodies or

chords over the drum part in track
mode.

KCS offers a wide variety of pro

THE LATEST VERSION of Dr. T's Keyboard Controlled Se
quencer (KCS) has been released with a bunch of new features.

fessional features. Synchronization

I'll briefly cover the major parts of the program, but this review

Position Pointer), and SMPTE (using

will emphasize the additions and changes in version 3.54. For

those who want more details on KCS 3.0 features, consult my

options include MIDI sync (with Song
Dr. T's Phantom SMPTE interface).
Unfortunately KCS does not support
MIDI Time Code, a widely used stan

review in the September 1990 Amazing Computing (Volume 5,
Number 9). While Dr. T's Keyboard Controlled Sequencer has

dard for synchronizing MIDI sequenc

been the premier Amiga MIDI sequencer since its introduc

bandwidth, allowing more accurate

tion, periodic updates have added features and made the
program more "Amigatized." KCS 3.54, the version reviewed
here, is the third major update of the program since it was
released for the Amiga.

ers to SMPTE. Dr. T's feels that its pro
prietary sync system takes up less MIDI
timing. KCS offers all the standard ed
iting features and makes it easy to per

form quantization, cut and paste, and
other editing operations in an event list
environment For more detailed edit

ing, KCS includes Level II editing and
algorithmic composition functions.

Level II editing features allow detailed
KCS 3.5

rig

Tiger tfl 64

editing of notes based on their pitch,
velocity, position in beat or measure, or
even what notes they follow. They al
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low quantization to a reference se

quence, pitch mapping, and other ad
vanced features. Level II also supports
algorithmic generation of new material
with complete user control of how the
variations are generated. In sum, KCS
allows you to perform just about any
editing operation you would want.

:■:■
«

:■:■:

Oneofthe first features I noticed in
KCS 3.5 was an omission: copy protec
tion is gone! I've criticized Dr. T's in the

past for relying on copy protection; it's
V

M SflUE

KITl

pga

good to see they've removed it from
their software. It's a real relief not to
worry about where I left the key disk

when I want to use KCS. KCS users
now have a responsibility not to give
away "free" copies and kill sales.
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While KCS 3.5 has some minor

length, and velocity. Position and pitch

pointed because operations such as

changes to the main program, most of

are indicated by the note's location on

changing note length could not be per

the new features use the Multi-Pro

the horizontal and vertical axes, re

formed on selected notes as a group in

gram Environment (MI'E). MPE was

spectively, and are also shown in a box

Tiger. There is also a "repeat time"

introduced in KCS 3.0 as a way for KCS
to share data withotherprograms. KCS

on the lower part of the screen. Length

feature that can be used to select notes

is indicated by a bar representing the

separated by a user-definable amount

can use MPE to record the output from

note, while velocity is shown by the

of time. Notes can also be selected based

Dr. T's patch editors or to route data to

length of the "stem" attached to the

on pitch (like C4) or pitch type (select

the Copyist for music printing. KCS 3.0

note. All four kinds of information can

all Cs). 1 would have liked to see more

also introduced AutoMix, a program

be easily altered using the icons located

greatly sophisticated algorithmic se

thatused graphic fadersto controlMIDI

at the bottom of the screen. You click on

lection capabilities, but if you really

volume and pan positions on synthe

the icon, and the cursor changes to

need these you can go into the Level II

sizers. Changes made to the faders

indicate which editing option is active.

editor and perform them there.

could be recorded into KCS, allowing

You thenclickon anote,and drag in the

New notes can be entered by

automated mixing of MIDI sequences.

appropriate direction to move the note

drawing them with the mouse, using
step-time entry, or recording them in

KCS 3.5 includes two new modules for

or change its value. The system works

use with MPE: Tiger and QuickScore.

well. I initially had problems knowing

real time. Mouse entry works by using

Tiger is an interactive, realtime graphic

which icon performed which editing

default values for the note if you click

editor. QuickScore displays and prints

the left button quickly. If you hold the

a song or sequence in standard music

button down, you can move the mouse

notation. Unlike AutoMix, Tiger and
QuickScore require KCS and cannot be

run as stand-alone programs. The
modular approach lets the user load

Once notes are
selected, you can

making it easier to run KCS on a low

move them

memory system. 2MB of RAM are re
Tiger. Machines with less memory can

run only one MPE module at a time. Dr.

horizontally or

T's includes versions of regular KCS
and Level II, so if you don't need Level
II's editing features, you can use the
regular version to save memory.

The most impressive feature of
Tiger is that almost all of its editing

in order to concentrate on a particular

part. Tiger has key commands to play
various sections of the edit track, but I
found it easier to use the right mouse
button or the spacebar to start and stop
play. It is also possible to select a few
notes and play them or loop a section

bend,

MIDI

volume,

and

aftertouch, This allows you to touch up
a pitchbend that's a little ragged with
out rerecording it. Controller data can

change their

tures, Tiger also includes the ability to

or pitch.

grab it, and correct it without stopping

of the song. You can solo or mute tracks

pitch

using the mouse.
In addition to graphic editing fea
enter information about your synthe
sizer patches and drum machine note

assignments. If you enter synthesizer
and patch names for the 128 available

they play, you can see a wrong note,

here the track you're editing in context

graphic editing of controller data like

also be drawn or entered in real time

is playing. Since Tiger scrolls notes as

tracks during editing, allowing you to

pitch of the mouse cursor, providing

vertically to

location

features are available while the music

the music. Tiger normally plays all

note length. A box at the bottom of the
screen shows the current location and

visual feedback. Tiger also allows

only the programs that are needed,

quired to run KCS, QuickScore, and

and visually adjust the velocity cinii

program changeassignnients, Tiger will

let you call up the various patches by
name and will automatically rename

operation; the icon shapes are not par

the track with the patch name. This

ticularly intuitive. 1 also had trouble

saves you from wondering what sound

selecting notes precisely with the dif

program 57 on your synthesizer actu

ferent cursors (the active point seemed

ally plays. Once you define drum as

to change with each cursor). After a

signments (by telling Tiger that C#2 on

while I got used to the program and

channel 10 is actually a crash cymbal,

didn't have any trouble.
You can also select notes using a

for example), Tiger will display "Crash

cymbal" in its note window at the bot

box tool, by pitch, or by highlighting

tom of the screen. Tiger comes with

whole areas of a track. You can select

several pre-defined drum kits, and new

non-conriguousareasbyholdingdown

ones can be entered and saved. One

approach is good for tweaking a track

the shift key and selecting additional

disappointment is that QuickScore does

that's basically correct. Simply set the
magnification level so that you can see

notes.

not use the information in the drum

and play it repeatedly. The looping

all the notes in the loop, start playing,

and then edit each note until the track
sounds right.

Tiger displays four kinds of infor
mation about each note: position, pitch,

Once notes are selected, you can

kits to correctly print drum parts. In

move them horizontally or vertically to

stead, Dr. T's recommends resetting

change their location or pitch. You can

your drum machine's notes to match

also cut and paste, quantize (with or

QuickScore's settings. Unfortunately,

without "swing"), set velocities, or de

not all drum machines can change their

lete selected notes. I was a little disap

assignments. You could use the pitch
(continued on page 68)
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AC Disks

Source code and executable programs included for all articles printed in Amazing Computing.

10

AC V5.6 and V5-7
Convergence:

Part five of the Fractal series.

Author: Paul Castonguay

12

Keyboard Input In Assembly: Fourth in a series of Assembly

68000 programming tutorials. Author: Jeff Glatt.

Amiga Turtle Graphics: Computer graphics and

A Shared Library for Matrix Manipulations: Creating a shared

programming with n LOGO-like graphics system.

library can be easy. Author: Randy Finch,

Author: Dylan MnNamee

C Notes From The C Group: A discussion on cryptography.

C Notes: Doing linked list and doubly linked lists in C.

Author: Stephen Kemp

Author: Stephen Kemp

ZoomBox: Attaches a zoom box to an Intuition window and

allows the user to toggle the window's size and

Tree Traversal & Tree Search: Two common methods for

its position. Author: John Leonard

traversing trees. Author: Forest W. Arnold
Exceptional Conduct: A quick response to user requests,
achieved through efficient program logic.
Author: Mark Cashman.
Getting to the Point: Custom Intuition pointers in

13

Author: John Iovine

Synchronicity: Right and left brain lateralization.

Writing Faster Assembly: Continuing the discussion of speeding

Author: John Iovine

up programs. Author: Martin F. Combs

C Notes From the C Group: Doubly linked lists revisited.

C Notes 6.3: Working with functions. Author: Stephen Kemp

Author: Stephen Kemp

Author: Geny L. Penrose.

14

Practal Modula-2 Buffered Disk I/O: Buffer file input and output

C Notes From the C Group 3.8 & 5-10: Functions supporting

to improve disk accessing speed. Author: Michal Todorovic.

doubly linked lists, and a program that will examine an archive
file and remove any files that have been extracted.

Stock-Portfolio: A program to organize and track
investments, music libraries, mailing lists, etc. in AmigaBASIC.
Author: G. L. Penrose.
CygCC: An ARexx programming tutorial.
Author: Duncan Thomson.
Programming in C on a Floppy System: Begin to develop
programs in C with just one megabyte of RAM.
Author: Paul Miller.

Koch Flakes: Using the preprocessor to organize your pro
gramming- Author: Paul Castonguay

Audiolllusion: Experience an amazing audio illusion
generated on the Amiga in Benchmark Modula-2.

integrated BASIC environment. Author: Paul Castonguay

Paul Castonguay.

Timings and TurboJPixel Function. Author: Read Predmore.

Modula-2. Author: Mark Cashman

Blitz Basic: Here are some examples created wtih M.A.S.T.'s

tuning images through definition. Part of the Fractal series. Author:

Fully Utilizing the 68881 Math Coprocessor Part III:

Time Out!: Accessing the Amiga's system timer device via

AC V6.4 and V6.5

Creative And Time-Saving Techniques: Fnchancing and fine-

AC V5.8, V5-9 and AC V5.10

Author: Stephen Kemp

Author: Stephen Kemp

Ultra Sonic Ranging System: BASIC Sonar Ranging program.

Author: Jim More

that demonstrates manipulating arrays.

C Notes 6.2: A reminder program to display messages.

Author: Jeff Lavin

Crunchy Frog II: Adding windows and other odds and ends.

Poor Man's Spreadsheet: A simple spreadsheet program

AC V6.2 & V6.3

More Ports For Your Amiga: Files to accompany article.

AmigaBASIC. Author: Robert D'Asto

11

ACV5.ll, V5.12&V6.1

15

AC V6.6, V6.7, V6.8, & V6.9
Practicalities: Practical uses of Finch's previously documented
Matrix.Iibrary. Author: Handy Finch

Selecting and Setting Gadgets in C: The third and final install
ment in the "Crunchy Frog" approach to programming.
Author: Jim Fiore

C Notes6.6: A new skeletal program to "jump start" utility pro
grams. Author Stephen Kemp

Fancy Numbers: This helps you save overhead by skipping the
translator library. Author: Lynwood Cowan

C Notes6.7: Adding functions to handle file pattern processing.
Author: Stephen Kemp
Message Logger: A time log that keeps track of when programs
are run. Author Brian Zupke
Power Basic: Use a pre-processor to achieve definition replace

Author: Craig Zupke

ment. Author Jonathan Home

Pictures: IFF pictures from past Amazing Computing issues.

Puzzled Over ARexx: For the intermediate programmer. Merrill
offers a solution to the puzzle of ARexx. Author: Merrill Callaway

THE AMIGA

Doing Big Things
in a Small Place
By Thorwald Bsbensen
Plaza is an isolated settlement resting on the bed of an

Fortunately, the school principal, the superintendent,

old glacial lake near the center of North Dakota. This

and the board of education were all receptive to his recom
mendation. As Dougput it, "In a small school, it is often easier
for the administration to hear what an individual teacher has
to say." Said Doug, "We purchased fwo Amiga 5l)0s with

is wheat-growing land, and the town is barely a scratch
on the prairie that sweeps the horizon.
Even the word small seems toolarge when applied to Plaza.

Its business center consists of a hardware store, a grocery, and

] MB RAM and outrider drives, a Star 1000 Rainbow connected

a cafe housed in a single building. An old grain elevator is the

with an ABCD data switch box, and the IMG scanner. With a

most imposing structure around. The nearest road of con

5400 grant for teacher inservice, I purchased Mavis Beacon
Typing, When- in the World..., and Where In The U.S. is Carmen
Sandiego, Great States II, Sim City, Doug's Matli Aquarium,

sequence is Rural Highway 23 that runs some distance away.

Plaza folks go to and from Highway 23 over something they
call the three-mile stretch.
"You don't arrive here accidentally," said Doug Kjos,
who has lived in Plaza for seventeen years. "Youhaveto want
to come."

Calculus, Balance of Power 1990, and Discover Chemistn/-Geog-

raphy-History,
"This year we bought two more Amiga 500 systems, one
with 3MB and a Supra hard drive. This system unlocks the

Many youngsters from larger, more affluent communi

potential of programs such as Professional Page 2.0 and

ties might count themselves lucky to come here for their

Amiga Vision, allowing them to be surrounded by a myriad

formal education. For Plaza has a school that is on the cutting

of support programs and files. The Perfect Sound 3.0digitizer

edge of computerized instruction. And the computers it is

has generated much laughter, excitement, and experimenta

using so imaginatively are Amigas.

tion. Gross noises and searches for cryptic messages have

Doug, who teaches science at the school, is the person
most responsible for this development. "In 1985," he said, "I

lead to sophisticated music recordingand editing. The Disney
Animation Studio has turned first graders into cartoon ani

purchased what I believe was the first Amiga 1000 in North

mators, has provided a new way to study motion in physics,

Dakota."

and has inspired dreams of cartoon greatness. VIP Profes

He then started on the task of convincing the administra
tion to spend some money on Amiga computers instead of
buying only Apple computers.

sional and SuperPlan provided a mini course in spread
sheets.
"Computer Science students using MicroEd's Authoring

System (CLAS) for a unit on authoring systems are thrilled by
the quality of the programs they prod uce and by theease with
which this is accomplished. CLAS enables them to focus their
energy on creating graphics and sound, gathering informa
tion and creating questions. AmigaVision has lead us into a
new world of icon-oriented programming. It's a beautiful,
coherent, menu-driven system.
"Because Modula-2 is replacing Pascal as the foundation
language at the two largest universities in North Dakota—

with others likely to follow—we added Modula-2 to the
Computer Science course last year. We use the Benchmark
Modula-2 system. It exposes our students to a professional
development system and an EM ACS type of editor. Near the
end of a year of computer science, students become hungry
for the organization of Modula-2 and can appreciate its speed
and power.

"The favorite programming problems of students have
Plaza, North Dakota—population 200; education trailblazer
for the Commodore Amiga.
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revolved around a COMPUTER DATING/COMPATIBIL

ITY program. Truly significant output has been generated!

Another popular program has been an OIL PATCH game

Because the Amiga is so versatile and easy to use, it

designed around our local geology. Plaza is surrounded on

inspires creativity. One charming example is a takeoff on

three sides by oil wells producing more than one million

Carmen Sandiego. This program for Plaza students is called

barrels a year.

DAKOTA GHOSTS. It was written in Doug'scomputer class

"One of our Amigas now links us to the outside world

and features well-known, deceased North Dakotans who

via SupraModem 2400 and A-TALK 111. Libraries across the

have suddenly re-appeared. The job of the student player is

country are at our fingertips! All students, grades 7 through

to identify these individuals, discover where they now are in

12, have learned to get online, search libraries, capture infor

our present day and age, then finally return them to their

mation, and send for library materials. A toll-free call to our

respective times and places.

state library puts postage-paid books in our hands within
days. We've discovered the awesome span of CompuServe
and the thrill of linking computers with NASA, other federal
departments, universities, and special interest groups.
"As adviser for our school annual, we now use Profes
sional Page 2.0, DeluxePaint III, DigiPaint 3, Excellence 2.0,

As you can imagine, the Apples that remain at Plaza are
no match tor this kind of competition.
"Using our A-MAX emulator," said Doug, "we took a
look at the best Macintosh programs. Before the hour was
out, my students were yawning and wanted to get back to the
Amiga."

the IMG scanner and the 3MB machine for the annual. We get

It is simply no contest. The Amiga has already won

near-laser quality from a S200 dot-matrix printer. I've written

hands down. Indeed, said Doug, the devotion to the Amiga

a chemistry program which covers most of high school

is now so fierce that "an audience gathers behind all users,

chemistry, and an even more ambitious program for high
school biology which fills an entire disk with programming
and data, and half of another with drawings. Other, smaller
programs include a real time solar system simulator, physics,
oil exploration, and graphing."

Doug uses Amigas in all science classes, both to run
existing programs and to introduce programming. He teaches

BASIC, PASCAL, MODULA-2, the Amiga/IBM/Macintosh
operating systems, and various application programs.
The Amigas are also available in the study hall for any

legitimate educational purpose and, following regular school
hours, are employed in connection with flying, racing, city

Above: Plaza students working with their Amigas.
Left: Teacher Doug Kjos helps a student with a programming

problem.

everyone wants one at home, while Apples get little respect
or no attention at all."
I like the following anecdote:
Last year, a basketball game was in the offing. Plaza's

music students belong to another school band that doesn't
play at Plaza's games. So Doug's principal asked him if he
could get one of the Amigas to furnish the music. Doug wrote
a version of "On Wisconsin" and a few other things just for
the occasion.

As I complete this article I am making this entry in my
planning, sports, music, and anything else the user wishes to
do. The demand for the Amigas is so great that they are

almost never idle. Understandably, the Amigas are making
believers out of heretofore doubting Thomases. Doug de
scribed an initial computer inservice session he held for
teachers:
"They could hardly believe their eyes and ears. They had

no idea that a computer was capable of such things. A teacher
who had purchased an Apple [lgs wanted his money back.

With that three-hour session we just scratched the surface.

record book: Plaza, North Dakota—population 200; educa
tional trailblazer for the Commodore Amiga.

Author Tory Eshenscn is the president o/MicroEd, an educa
tional software company. Readers who have heard about places
where the Amiga is being used for educational purposes are invited
to contact Ton/.

•AO
Please write
Ton/ Esbensen
c/o MicroEd

But teachers were already laying plans to write music, bring

P.O. Box 24750

their classes in for art, write papers, make family Christmas

Edina, MN 55424

cards, teach classes, and buy an Amiga of their own."

(612) 929-2242
Inquiry #246

October 1991
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your strength. Answer those queries

REVIEW

correctly and they push your skills,
give you passage, and rack up points.
Give the wrong answer and you will he
shown the correct answer and given

another chance to go somewhere else
or answer a different question. One
plus about this game is that you can

MICROILLUSIONS1

finish it in a single sitting. Collect those
crystals so you can you finish the game.
After all 12 crystals have been found,

Discovery

head to the control room so you can

blast off to your next mission. After you
have completed your mission or been
bitten by too many bugs, you can select
a new character and a new ship and

give yourself a new chance.

by Kim Schaffer

Unfortunately the level of game
play does not increase with the level of

WHEN SOMEONE SAYS that a program is educational,

question difficulty. However, the game

you can often bet that it's not a polished effort. There are a few

has no violence, no destruction of

exceptions to that rule. One exception is Discovery.

planets, or no killing of large or small

Microlllusions distributes Discovery, a software package that

proves that it doesn't have to be second rate to be educational.
Discovery combines excellent graphics and smooth animation

with soothing sounds and some good brain stretchers.

alien life-forms. Frankly, thiscould take

a little getting accustomed to and the
player may lose interest if used to
playing mostly action games. This game
takes it easy, provides a good platform
to do your best with plenty of feed back,

You start by choosing one of four

the ship, you have to climb up and

characters. Whichever thecharacter, the

down ladders, jump over open hatches

game is the same. You are on a space

and small alien animals and pass

transport ship that is carrying little

through the security doors. You have

creatures which like to zap you. In ad

to perform feats of spelling or math

dition, someone has left 12 crystals

ematics to pass through those doors.

scattered throughout the ship. Your job

Stay out of the way of those pesky

is to jump over those creatures, collect

critters, collect crystals, and pile up

the crystals, and prepare the ship for

points by questing quizzes. Keep clear

takeoff. In order to maneuver through

of the curious creatures or vou will lose

and gives you a maze to explore. It may
even help those eye-hand coordination

skills. Stick with it a little while and you
may find yourself firing up this game
as a nice break from the rigors of Earth

defense.
The game has a strong base in de
veloping basic skills through the secu
rity door queries. The addition and
subtraction quizzes are very rigid in
their input format, especially in the

Answer math

lower levels. If you know that9 + 8 = 17,

and spelling

it does you no good unless you enter

questions to

the 7, carry the 1 and finally complete

pass from

the 1 for 17. While this may seems the

room to room

long way around, it gives the player a

and collect

method of working difficult problems

points.

as well as a way to show errors. When
an error is made it displays the correct

answer by the side with the errors
highlighted. It is, in short, a good study
aid. Higher levels may give you the

total and let you figure out what one of
the numbers is.

Subtraction is similar, with all
"borrows" marked on the screen if you

(continued on page 63)
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Methods That

APL

You Never Saw

Before

And the Amiga
by Henry T, Lippert, EdO

OK gang, enough of the pabulum and super-easy-to-understand (read: "friendly")

stuff. Now is the time to give you the really tough items like all those things for "real"
programmers.

What is it that this APL language can do that is so spectacular? What can APL on

the Amiga do that cannot be done some other way? The answer is nothing. Nothing!*.??
Right, remember APL deals with logic, groups of numbers that come in different
shapes (scalars, vectors, and matrices), and mathematics, all old stuff. There is nothing
that cannot already be done some other way. Miracles and new creations are not within

the domain of APL, even when combined with our magical machine, the Amiga.

Note that the title of this article promises methods. These

unique things that APL does have are the methods thatcanbe
used to drive your computer. These unique methods which
you probably have never seen before are all procedures that
Dr. Iverson built into the APL because they were being done—

over and over and over. They were being written repeatedly
by poor programmers who needed a more elegant way to
express what it was that they were trying to accomplish.
Sorting is a good place to start. Whole books and entire

Can you discover through inspection what APL produces for
the upgrade operation? The index numbers inside the brack

ets above were the position* of the numbers in the original
vector for each number needed in the final sort. This new set

iscnlled the "sort vector." While looking at the sort vector and
the original numbers, the sort vector [4 312] is read (from left
to right) as follows: "The first number is in the fourth position,

the second one is in the third position, the third one is in the
first position, and the last one is in the second position." If we

professional lives have been devoted to sorting. The primi

index the original numbers in the sort vector order, they are

tive operation for sorting from low to high is upgrade (

sorted.

from high to low is downgrade (

) and

). Let's see how this works:
NUMBERS

NUMBERS f-7865
NUMBERS[
S

6

5

6

11312]

7

HUMBEKSj

Downgrade (

7

) simply reverses the order and takes the

largest first and successively smaller numbers in order.
As you can see in the second input line, the set of values at

In working with vectors of numbers, one often wants to

NUMBERS were indexed by whatever ended up inside the

select some of the numbers for some reason. The operation of

brackets. Ask APL to show what it is doing inside the brack-

compression ( / ) performs this task. Give to APL:

ets:
10011101
■_--■■ ■

■13

4 7

9

/

"4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11

11

12
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and you can see that the right argument was operated on by

forth between different number bases. The first one that we

the vector of ones and zeros of the left argument. The result

will consider is "representation" (sometimes called encode)

was those numbers in the right argument that were in the

with a symbol that looks similar to a capital T: (t) but with a

same position as the values of one in the logical vector. One

shortened vertical member. It allows us to deal with yards,

could select values that satisfy a condition from any vector.

feet, and inches; days, hours, minutes, and seconds where the

Take some numbers:

base changes from one place to the next. To answer the
question "how many yards, feet, and inches are there in 120
inches?" enter:

and create a logical vector where the ones indicate those

1760

3

1

3

12 T120

0

values that satisfy the condition that are then used in the
compression operation, here, for selecting those values that

and the answer is three yards, one foot, and no inches.

are greater than 5:

To convert 367,238 seconds into weeks, days, hours,
minutes, and seconds, enter:

(NUMBERS > 5)
7

9 8

11

/ NUMBERS

6

7 24 60 60
0

"1

6

0

T367238

38

Notice how easy it was to use APL to generate the vector of

ones and zeros for the left argument:

and APL replies with no weeks, four days, six hours, no
minutes, and 38 seconds.

Have you ever tried to split a decimal from its whole

::v:::-i£RS

0

10

10

0

0

1

1

number using other program languages? It is easy with this

All the relational operations are available and produce

new APL operation.

logical (true - 1 and false = 0) results. While most other
computer languages use the relational operations, they are

o

:

T

16.9

16 0.9

usually only used in "IF statements" or in conditional

branches.
While the slash is used for compression, the back slash

How about binary numbers, you say? Happy that you asked.

(\) is used for expansion. Expansion inserts a zero when

dealing with numbers and inserts a space with characters.

2 2 2 2 2

T 13

0 110 1

Hmmm.... Characters? Oh yes, all of the non-mathematical
Base value, often called "decode" is the operation APL

functions in APL also handle characters as well as numbers.

uses to go the other way. It appears as a tack (X). To find the

Try it:

decimal value of the binary number 10 10 1 110:
'E'*'GEEWHIZ'
10

0

11111
('EV'GEE WHIZ' )

/

'GEE WHIZ'

■ mi

Try expansion with numbers:

3

gives the answer, 174, quite easily. How many seconds are
there in five hours, 16 minutes, and 45 seconds? No trouble at
all:

I01M235
2 0

2110101110
17 :

5
7A

And with letters:

60

60 X 5

16

45

1900b

seconds.
1010

10

101\

'SUPER'

SUPER

Let's try the British monetary system, OK?

OK, maybe it was sneaky to show all of a sudden that
APL handles characters as well as numbers. Letters are

character objects and can be dealt with by some of the nonnumerical relational operations particularly = and *.

Probably the most powerful and most difficult of all the
APL operations are the two that translate numbers back and
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0 20

12

'1

X 2

15 7

2673

For 2 pounds, 15 shillings, 7 pence, and 5 farthings you have
a total of 2,673 farthings.

How about your hexadecimal (base 16) conversion needs?

need to ask? Want to extract the inverse of a matrix for
performing statistical calculations? Here's how you would

Let's try:
16 1 2

do it in APL using the "domino" (0):

1

33

are always encouraged to ask APL to try it:
16

1 2

F

16 1 2

F

87435621

0.09333333333

0.08

0.2533333333

0.3466666667

0.44

0.2266666667

0.1333333333

0.4

0.0666666667

If you are not into inverses, perhaps you are into simulta

VALUE ERROR

16

p9

0M

with HEX numbers that use the letters, good thinking. You

16

33

V. *-

If you asked yourself about doing the previous problem

neous linear equations. The domino can be used to solve sets
of such equations.

Of course, APL first looks for a variable named "F." Since

For the equations:
x

there is none in our workspace, the expression cannot be

3X

-

evaluated numerically. We can solve this problem but not as

v

t

5z

: 4

Y

*

2Z

=

2

+■ 4Z =

-2x

shown above. Let us use APL to discover the way to do it.
Take a look (examine carefully) these statements:

-2

A *- 3

3

B <-

2

4

p

1

-15 3

-12

-2 0 4

-2

B0A
31

H *-

16 -L

Rstore 3 characters at H

'2A7'

-1 +

C1234546789ABCDEF'

1 H

The values in matrix A are the coefficients of the vari
ables X, Y, and Z in the three equations. The values in matrix

B are the results of the three equations, expressed as a vector.
Because we have characters to work with as well as numbers,

The solution by using the matrix divide operation "domino"

we can use this fact by solving the problem alphabetically!

yields the values of X, Y, and Z as a three-element vector.

There is a full set of manipulative operations such as

Well, that is probably stretching the point a little. Let's have

rotating and transposing matrices that are not difficult to use

APL show it one step at a time.

and it will not be necessary to go through them individually.

'0123456789ASCDEF' i'2A7'
3

11

We'll use them at times to perform transformations.
The "outer product" is a matrix manipulator of the

8

general form: ° . f where the little circle called "jot" is used in
Recall, the dyadic iota gives the index of the right argument

combination with any primitive function f, separated by a dot

in the left. Since we gave a three-element vector of characters

(a period/decimal). To create a multiplication table, use the

('2A7') as a right argument, APL returned an index for each

multiply primitive with vector arguments to indicate the size

of the three. Next is an adjustment by adding a negative one

of the table. A table of l's through 5's would be:

since the HEX numbers begin with zero, not one. Next, APL
considers the index numbers generated as base 16 numbers

(t 5)

using the base value operation. This is such a neat and useful

2

3

4

item to have around, let's write a program that is called "Hex

6

to Decimal" for future use.
V R
[1]

R *-

5

-1 + R

5

6

8

10

9

12

15

8 12

16

20

20

25

10

15

xi 5

The next "real meaty" APL method is a generalized

<- HEXTODEC X
16 _L

°

4

'0123456789ABCDEF'I X V

Let's try it a cime or two.
HEXTODEC '3F24A'
258634
HEXTODEC ' A7 '
167

HEXTODEC 'FFF'
4095

"inner product." If you know matrix algebra you will appre
ciate the power of this APL implementation. If not, you may
become a fan of such mathematical procedures. Then again,
maybe you won't! One of the most frequently computed
outcomes of matrix algebra is what is called the "ordinary

matrix product." It is the result of a planned multiplication of
each element in a row of one matrix with each element in the
If you are not familiar with hexadecimal numbers, these

examples may not strike you as very helpful. Recall that this
article is for the tough hombres who are looking for the real
meat in APL. Next is the piece de resistance.

Since the claim was made that APL is an array-oriented
language, how good is it at matrix operations? Did you really

column of the other matrix and then adding up all the
products. When working with statistical calculations, matrix

multiplication is one of the mainstays in the procedural bag
of tricks. APL makes it easy.
Let us look at an example of the ordinary matrix product.

The generalized form is f.f where each f represents any
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dyadic scalar function. To compute the product of:
3

2 pi 6

1 2

3 4
5 6

'Dear Amiga 'Enthusiast,

and the matrix:
2
12

3

4

6

5

As a dedicated Amiga user, you iqwxu

how important information is. 'Here at

3 pi 6

Amazing we do our best to keep you up-to-

date on ait the latest products and services

the following is entered:
13 2 pi 6)+. x 2
9

12

19

26

33

29

40

51

available for the Amiga. It's a tough job and
3

■we can't do it alone. 'Thais where you, the

pi 6

15

Amiga user, come in. (Do you have a favorite
program, write programs, or are interested in

is the answer. The 9 in the product position [1;1] came from
multiplying the first row of the first matrix by the first column

games? 'We want to hearfrom uou. loin the
team at Amazing. Come and write for us!

of the second, then adding the products (1x1-1,2x4 = 8,

'Help keep the entire Amiga community up-to-

then 1 +8 = 9).

date. Call 1-800-345-3360 today and tali

Now, it was said above that the inner product was

"generalized." Take an example using the same general form

ivith our 'Editorialstaff.

only with different dyadic primitive functions:

Sincerely,
14 2

\=0;

3pl -1235577

5

The Amazing Team
only this time with the logical AND ( A ) and equal ( = ). The
result told us that the vector 14 2 (the left argument) is the first

row of the matrix. Again, ask APL to show the operation as
it develops the result:

33p I 42356775
1

A

2

3

5

6

7

7

5

13

7

4

5

7

2

5

5

^Reshape the matrix

Next time the fun begins all over as we begin to explore
the implementation on the Amiga. So far it has been pretty
straight APL and not much Amiga. The APL package comes

Jp N 235 677 5

^Transpose the matrix

Now, at this point, it is not easy to show the joint operation

with a bunch of workspaces already filled with a whole host
of user-defined functions that do windows, menus, buttons,
colors, sound, and all the other things for which the Amiga is

famous. You can program things that look really professional
in nature with your APL and the Amiga.

of the A.= as both primitives are done in combination. If you
try to see the EQUAL part of the operation or the AND
operation by themselves, a RANK ERROR is produced as the

three-element vector cannot be compared element by element
as the two arguments are not conformable. The inner product
handles this for us because the number of rows in the first
matrix is equal to the number of columns in the second. Note
that we had to use the transposed matrix using the neat little
operator (0) in order to attain the conformability. Transpos

ing simply flips the matrix on its diagonal axis.
Well, that is enough for all the tough guys. If there has
not been sufficient meat you'll just have to go back to BASICS!
Yeah, the pun was intended.
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Universal Military
Simulator

numbers of units over vast expanses of

In addition, UMS2 lets players set

territory. Handlingsuch large conflicts

the personalities of computer oppo

seems to be UM$2's forte. The litera-

nents by allowing them to access and

tureon theboxclaims that UMS2 allows

change the computer's artificial intelli

up to 50 players to wage war with a

gence routines. Here, players can set

maximum of 127 nations and 525 prov

the computer player's propensity to

UMS II: Nations at War

inces in one scenario. Players can skir

wage an offensive or a defensive war,

mish with up to 32,000 total military

set diplomacy, his or her penchant to

by Jeff James

units consisting of up to 40 different

wage war on sea or land, how he or she

Seeking to improve upon the suc

cess of the first version of the Universal
Militant Simulator (UMS), Intergalactic
Development and MicroProse have re
vamped the original to create the Uni
versal Military Simulator H: Nations at

War (UMS2).'

The UMS2 package includes four
diskettes, a registration card and a ro

bust manual. UMS2 lacks any sort of
copy protection, and <in included icondriven hard drive installation script
makes itasnap to transfer UMS2 to your
hard drive. The box claims that UMS2

is for "Amiga 500/1000/2000 only,"
while the manual explains that it will
work on any Amiga, including the

unit types. The best example of UMS2's

will divide its forces, and whether he or

size is the included Alexander scenario,

which pits 17 human and computer

she will lean towards production of
factories and ports, or of tanks and

players against one another.

planes. Even the overall strategic pos

UMS2 also offers the unique abil

ity to actually alter the way the com
puter resolves conflicts. By accessing a

ture of the computer opponent can be
modified.
Wargamers will enjoy the enor

program option called the master con

mous nature of each of the three sce

trol panel (MCP), players can actually

narios, but it puzzles me why
MicroProse deigned to include only a

alter the formulae that the computer
uses to resolve nearly every action the

few small, rudimentary scenarios to

players take in the game. Modifiers

show players the ropes before tackling

applying

to

movement,

combat,

the bigger, more involved scenarios.

weather, morale, experience, techno

As it stands, players are thrown into

logical level, and other factors can be

three of the largest military operations

altered simpiy by accessing the MCP.

in history with absolutely no training
at all.

June 7, 1944 R,D. Division Level

A3000. Other than a lock-up, caused by
a disagreement between UMSI's mu
sic player and Amiga DOS2.0, the game

ran fine on my A3000. A spokesperson
at Intergalactic Development informed

me that a version of the music player
compatible with AmigaDOS 2.0 is in
the works.
UMS2 includes three scenarios
taken directly from the most memo

rable pages of military history: thecon
quests

of

Alexander

the

Great,

Napoleon's 1805 Campaign, and DDay, the 1944 amphibious assault on
Nazi-occupied Europe. Each of these
scenarios are huge, involving large
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With all of UMSZ's capabilities, it

It's not as easy as it sounds. You may

sounds as if it would be a snap to create

moveinanydirectionbutyoucan jump

"scoring" hand. You are allowed up to

your own scenarios from scratch. Un

only one marble at a time and you must

five discards and given the opportu
nity to take your last move over in case

fortunately, UMS2 doesn't offer the

jump the marbles. The computer keeps

ability to edit existing scenarios or cre

time as you go. You may set the time

you missed a good spot the first time.

ate new ones. Changing the values in

limit up to five minutes. The game also

CrossPoker uses the mouse and has

the MCP or playing a different country

keeps track of the high scores.

two menus. The first menu gives you

can add some variety to the included

Idhan II uses the mouse for play.

the undo, point value, discard, restart,

scenarios, but they soon become te

Point and click on the marble you wish

and quit options. The other menu lists

dious. Microplay is promising a "planet

to move, then point and click to its

the discard amounts.

editor" which will allow the creation

destination. This is a simple way to

and modification of scenarios, units,

improve your powers of observation,

armies, and entire planets for your

ability to plan, and skills as a strate

gaming enjoyment. Microplay also

gist—not to mention the fact that this i^

triguing of the three SterlingWare

claims that the planet editor will even

an addicting game.

games. Remember those place-mat

allow creation of bizarre fantasy sce
narios, such as pitting Patron's 12th
Army against the Roman Empire. Sce

Dots II
This was perhaps the most in

games you'd play in a restaurant while

CrossPoker

waiting for your meal? This is it! Con

CrossPoker adds a definite chal

nect the dots and make a square. Each

nario disks are also forthcoming, in

lenge to playing poker. Choose cards

cluding one for the recently concluded

from a deck specially "shuffled" by the

represents you, makes a web in the

Persian Gulf War.

Amiga. Place your cards on a 5 by 5

captured placeand marks it off asyours.

play ing board. Try to deal yourself good

The player with the most squares wins.

UM52 has an enormous amount of

time you make a square, a spider, which

potential. If MicroProse could add the

hands. You must watch the board care

Easy, right? Not so fast. Dots 11 lets

planet editor and a few tutorial sce

fully, since your hands run both hori

you choose who you will be playing

narios with the basic set, 1 would heart

zontally and vertically. Rack up points

against. You may play another human

ily recommend it as the centerpiece of

with each good hand and compete for

or you may play against one oi five

every Amiga wargamers software col

the best score.

different levels of the computer. As

lection. Since the game is difficult to

Again, this is a seemingly simple

each level gets higher, the computer

learn, UMS2 won't entertain casually

game. Really, it challengesyou to think.

interested strategy gamers for long. As

You have to keep track of which cards

gets smarter, much smarter. You have
to be able to think quickly and react fast

it stands, hardcore wargamers will hue

you'veplaced and where you've placed

or you will certainly lose.

UMS2 as is.

them. You have to use strategy and

Point and click on flowers in a

careful planning. This game improves

square, connecting the flowers with a

Basic Skills Games
from SteriingWare
by /. Scott
SterlingWare is a student-based
software company which offers educa
tional and thought/ logic games de
signed to run on the Commodore
Amiga. SterlingWare is a growing and
evolving group of high school students

eager to learn all they can about com
puter science and associated careers.

Idhan ll,CrossPoker, and Dots are just
three of the game titles this group has
produced. All of SterlingWare'sgames
are designed to be thought-provoking
and tun at the same time.

Idhan II
Idhan II, the first of the three games

reviewed, is based on the classic Hi-Q
style game. You are faced with a crossshaped board filled with marbles. You

must jump the marbles around the
board until you are left with only one.
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you to check the values of each possible
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the player's hand-eye coordination and

line. Each time you close a square, one

powers of observation. Memory is

of your spiders places a web in it. The

tested and challenged. This would be

player with the most spiders wins. The

an excellent

tool for sharpening

interface is simple and the screen de

memory and observation skills. It's tun

sign

too! The computer keeps a record of the

young audience but, nonetheless, it is a

seems

aimed

at

a

very

highest score. A menu option allows

fun and challenging game.

Each title in the SterlingWare col

starting in 1830;

lection is available for $24.99. Each pro

Great

gram is well designed and runs flaw

1828; the West

Britain,

lessly. SterlingWare offers <i moneyback guarantee on all their software. If

ern U.S., 1866; or
Continental Eu

any ordered title fails to live up to the

rope, 1900. Each

users standards or needs, return the

setting includes

product and the purchase price will be

dozens of cities

refunded.

which provide
the motive forces
for

the

game.

Railroads make

Railroad Tycoon

money by carry
ing

cargoes

which are gener

by L 5. Lichtnnuui

ated

and

de

manded by cities.
Cities are fixed at

ARTISTS

ANIMATORS

MORE THAN YOU
CAN BELIEVE!
GRAPHICS WORKSHOP™ is a feature packed drawing

tool for hobbyists and commercial animators.

Over 200 easily

accessed commands give unprecedented control over standard paint
and graphic routines; plus generates incomparable PAGE
animations exhibiting fade ouL/in, changeable paths, 1344 colors on
screen (non-HAM), color replacement fades; automatic generation of

flip, rotation, roll, size change, motion acceleration/ deceleration; ten
custom brush library and brush tools to size, rotate, shape, ripple,
roll, flip; paint with cumulative airbrush; and draws regular and
irregular geometric shapes automatically. Includes revolutionary
CELL animation which allows animating numerous cells
simultaneously, has moveable animation paths, and can produce
complex animations of any length in l/8th the memory required
with page anims; unique page animation with automatic features

make titling a snap, hot keys are provided for menu commands, and

It's sad, but true, and not likely to

approximatelysit

change soon. These days, the majority

their historical

of new games for the Amiga are ports

sites, but their

WORKSHOP " features.

of ones which first appeared for IBM

relative impor-

PC compatibles. No hard-core Amiga

tance,and the dis

• Supports PAL and NTSC in all AMIGA resolutions.
■ Works with version 2.0 of system software.

gamer is delighted with this situation,

tribution

but some games are worth waiting for.

cargo- producing

Microprose's Railroad Tycoon received

GRAPHICS WORKSHOP

resources and in

rave reviews when it came out for the

Ask for it at your favorite AMIGA software store.

dustries are ran

PC last year, and it's just been released

domized for ev

for the Amiga. Don't be put off by the

ery

fact that it's "last year's software"; if

keeping

you have any interest in strategy games

fresh.

at all, runout to your local Amiga dealer
and buy it right now.

new

of

game,

font selection has automatic preview. AMIGA WORLDs "...Best new

graphics program. "Write today for a complete list of GRAPHICS

■ Recommend 1.5 Meg memory.

■ Hard drive installable

US $99.95

Holosoft Technologies, 1637 East Valley Parkway. EscondidoCA, 92027
Call (619)747-0663 for more inforation.

play

The budding railroad magnate

Circie 174 on Reader Service card.

must get deeply involved in railroad

lenge of the game.
Railroad Tycoon is meant to model

operations. Capital must be raised, cit

the development of a railroad over a

tently the most slickly produced games

ies to be served must be selected, and

substantial span of time. As the years

around. As usual, the manual is a mas

track must be laid. Picking an initial

go by, locomotives wear out and must

terpiece, beautifully organized and ex

pair of cities which will generate plenty

be replaced, and new types offering

ecuted and almost worth the price of

of freight is crucial, and so is routing

economies of operation and improved

the game in itself for the information on

the rail line between them. Avoiding

performance become available. Econo-

railroad engineering, operations, and

steep grades and sharp curves keeps

Microprose's products are consis

history it contains. Railroad Tycoon's

trains moving at top speed and gener

off-disk copy protection is lied into the

ates revenue quickly. Locomotives must

manual; upon starting the program you

be purchased, and the schedules and

are required to correctly identify one of

the car make-up of trains (the consist,

the locomotives used in tiie game from

in railroad jargon) must be determined.

a picture in the manual. This is probably

The latter is important because

the most painless way of implementing

Railroad Tycoon is governed by an

such things. The game will install on a

elaborate economic model, varied

hard disk, and Microprose has included

slightly for each scenario. Cargos have

a utility program to perform the instal

specific identities: passengers, mail,

lation.

coal, paper, grain, etc. Each type of

The objective of Railroad Tycoon

is simplicity itself: to build a large rail

cargo requires a specific type of freight
car. Not all cargos are produced every

road and operate it at an obscene profit.

where, and not all are demanded by

The collection of factors which must be

every city. Production and demand

dealt with in order to achieve this goal,

havean internal consistency: cities with

however, is anything but simple.

paper mills will demand wood as well

A game of Railroad Tycoon takes

as produce paper. Matching service to

place in one of four historical/geo

locations and rates of production and

graphical settings: the Eastern U.S.,

consumption is the first and chief chal-
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of train collisions bypassed while learn
ing the mechanics of the game. The
overall difficult)'can be adjusted to one

MOVING?

of four levels by changing how much
revenue is generated by delivery of

freight. Finally, competition can be

SUBSCRIPTION PROBLEMS?

toggled from "friendly" to "cutthroat";
friendly competitors will not start rate
wars or try to manipulate your stock.
Supporting the game mechanics is

Please don't forget to let us know.

a large variety of screens: four sets of

If you are having a problem with

maps at various scales and conveying

your subscription or if you are
planning to move,

various information, routing and train

consist screens, station information
screens,and financial reports. Although
strategy games usually provide a lesser

please write to:

scope for fabulous graphics, the graph

Amazing Computing Subscription

ics in Railroad Tycoon are very good
indeed. The large scale maps are par

PiM Publications, Inc.

ticularly impressive, with the location

P.O. Box 869

of each resource indicated with its own
realistic icon. Animations have been

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

used sparingly but effectively to en

Please allow four to six weeks for processing

liven the game. In keeping with its re

cent track record, Micrprose has also
made excellent use of the Amiga's

mies expand, and patterns of produc

mately be served by only one railroad),

tion and demand shift, forcing changes

and strip you of ones you already serve

in your railroad's operation and offer

by engaging in rate wars. They can buy

ing new opportunities. If you're doing

and sell your stock, complicating your

well financially, you can shape the de
velopment of the area you serve by

attempts to raise capital, or even ac

investing your money in industry.

road, terminating the game by forcing

Clever selection of industries to build

you into an early retirement. Your only

can help your railroad's freight service

security lies in the Rail Baron's Golden

prosper. Building a steel mill in the

Rule: Do unto others as they would do

right place can produce both a demand

unto you, only do it first!

quire controlling interest in your rail

This brief description doesn't ex

for coal and a supply of steel to be

haust the possibilities of the-game. Only

shipped to a seaport for export.

If all this isn't enough of a chal

glances at railroad finance and route

lenge, your railroad will not be operat

engineering have been provided, and

ing in a vacuum. Up to three computer-

the whole areas of priority shipments,

controlled competitors are present, each

signals, and station improvements have

operated by a president with a histori

been skipped. Fortunately for the be

cal name and a distinctive "personal

ginner, Microprose has provided com

ity." Competitors can shut you out of

plexity settings. The economic model

potential markets (each city can ulti

can be streamlined and the possibility

sound capabilities, from bells and
whistles as trains arrive and depart to
an opening theme which will get you

pumped up for each session.

1 have only a few minor quibbles
with the game. The menu operation
and mouse button usage are not Intu
ition-standard, which should have been

changed when the game was ported.
The limit on the number of stations (32)
allowed a railroad seems rather low.

Finally, computer opponents are al
lowed certain track configurations
which are forbidden to the human
player. This may be necessary for play
balance, offsetting the human player's
advantage in strategic thinking, but it's
irritating to see "Cornelius Vanderbilt"

put in a terminal with four-way junction
when you can't. It makes me want to
put the scum out of business every
time. None of these things affects my
opinion that Railroad Tycoon isa superb
game.

Product Information
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I divide games into three catego

ries: Shelf Kings, One-Week Wonders,

UMSII: Nations at War

SterlingWare

Railroad Tycoon

and Hard-Disk Regulars. Railroad Ty

Price: $59.95

Price: $24.99 each

Price: $59.95

coon is going to be a frequently-visited

MicroProse Software

W.A.V.C

MicroProse Software, Inc.

180 LakeFront Drive

1608 Fifth Ave

180 Lakefront Drive

inhabitant of my hard drive for a long

Hunt Valley, MD 21030

Sterling, IL 61081

Hunt Valley, MD 21030

(301)771-1151

(815)626-5810

(301)771-1151

Inquiry #256

Inquiry #253

Inquiry #255
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time to come.
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Stripping
Layers

A Systematic Approach
by Jack Helser

Off
Workbench
Last October, in an article entitled "Stripping Layers off
Workbench," Keith Cameron voiced a few frustrations
shared by many of us with stock Amiga 500 systems, such as
frequent disk swapping, and no room on the Workbench disk

however, the CLI/Shell environment and AmigaDOS are
new to you, the process could take several hours because you

will need to refer to your AmigaDOS manual to read about
each command and option called by the system.

for other programs. Like Keith, I also used the trial-and-error

As a basis for this project, I used an Amiga 500, with

approach to delete unneeded files from the Workbench disk,

Workbench version 1.3.2, an A501 memory expansion (1 MB

that is, until I had a few problems caused by deleting
AmigaDOS commands which were used by the Startup-

total RAM), an external floppy disk drive, and an Epson
compatible printer. The memory expansion, external floppy

Sequence.

disk drive, and printer are not necessary to accomplish this

After one start-up failure too many, I resolved to come

project, but they are helpful. Although this article is geared

up with a more systematic approach to stripping the Work

toward a floppy-only Amiga 500 with Workbench 1.3.2, there

bench disk of unneeded files and still maintain the basic
disable any Workbench pull-down menus, or require a revi

does not appear to be any reason why this basic approach
could not be adapted to other Amigas as well.
When undertaking this project, please observe the fol

sion of the Startup-Sequence because many of the commands

lowing guidelines. All commands are issued from the root

launched during start-up improve system performance. The
process used meets all these objectives and is relatively

directory. To change to the root directory, enter "CD DFO:" at

simple. All that must be done is to identify and keep the files

command at the CLI/Shell prompt, type the command ex

functionality of Workbench. Ideally, the process should not

the CLI/Shell prompt. Whenever instructions say to enter a

used by Kickstart, Workbench, the scripts and icons, the files

actly as shown including spaces, omit the quotation marks,

you need, and delete the remainder. If you are familiar with

and press the return key to execute the command. It does not

the CLI or Shell environments and AmigaDOS, the review

matter whether you use upper, lower or mixed case letters in

and deletion process should take no more than an hour. If,

the CLI /Shell environment since the commands are not casesensitive. It may be necessary to enter

the complete path name where the
instructions say "<filename>", e.g.,

"DF0:s/DPAT". If you use the Shell
on the Workbench 1.3.2 disk, you

can take advantage of the Shell's

Mounted disks:

command line history and editing

capability. When you have similar

Unit Size Used

Free

Full

Errs

Status

Name

DFO:

880K

1703

55

96%

0

Read Only

Workbenchl.3

DFl:

880K

457

1301

25%

0

Read/Write

ProjeciWB

Volumes available:

Workbench 1.3 (Mounted)
ProjectWB (Mounted)

or repetitive commands, use the up
arrow to recall previous similar
commands, and edit them as re

quired by using the left and right
arrows, and the delete or backspace
keys. You can use a CLI to accom

plish this project, but the CLI does
not have the command line history
capability of the Shell.
The most convenient way to

Figure 2. Comparison ol Stock and Stripped Workbench Disks

identify those commands, devices,
directories, handlers, libraries and
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Figure 1: Files required to maintain system
functionality

directory listing in the back of the AmigaDOS 1.3

Enhancer Software book. To view the scripts, use the

rashcan(dtr)

More program in the Utilities drawer. The scripts

you need to look at with the More program are devs/

c(dir)

Binddrivers

Acid Buffers

Assign

Echo

EndCLI Execute Fails t

List LoadWBMflkedlr Mount
Path

Prompt

Slack

Wail

Break

CD

FF

IconX

Date

The first step in determining which files are used by

NewCU NewShell

Resident Run

MountList, s/CLI-Startup, s/Shell-Startup, s/
Startup-Sequence and s/StartupII.
the system is to compare the scripts you printed line
by line with the ProjectWB directory printout. For

every file called by a script, highlight its name on the

SetClcxkSetr.iich

directory printout. For example, the first line of the

CLl-Startup script is "Prompt %N>". If you are
unfamiliar with the "Prompt" file, look it up in the

l'rvfs(dir)

AmigaDOS manual. The manual will tell you that

Sy5tetn(dlr)

"Prompt" is an AmigaDOS command in the C(dir),

CLi DiskCopy

FastMemFiisI

Format

and the "%N>" is an optional argument that dis

SetMnp

plays the number of the CLI followed by a ">".

L|dir)

Locate the "Prompt" file on the directory printout

Disk-Validator

and highlight it to indicate that it is used. Proceed to

New con-Handler R.im-Handler

She!l-Seg

the next line on the script printout and highlight the

directory printout to indicate each file that is used

devs(dir)
clipboard, device

MountList

system-configu ration

Lin til you have gone through every line of the scripts.

Refer to your AmigaDOS manual as often as neces
sary to help you distinguish between files and their

keymapsfdii)

optional arguments. Note: anything in a script that is

usal

to the right of a semi-colon {;) can be disregarded
because it is not executable. Also, be sure to highlight

s(dir>

CU-Startup

Shell-Startup

the "Date" file in the C(dir). Although "Date" is not

St.irttip-St'C[uence

called directly by a script file, it is called by the

Startup!)

"SetClock" command in the Startup-Sequence.

lnnlMdir)

Next, highlight the ProjectWU disk icon by clicking
once on it, and select Info from the Workbench pull

libs(dir)

down menu to see the ProjectWB icon tools. Icon

diskfon (.library

icon .libra rv

info.Hbrarv

vereion.library

Disk.info

tools are listed in the default tool and tool types
windows. The default tool for the ProjectWB disk

Utilities(dir)
.info

If you do not have access to a printer, you can keep
a record of files used by the scripts by marking the

Shell

Shell, info

Trnshcan.info

Utiiities.info

icon is "Sys:System/DiskCopy". Locate the
"DiskCopy" file on the directory printout and
highlight it to indicate that it is used. Since some
icons have multiple tools, you will need to click on

the up and down arrows to the left of the icon tool
types window to see them all. When you are done

programs used by the system is to print the directory and
highlight the names of the files that are used. (Make at least
two copies of your original Workbench disk. Rename one of
them to "ProjectWB" and use it to start up your Amiga.) Once
Workbench is loaded, eject the ProjectWB disk and record the

amount of available memory on the disk label for future
reference. Reinsert the ProjectWB disk and open a CLI/Shell.
At the CLI/Shell prompt, enter "delete s/DPAT s/PCD s/
SPAT s/Startup-Sequence.HD". These scripts are not used
duringthestartupofa floppy system and deleting them now
will reduce the number of scripts that must be printed. Next,

enter "dir > prt: opt a" to direct the output of the ProjectWB
disk directory to the printer. When the directory has printed,
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looking at an icon's tools, click on the Quit button to exit.

Repeat this process for every icon on the ProjectWB disk.
Now that the files used by the icons and scripts have been
identified, you need to determine which files are used by the
Workbench pull-down menus and the Kickstart ROM. The
best way to identify these is to read your AmigaDOS 1.3
linhancer Software book. The files used by Workbench and
Kickstart are in the Devs, L and Libs directories. Workbench
also uses the Trashcan, and the DiskCopy and Format files.
Please note that not all files in the Devs, L and Libs directories
are required to maintain system functionality. Many of these
files may be deleted depending on your system configuration
and personal needs.

advance the paper and at the prompt enter "copy s/#? prt:"

Finally, you should highlight those files you use when

to print the remaining scripts in the S(dir). Last, but not least,

you are doing AmigaDOS operations in the CLI/Shell. Using

print the MountList by typing "copy Devs/MountList prt:".
Close the CLI/Shell by entering "endcli" or "endshell".

a different colored highlighter for the files you want to keep
will enable you to distinguish between them and the files

Amazing Computing

required by the system should you need to refer to your list

RAM. The .info file is not necessary when all program icon

later on. For my needs, I highlighted Delete, Ed, Info, etc.,

(.info) files have been deleted.

since I usually only use the CLI/Shell for disk/file mainte
nance. Other files such as Ask, EndSkip, etc., need to be

L (dir).: Delete Aux-Handler, FastFileSystem, Pipe-Handler

retained if you use interactive scripts.

and Speak-Handler. The Aux-Handler allows a remote ter

minal to control the Amiga through the serial port.
Deleted Files

FastFileSystem does not support floppies. The Pipe-Handler

C (dir).: Delete commands that are not highlighted. Of the 64

between files, 1 use the clipboard.device via the copy and

AmigaDOS commands in the C(dir), only 26 are used by the

paste commands. The usefulness of the Speak-Handler does

system.

not justify the disk space it consumes. You can also delete the

is used to transfer data from one file to another. To pass data

Port-Handler if you do not have any genlocks, MIDI devices,

Prefs (dir). Delete CopyPrefs, CopvPrefs.info, Pointer.mfo,

modems or printers connected to your Parallel or Serial ports.

Printer.info and Serial.info. To copy Preference settings to

another disk, open a CU/Shell and use the AmigaDOS Copy

Devs (dir). : Delete Narrator.Device and Ramdrive.device.

command to copy the Devs/System-Configuration file to the

The Narrator.device is used in conjunction with the Speak-

destination disk. The Pointer, Printer and Serial .info files are

Handler in the L (dir). The Ramdrive.device controls the

icons for the Pointer, Printer and Serial pages of fhe Prefer

recoverable ram disk RAD:. I prefer to write data to a disk

ences file. One icon for Preferences is sufficient. Option: If you

over using RAD:. If you do not have anything connected to

seldom change your Preferences settings, you can delete .
info. Preferences and Preferences.info as well, since the pref

the parallel or serial ports, you can also delete the
parallel.device, printer.device and serial.device.

erence settings are actually stored in the Devs/System-Configuration file.

Devs/Printers (dir). Delete Generic. Rationale: Use the cor

rect printer driver from the Extras disk. If you do not have a
System (dir). : Delete .info, CLl.info, DiskCopy.info,

printer, you can delete the Devs/Printers(dir) in its entirety.

FastMemFirst.info, FixFonts, FixFonts.info, Format.info,
InitPrinter, fnitPrinter.info, MergeMem, MergeMem.info,

Devs/Clipboards (dir).: Delete in its entirety. Startup!! makes

NoFastMem, No Fas tM em. info, and SetMap.info. Icon (.info)

a Clipboards directory in the RAM: disk and assigns CLIPS:

files are not necessary for the CLI which is a less functional

to RAM:Clipboards. The Clipboards directory on the Work

version of the Shell; DiskCopy and Format are accessible

bench disk is not necessary with the RAM: disk.

from the Workbench Duplicate and Initialize menus; and
FastMemFirst and SetMap are executed from the Startup-

S (dir).: Delete DPAT,PCD,SPATandStartup-Sequencu.HD.

Sequence. FixFonts is not necessary when all the disk-based

Rationale: DPAT and SPAT search for filename patterns and

fonts have been deleted. InitPrinter sends the Preference

create script files using the List Iformat string option. PCD is

settings to the printer as escape codes after a change to

a change directory command that remembers the previous

Preferences. MergeMem is not required for a stock Amiga

directory. Hind it just as easy to use CD and List as it is to use

with 1 MB RAM or less and NoFastMem is useful only with

DPAT, PCD and SPAT. Startup-Sequence.HD is unnecessary

older software that can not recognize more than 512KB of

for a floppy system.

Ix IN - International Peripherals Network

We've removed the overhead and lowered your price
We carry products from all major
Amiga hardware manufacturers.
IPN is proud to announce that we
now carry Sega Genesis, Gameboy
and NES units and cartridges.
Don't have :i modem?
Gel the Baud Bandit 2400 baud modem w/Baud
Bandil terminal software and cables for $115

Sendadiedeormoneyonleifor SIJ5 + $5sJ&h to:
II'N, PO Bo\ 32S. Kutztown. PA 19530

IPN is a BBS bused Amiga hardware outlet,
backed by the best technical support/sales
people and dedicated to providing you the best
possible prices on new, name-brand equipment.
You'll find that our online catalog has the
lowest pricing you've ever seen on quality
Amiga hardware. You get truly incredible

pricing because of our low overhead and high
volume. Just remember to use your modem; no
voice calls! (If you don't have a modem, get
one! Check out our special modem package.)

Look at these Specials!
•^Courier HST $559
•'NewTek Video Toaster $1349
Call us today (or tonight when the phone
rates are lower), browse our online catalog,

examine our shipping charges and policies,
and you'll find you can save a bundle by
ordering through IPN.

ORDER BY CALLING 1-215-683-7251,300

Orders can be placed online. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Rush services are available
Circle 124 on Reader Service card.
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T {dir). : Delete in it's entirety. Startup!! makes a T(dir)

Now that the files required by the system have been identi

(temporary) for scripts in the RAM: disk and assigns T: to

fied, as well as those you want to keep, it is time to delete the

RAM:T. The T(dir) on the Workbench disk is not necessary

rest. To begin the deletion process, open a CLI/Shell from

with the RAM: disk.

Workbench. If you have decided to delete any directories in
their entirety, at the CLl/Shell prompt enter "delete

Fonts (dir).: Delete All files and sub-directories. Topaz 8 and

<directoryname> all". I prefer to enter the directories I want

9 are the default fonts used by Workbench and the CL1/Shell.

to delete all at once by typing them in a string such as "delete

Both reside in the Kickstart ROM. To choose Topaz 9, set

Devs/Clipboards T Fonts Empty Utilities Expansion all".

Preferences to the 60 column mode, or select the 80 column

This string will delete the Clipboards, T, Empty, and Expan

mode to use Topaz 8. If I need other fonts, I use my word

sion directories in their entirety. The files within the Fonts

processor or paint programs, which have a number of fonts.

and Utilities directories will be deleted as well; however, the
system will echo "SYS:Fonts Not Deleted—object in use" and

Libs (dir). : Delete Translator.Library. Translator.library is

"SYS:Utilities Not Deleted—object in use". This means the

used in conjunction with the Speak-Handler in the L (dir).

Fonts and Utilities directory partitions were not deleted

You can also delete the mathtrans, mathieeedoubbas and
mathieeedoubtrans libraries if you do not use any programs

because they are called by the "Path" command in the Startup-

that draw on the math libraries. Caution: the Calculator

or retain any fonts or store useful programs such as screen

program uses the mathtrans.library and most fractal/

blankers, virus detectors, and mouse accelerators.

mandelbrot programs use one or more of the math libraries
as well. Some spreadsheets and databases may also use them.

Sequence. It is wise to keep them should you want to install

From here on, the process used to delete files wili be the
same as described by Keith Cameron in the Amazing Com

puting article. For those who have not read the article, I will
Empty (dir).: Delete in its entirety. Serves no apparent pur

briefly recap Keith's recommended deletion process with an

pose. A directory with a drawer icon takes about four blocks

update for AmigaDOS 1.3.2. First, at the CLI/Shell prompt

(2K) of disk space.
Utilities (dir).: Delete ail files. A real Calculator is easier to

use and a spreadsheet is better for more extensive calcula
tions. There are a number of clocks in the public domain that

consume less disk space than Clock and Clockptr, and that
are more reliable as well. The principle use of CMD would

After one start-up failure too
many, I resolved to come up with
a more systematic approach to
stripping the Workbench.

seem tobe for creating text files. Since most word processors
can save files in ASCII forma t and since the output of Dir, List
and Type can be directed to a script file, CMD would appear
to have little use except for saving formatting as printer
escape codes. GraphicDump prints the frontmost Intuition
window, but I have never had occasion to use it. A printer can

be installed using the AmigaDOS copy command and by
revising Preferences instead of using lnstallPrinter. There are
better and smaller text readers than More in the public
domain. A word processor, Ed or MEM ACS will perform the
same service as NotePad. The CLl/Shell command "type >
prt: <filename>" or "copy <fitename> prt:" will take the

place of Print Files.
Expansion (dir).: Delete in its entirety. Not required with a
stock Amiga 500.

Root (dir). : Delete Empty.info. Expansion.info and
System.info. Rationale: The Empty and Expansion directo
ries were deleted. An icon for the System(dir) is no longer
necessary because all the program icon (.info) files within the
director)7 have been deleted. If you deleted Preferences,
Prefs.info can be deleted as well.
To assist you with validating your review results, Figure 1 is
a list of minimum files that must be kept to maintain system

functional] tv-

enter "dir opt ai". The "ai" stands for "all interactive" and it
will list all the files and directories on the ProjectWB disk,
followed by a question mark to indicate the system is waiting

fora command to proceed. The first item presented should be
Trashcan(dir). ff you have decided to delete the Trashcan,
enter "delete" at the "Trashcan(dir) ?" prompt to get rid of it.

If you want to retain the Trashcan, press return to bypass the
Trashcan and proceed to the next file. When you delete a file,
the screen will echo "Deleted " to confirm the action. The next
item presented should be C(dir). At the "C(dir) ?" prompt,
press return to continue. All the files in the C(dir) will be
presented one at a time in the same order as the printed

directory you made earlier. When you are prompted with a
command you have not highlighted, just enter "delete" to get
rid of it. To retain the highlighted commands, just press the

return key. Continue in this manner until you have gone
through the entire ProjectWB directory. As you near the end

of the directory, you will be presented with a number of .info
(icon) files. Delete the .info files for any files or directories you
deleted such as Empty .info. When the system has returned
you to the CLl/Shell prompt, enter "system/fixfonts" to

update any .font files you may have retained.
To see how much disk space you now have available on
your ProjectWB disk, enter "info" at the CLl/Shell prompt or

close the CLl/Shell with an "endcli" or "endshell" command
and look at the disk space thermometer on the left of the
ProjectWB disk window. You will need to close and reopen
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the ProjectWB window to make the Empty and Expansion

—Discovery continued from p. 50

icons disappear. When I completed this project, my disk was

43% full because I kept a number of AmigaDOS commands
and I did not delete all of the optional files. By comparison, a

stock Workbenchl.3 disk is 96% full. If you kept only the
minimum files identified in Figure 1, your ProjectWB disk
could be as little as 25% full. See Figure 2 for a disk space

comparison of the stock Workbenchl.3 and ProjectWB disks.

want credit for the answer. Multiplication, division, and
fractions are also covered. Word skills are provided through
spelling of typical spelling words and geography names. The

spelling quiz relies on the Amiga speech interpreter that I
found very difficult to understand, especially for the easier
words. This is unfortunate as you can spell the word you
heard only to be shown that you didn't spell the right word.

You may have noticed that I deleted the Aux-, Pipe- and
Speak-Handlers in the L(dir) but did not delete the lines

It also can unravel some confidence, making the game less

fun.

"Mount Aux:", "Mount Pipe:" and "Mount Speak:" in the

Each category of problems has several different levels of

Startupll script. Deleting these lines is not necessary because

difficulty. Though not stated on the packaging, the program

the mount command does not load or read the handler

appears to be aimed at seven-year-olds through high school.

during the mount process. Similarly, I did not delete the

This is an extremely wide range for any educational tool, but

Shell-Startup script aliases for the DPAT and SPAT com

the levels of difficulty extend the range of this program. For

mands we deleted earlier. Alias assigns another name to a
command string but does not load or read the command
during the shell start-up process. If you were to use an alias

have been easily incorporated. A five-year-old could be well

or handler that was deleted, thesystem would simply echo an
error message indicating the object could not be found or

opened. The only apparent advantage in deleting these lines
from the Startupll and Shell-Startup scripts is an increase of
about 300 bytes available memory after start up.
The moment of truth comes when you restart with the
stripped ProjectWB disk. If you kept the minimum files
identified in Figure 1, and did not revise any of the scripts, the

this level of gaming skill, however, less difficult levels could
occupied if the lowest level of math skills did not run into
double digits.
The game disk is not copy protected and will keep most

players busy for a long time. Other modules are available
through mail order including categories such as science,
history, and, of course, trivia. While I have not tried these, it
appears that they could easily be added if desired. Discover}'

can be loaded onto a hard disk, but after the initial screens the

system should start up without problem and the amount of

program does not seem to be slowed by the floppy disk.

memory available should be nearly the same as the amount

Overall, Discovery is a quality educational tool that entertains

of available memory you recorded on the disk label when you
began this project (within 50 bytes). If Workbench does not
load during start up, there will be an error message in the start
up CLI indicating which script command failed. Invariably,

and can be useful for many years.

a start-up failure is caused by deleting a file that is used by a

script. If this happens, you will need to copy whichever file is
missing from a copy of the stock Workbench disk to the
ProjectWB disk and restart. To copy the file you need, restart
with a copy of the stock Workbench disk, open a CLI/Shell,
enter "resident copy pure" to make the copy command

resident, and copy the missing file to the RAM: disk by

. _

Discovery 2.0

Price: $39.95
Microlllusions
P.O. Box 3475
Granada Hills, CA 91394
(818)785-7345
Inquiry #254

entering "copy <filename> RAM:". Remove the Workbench
disk,

insert

the

ProjectWB

disk and

enter

"copy

RAM:<fiiename> DF0:<filename>". When the file is done
copying to the ProjectWB disk, restart to make sure there are
no more missing files.

Please Write to:
Kim Sctwffer

In closing, I would like thank Keith Cameron for his
original article on stripping the Workbench disk. I would also
like to echo Keith's recommendations to install a screen
blanker, mouse accelerator and virus checker. Several are

c/o Amazing Computing
P.O. Box 869
Fall River, MA 02722-0869

available in the public domain and they come with documen
tation fileson disk to help you install them on your Workbench
disk. If you can use the Copy, Ed and EndCLI/EndShell
commands, you will have no trouble installing them. ,aq.
Please write to
jack Helser
c/o Amazing Computing
P.O. Box 869

Fait River, MA 02722-0869
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For The Commodore AMIGA

AC'S TECH

For The Commodore AMU

AC'S GUIDE

he Commodore AMIGA

AC's publications have always been innovative and complete. With the Premiere issue ofAmazing
Computing in February 1986, we introduced the first monthly magazine dedicated to the Amiga. AC's
commitment to deliver solid information and valuable insight for the Amiga continues today. AC remains
the first in news coverage—often providing complete stories and pictures of fast-breaking Amiga events in
the next issue. AC is a forerunner in providing a well balanced mix of reviews, tutorials, tips, programming
tasks, hardware projects, and more. Each issue of Amazing Computing For The Commodore Amiga is
packed with the best of the Amiga.
AC's TECH For T/je Commodore AMIGA is the first and largest publication dedicated to the technical

promise of the Amiga. Each quarterly issue provides new frontiers for the Amiga user eager to do more.
AC'S TECH not only attempts to define what the Amiga can do. but expands those boundaries.
AC's GUIDE To The Commodore AMIGA is the first and only complete guide to the Commodore Amiga.
AC'S GUTDEis the one resource used by the entire Amiga industry for Amiga product information. Yet AC's

GUIDEalso offers a listing of freely redistributable software and a growing registry of Amiga users groups.
AC's GUIDEis the complete resource to the expanding platform of Amiga products and services.
If you arc not an AC subscriber, you don't know what you're missing. AC'S publications are produced to
give you more choices and resources. AC makes sure that whatever is happening in the Amiga market,
you'll know about it.

To order a subscription, please use the order forms in this issue or for credit card orders, call toll-free

1-800-345-3360

from anywhere in the U.S. & Canada.

UTIHQ
NEW! Fast and Silent

The Smart Drive PC880B

Put your discs on target with the PC880B Smart Drive. A

superbly-engineered drive with welcome extra features
- silent working - no clicking - top quality mechanism.
Blitz Amiga hardware built-in to give you lightning fast
backup of discs on up to two other drives at once.
Blitz software included in
PC880B purchase price.

M49

Put your discs on target with
the PC880B Smart Drive

Plus, FREE, an anti-virus switch stops

viruses from getting onto your floppy
discs.

Order today. Move up to a PC880B
Smart Drive now.

POWER MOUSE

POWER DUAL DRIVE

• Top quality mouse with smooth Nasksha mechanism

• 2 drives in one housing
• Metal housing with thru port & switch

• Microswitch buttons for precision use

• Extra port for third drive built-in

*38

• Anti-click board built-in

99

ANTI-CLICK BOAR

POWER SINGLE DRIVE PC880

\J

Stops the annoying internal drive click

Simple internal fitting

• The famous Amiga Power Drive

• Slimline Metal Case with thru port & switch
• Anti-click board built-in

BLITZ AMIGA

• High Quality Drive Mechanism

M19

• Back-up your disks at lightning speed

• Copies from internal to external drive

POWER A500 INTER F/DRIVE

• Back-up an Amiga disk in

$7995

• Copies up to three external

around 40 seconds
drives at once

POWER A2000 INTER F/DRIVE
$7995

• Compatible with all Amiga

computers

$4995

POWER COMPUTING U.S.A.

21 South 5th Street

Telephone 215 922 0050

Suite 900

Philadelphia, PA 19106

Fax 215 922 0116

All Power Computing Products are compatible with all AMIGA computers
Circle 133 on Reader Service card.

PD&

dibita
its prototype, a twist. You can try not to get four in a row.

Insight into the

It's not as easy as it sounds.

World of Public

three player options. You can sit back and watch the

Besides the two play formats, Connex brings with it

computer play itself, play against the computer, or play

Domain Software

against another person. Hiting the Fl key will toggle
among these three options. The F2 key allows you to select

between getting four pieces in a COW or avoiding this.

for the Amiga

Hitting the ESC key will abort game play.
Opponents are identified by either a blue or green
piece. The game is played by each opponent taking a turn
and selecting where his or her piece will fall in the seven

NoClickvl.O

rows which make up the board. Use either the mouse or

How many of you are tired of listening to your Amiga

keyboard to select the rows. When a piece is already in a

floppy driyes clicking away? Well your're in luck—if you

row, the next piece placed in that row will fall on top,

have 2.0 that is. NoClick puts and end to that irritating

causing the pieces to pile one on top of the other. The first

sound with a click of a button. When executed, NoClick

player to get four of his or her pieces in a row wins the

immediately goes into action and removes the annoying

game—unless, of course, you're playing )iot to get four in

clicking. According to the documention, NoClick "imple

a row.

ments the new function of Trackdisk.device" to stop the

At the top of the screen, Connex has a pull-down

drives from constently clicking when no disk is present.

menu with the following options: New Game, IQ Level,

NoClick acts as a toggle switch. If you run the program

About, and Quit, each accomplishing what it says. IQ

again, NoClick will be "turned off" and the floppy drives

Level toggles between level 1 and 2.

will start to click again. This program is a must for any

Connex comes with a brief documentation file. Within

Amiga floppy drive listener. If you run into any problems

the game is a more detailed description of gameplay and

or have ideas for new enhancements, the author includes

available options. The only complaint I have concerns the

his address in the documentation file.

Quit option. Once Quit is selected or the ESC key is

NoClick vl.O can be run from Workbench or CLI. It can be
found on Fred Fish Disk #501. A patch is supplied for the

pressed, Connex does not automatically return you to the

Workbench. Instead you must see a screen with informa

Kickstart files for a permanent no-dick for i'1.3 and vl.O of the

tion about ordering other programs. This wouldn't be

OS. Author: Nic Wilson

annoying except that you see this screen at the beginning

when first starting Connex. This is a very minor complaint

Connex v4

considering the great job PC Solutions did with the

The object of the game is to place four of your pieces
in a row—either horizontal,vertical or diagonal before

graphics and the game overall.
Connex v4 can be run from the Workbench or CLI. It can be

your opponent. That is the usual directions of a similar

found on Fred Fish Disk #5?1 and is shareware.

game, Connect 4. Connex brings besides the gameplay of

Copyright: PC Solutions

by Aimee B. Abren
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Fliplt 18
Another popular board game brought to the Amiga by
PC Solutions is Fliplt, known also as the board game
Othello. Like Connex, Fliplt comes with a small documen
tation file, but includes a more detailed description within
the game. The function keys are used to select such items
as New Game, IQ, Board size, and Grid patterns.

If you're not familiar with Othello, gameplay goes
something like this. It is a two-person game, each having
chosen a color from the two color-sided chips. The object

of the game is to capture your opponents chips between

Updates from the latest
Fred Fish Disks—#511 to #520
Connex v4.0, similar to Connect 4, can be found on Fred
Fish Disk #511 and is an update to v3.8 on Fred Fish Disk
#493. Author: Adrian Millett
DirWork vl.31, a directory utility, can be found on Fred

Fisk Disk #511 and is an update to vl,30 on Fred Fish Disk
#508. Author: Chris Hames

Less vl .4Z, a text file reader, can be found on Fred Fish

your chips. This can be either vertical, horizontal, or

Disk #511 and is an update to vi.3 on Fred Fish Disk #149.

diagonal. When you successfully capture your opponent's

Author Ray Zarling

chip or chips, you then flip his chip or chips over to now
become your color. As more chips are played, the game
gets more interesting. A move is only legal if it can
successfully flip over an opponent's chip.
When all possible moves have been played, and no
more chips can be flipped, the game is over. The person
with the most chips showing his color wins the game.

As you may have guessed, Fliplt also has the option of
playing to see if you have the least amount of chips
displayed. Now that's a real challenge.
PC Solutions offers an updated version of Fliplt if you

PCQ vl.2b, a self-compiling Pascal compiler, can be found
on Fred Fish Disk #511 and is an update to vl.2a on Fred
Fish Disk #503. The material found on #511 is only a

partial update. You still need #503. Author: Patrick Quaid
Csh v5.15, an Amiga shell replacement, can be found on
Fred Fish Disk #512 and is an update to v4.02 on Fred Fish
Disk #458. Authors: U. Dominik Mueller, C. Borreo, S.
Drew, and M. Dillon
DKBTrace v2.12, a raytracc program can be found on Fred

register. They claim the updated version has extra IQ

Fish Disks #513 and #514 and is an update to v2.0 on Fred

levels and more features, and it plays a stronger and faster

Fish Disk #397. Author: David Buck

game. This is described in the documentation file as well as
in one of the start-up screens. Besides registering for Fliplt,

PC Solutions offers different game packets, one of which
includes Connex.
Fliplt vlS can be run from the CL! or Workbench. It can be
found on Fred Fish Disk #512 and is shareware.
Copyright: PC Solutions

Spliner
Spliner is a screen blanker commodity for those who

are fortunate enough to have version 2.0 of the OS.
According to the documentation, Spliner came from Tom
Rokicki's Mackie. Mackie is a utility program for the

Amiga with two functions: a screen blanker and a hot-key
manager. Mr. Vigna took the screen blanker portion and
turned it into Spliner.
As you may have guessed, Spliner draws coloful
splines across your screen. You can set the time when
Spliner turns on, and you can turn on or off color cycling.

If you have 2.0, installing Spliner is as simple as
dragging the icon into the WBStartup drawer.
Spliner can be found on 517. Authors: Tom Rokicki, and

NewList v5.()a, an alternate LIST command, can be found

on Fred Fisk Disk #513 and is an update to v5.0 on Fred
Fish disk #501. Author Phil Dietz
S220tolSVX vl.4, sound sample converter, can be found

on Fred Fish Disk #514 and is an update to vl.O on Fred
Fish Disk #286. Author: Dieter Bruns
CheckBook v2.0, a checkbook/budgeting program, can be

found on Fred Fish Disk #515 and is an update to v.9 on

Fred Fish Disk #425. Author: Jeffery R. Almasol
AmiBack \ 1.04, a demo of a backup utitlity, can be found
on Fred Fish Disk #517 and is an update to vl.03 on Fred
Fish Disk #493. Author: Moonlighter Software

AmiDock vl.3, similar to NeXT's Dock Facility, can be
found on Fred Fish Disk #51S and is an update to vl.2.4 on

Fred Fish Disk #474. Author Gary Knight
FifoLib v3.1, similar to PIPE:, can be found on Fred Fish

Disk #519 and is an update to v2 on Fred Fish Disk #448.
Author: Matt Dillon
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Scbastiano Vignn.
Plcaae write to Aimte B. Abren
c/o Amazing Computing
P.O. Box 869
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—TOOLKIT

—KCS 3.5

(continued from p. 40)

(continued from p. 46)

Just in case something goes wrong, you

have forgotten that there is in the

map feature in Level II to translate your

should use the BACKUP DISK feature

EQUIPMENT list a video tape series

settings to QuickScore's for printing,

to save all information to another disk,

used previously that has just the tape

where the program will also place all

you can use for this lesson. Use the

thenecessary files ifyou're using anew

REVIEW button and the LEFT ARROW

disk.

and BIG DOWN ARROW to copy the

but then the drum part will play using
the wrong sounds. On the whole, the
setup features are useful, but could
have been integrated more fully into

equipment list from a previous lesson

the rest of the program. A number of

On to the other tools: the MemoEd
Text Editor is a convenient, rapid-ac

to the current lesson if the equipment is

cess solution for a simple text editor.
Though the manual states that it is "not

the same.

intended to replace word processors or

outline in indented form. Using dashes

FORMAT allows you to set up an

high-powered programming editors,"

instead of Roman numerals to indicate

I've seen so-called note pads that were

subtopics, this is a form preferred by

virtually featureless compared to this

many lecturers. Up to four levels, or

text editor. It sports "search and re

four dashes, are supported by the FOR

place" functions, "save" and "save as"

MAT button. Imagine the neat appear

fea tu res, append ca pahi 1 i ty, word wrap

ance of your lecture when it's printed!

setting, line delete, and an undo com

FORMAT is used also to re-format

mand which rescues you from the re

material copied from the review section

sults of using Clear and Delete too

so that all lines end at the appropriate

rashly. These features are selected by

point.

the pointer, but some of them can be
accessed by hotkeys as a convenience.
Telemate tracks all those impor

Toolkit is suitable for elementary,
secondary, and college teachers. It sup
ports an unlimited number of students,

tant phone numbers, keeping separate

an unlimited number of grades,and an

lists of personal and business numbers

unlimited number of classes. The

to keep information neat and unclut

manual isn't indexed, but the table of

tered. Each listing has two fields for

contents is comprehensive and appears

phone numbers. On your business list,

to serve the purpose.

you might have a voice line number
and a fax number. On your personal

With a year's worth of sophisti
cated

reports

generated

Instrument and Drumkit sections of
KCS3.54; Dr. T's recommends upgrad
ing to version 3.56 if you are having

trouble. I found that clicking on the
"More Instruments" button to access
program changes 65-128 consistently
crashed the program.
QuickScore is a standard notation
display and printing program. On the
whole it works well, with the significant
limitation that no editing of the notation
is possible from within the QuickScore
program. QuickScore can display one

track or the full score and features the
ability to play the notated music if Ti
ger is currently running. You can set a
variety of transcription options for each

individual track in order to get the best
possible printout. These include clef,
key signature, time signature, beam
ing,

and

printout

quantization.

QuickScore can also split tracks to dis
play them on a grand staff (with treble
and bass clefs). QuickScore can display

list, you might maintain home and work

GRADEBOOK and a year's worth o'f

numbers. To look up a number, select a

well-organized plans printed by LES

search field and type a portion of a

notation in either medium or high reso
lution (using (he interlace mode). You

SON PLANNER, your professional

can switch between display resolutions

name or number. Press Return, and the

work will mark you as a dedicated and

easily, and can set the colors to minimize

program looks for a match. Continue

successful educator. If your school ad

flicker. Once you have the printout set

hitting return until the right match is

ministration requires a copy of all your

tings optimized for best display and

found. There's even an Info button that

grades and all your lesson plans at the

printing, you can save them for future

tells you the amount of memory avail

end of the school year, what you have

use. While QuickScore is more limited

able^—chip and fast—as well as the cur

to submit can only impress.

than the Copyist DTP or Copyist Ap

rent date and time.
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The

other

tool

Teacher's Toolkit

besides

GRADEBOOK that is specifically
pedagogical is the LESSON PLANNER,
which leads you through eight steps in
writing your plan. From "Objective"

Price: $49.95

to share information about where they

are in a song. In other words, if I'm

6701 SeyboldRd.,Ste. 220

displaying a track in QuickScore and

Madison, Wl 53719

find an error and stop playback, when

(608)277-8071
Inquiry #257

ules in KCS more integrated and easier

lesson plans in your building. If you

sizable book by summer vacation.

There are features here like RE
VIEW to look at previous lessons for

inspiration and continuity. You may

to that spot to allow me to quickly edit

function would make the various mod

to have the most professionally-crafted

lesson you teach, you'll end up with a

I enter Tiger it should automatically go
the mistake. This kind of auto-locate

and ending at "Review," you are sure

use this tool faithfully to create each

ability for KCS, Tiger, and QuickScore

TTR Development, Inc.

on to "Equipment" and "Motivation"

Amazisg Compvtisg

prentice programs, it is much easier to
use.

One option I'd like to see is the

Leads Lesson Planning
Through Eight Steps

68

by

users have reported finding bugs in the

to use. I should also be able to go di

Please write to:

rectly to the affected spot in the KCS

Paul Larrivee

event list editor. This feature is particu

c/o Amazing Computing
P.O. Box 869

larly missed since QuickScore has no
note-editing features. QuickScore

Full River, MA 02722-0869

printouts use the printer drivers speci

fied in Preferences. On the whole they

WE ARE AMIGA-

HEADQUARTERS!
HARDWARE

SOFTWARE
PRODUCTIVITY
3D Pro

289.00

Amiga Vision

89.95

AMOS Creator

59.95

Arexx

29.95

ENTERTAINME

\

668 Attack Sub

. 29.95

A-10Tank Killer

. 29.95
. 34.95

Beast2

. 34.95

Art Department Pro .. 139.95

Brigade Comander ... . 26.95

Audio Master III

59.95

Chaos Strikes Back.. . 23.95

Audition4

59.95

Das Boot

BAD

29.95

Death Knight/Krynn . . 29.95

. 29.95

49.00
86.95

AT-Once

269.00

Audio Engineer+

214.95

Baseboard-4MB Board/Ok

99.00

BaudBandit2400w/software

110.00

Beetle Mouse

31.95

Data Flyer 500

149.00

DCTV

395.00

Digi View 4.0

119.95

Firecrackerw/2MB

899.00

Baud Bandit

29.95

Dungeon Master

Flicker Fixer

239.00

Cygus Ed Pro

59.95

Eye of the Beholder. . 35.95

Golden Image Hand Scanner

265.00

Digi-paint3

58.95

F-15 Strike Eagle II.. .. 35.95

Golden Image Mouse

Disk Master

29.95

.. 29.95

Golden Image Optical Mouse

52.00

.. 29.95

Golden Image RC-500

49.00

Imagine-AGuidedTour/Video

Gretzky Hockey

. 23.95

1X8 SIMM Modules 80ns
AE Heavy Duty Power Supply

Deluxe Paint4

107.95

Design Works

74.95

.. 35.95

Eclips2

59.95

JackNicklaus Golf .. .. 35.95

NewTek Video Toaster

Imagine

195.00

Katie's Farm

Master 3A-1 D Led Drive

Lattice C

193.00

Killing Game Show .. .. 26.95

Page Stream 2.1

179.00

. 28.95

Phasar

53.95

Pro Fills

17.95

Project D 2.0

35.95

Pro Video Post

209.00

Life & Death

.. 23.95

. 29.95
.. 17.95

Me Gee

.. 23.95

Obitus

.. 35.95
.. 35.95

Pro-write

94.95

Railroad Tycoon

Quarterback

39.95

Search for the King.. .. 35.95

Quarterback Too Is

48.95

Secret/Silver Blade .. .. 29.95

Quick Write

44.95

Shadow of Beast

.. 23.95

Scene Generator

29.95

Sim City

.. 29.95

Sonix

47.95

Spectracolor

59.95

Superbase4

297.00

Tiger Cub

.. 35.95

Star Control

.. 29.95

Their Finest Hour

.. 17.95

58.95

66.00
749.00

RoctechSlim Drive

80.00

Safeskin A500

12.00

SafeskinA2000

12.00

Safeskin A3000

12.00

Sharp JX-100

709.00

Sound Master

119.95

Supra 501 Clone

49.00

Super Gen 2000S

1319.00

Syquest44MB Removable Drive

399.00

Syquest 44MB External Drive

515.00

Syquest44MBCartriges

89.95

SERIES II A500 Drives

.. 29.95

A500-HD8+0/42F

CALL
CALL

.. 29.95

A500-HD8+0/52Q

TVTextPro

99.95

Where in Time

.. 29.95

A500-HD8+0/80M

Vista

35.95

Where in the USA

29.95

86.95

Where in the World

29.95

119.95

85.00

Personal TBC

Where in Europe

Works Platinum

24.95
1339.00

Perfect Sound

Turbo Silver/Terrain.... 59.95

Vista Pro

31.95

Wrath of the Demon ... 29.95

(SONY DS/DD 100 PACK $59.00^
To Order Call

CALL

Scala

259.00
GVP SERIES II A2000 Drives

A2000-Ram8/2

205.00

HC/0-No Drive

155.00

HC/8-No Drive

195.00

52MBQuantum

CALL

105MB/LPSQuantum

CALL

200MBQuantum

CALL

GVP ACCELERATORS

1-708-893-7464

A3022 Series 11-1MB/22MHZ

899.00

A3033 Series II-4MB/33MHZ

1649.00

A3050-4MB/50MHZ

2299.00

New products arriving daily!
FD Software
P.O. Box 68
Bloomingdale, IL
Hours M-Fll-7

60108
Sat 10-6

Shipping Info: Shipping $4.50

per order, ships via UPS Ground. COD Add

$4.00.Call for Express shipping rates. Alaska, Hawaii, Mail, Foreign shipping extra.
Oversize orders ship at current UPS Rates. Return & Refund Policy: Defective
products replaced within 30 days of purchase. 15% restocking charge on All
returned non-defective merchandise. Other Policies: VISA/MASTERCARD/

DISCOVER-No Surcharge. Illinois Residents add6.75%Sales Tax. Walk-in Traffic
^Welcome . Store prices may vary. Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.

Circle 169 on Reader Service card.

were adequate for editing and for practice use, hut not good

enough for publication. QuickScore notation does include
slanted beams, but there seems to be no real support for

triplets. Generally, I rate the QuickScore printouts to be of
slightly better quality than those produced by Bars and Pipes
Professional.

Correction
[nthe August, 1991 issue ofAmazmgComputing, in the Sonar Ranging

article, we inadvertently loft out the listing for the final portion of the
program. We apologize for anyinconvenience this may have caused.
SCRKKIJ 1,320,200,4,1
Window 2,'Sonar"..,1
CIRCLE (150.20),140,2.-3. 14,6.28

Other changes to the main KCS program are mostly

tweaks and fine tuning. More commands have been added to
the menus, saving some trips to the environments screen.
There are some new options in the split window, which allowmore control over what notes and controller data get trans
ferred to another track. Support for the Phantom SMPTE

QJE

(150,201-1290,20) ,2

DIM obj148)-p(48],st(*8]
REM Set Up Stepper-Motor

ddi

l?.575489£:dr = 12574977i

POKE dr,15: POKE ddr ,127
xc

-

L50:

FOR

interface is better integrated into KCS, and Phantom settings

i

;

r =

- 1

IP j

= 4 THEM j = 0

stdl

are now saved with KCS .ALL files. There is also a number of

yc = 22:

136 :j

=

-

[3.14/48]

2*j

j = i * 1

NEXT

improvements in the AutoMix program. I would like to have

i

seen some improvement in importing of MIDI files. If im

REM Sonar Ranging ML Code

ported MIDI files do not explicitly set their length in the first

LIBRARY -exec.library"

track, KCS will not play them properly. The program should

mlapoces = allocsnems (156,1)

set the length automatically, instead of requiring the user to

set it manually. One other significant addition is a raise
priority option. It raises KCS's priority during recording and
playback operations, temporarily disabling all other active
programs. This ensures the best possible timing accuracy
during critical operations. Other programs become active as
soon as you press a key, move the mouse, or leave the KCS

= 0

I TO 48

p(ij

DECLARE FUNCTION allocmemi, LIBRARY
FOR j%

=

0 TO 78

READ ml codeS
POKEW mlspacefi * j%*2, VALC&h" ♦ ral
NEXT

'

ML Code

DATA48e7, c080,2c78,0004,4eae,ffB8, 4Ifa,OOH6
Jbc, 0000,13fc,007£,00bf,e301, 13fc,0000

DATAOObI, el 01,0035,0040,OObf.elOl. l039,0 0b£
DATAdeOO, 103c, ODcO, B03c, QOOB, 13cO, OObf ,de00
DATA 13fc, 007f,00bf,ddQ0,13fc,0048, OObf,d40Q
DATA I3fc, 0000,OObf,d500,0B39,0007. OObf,eI01

screen.

DATA 6G2D, 083 9, 0000, OObf, tidOO . G7ec, 0S5D, 0001

The bottom line is that the KCS 3.5 is a significant update.
1 find the Tiger graphic editor to be fantastically useful. The

DATA 0c50, 0276,6700,000c,08£9,0000, 00b£,de00
DATA 6 OdG, 02 3 9,003E,OObf .elOl.-Seao, f fa2,4cd£
DATA 0!03, 4e7 5,0000,0000,0000.0000, 0000, 0000

ability to edit while music is playing is a great step forward.
The QuickScore module is also useful, though I really wish it
allowed editing notation with the mouse. Still, while
QuickScore has limited functionality, it is much easier to use
than the Copyist. I would like to see a little more integration
of KCS in terms of sharing information between various MPE
modules. Still the changes in this update build on KCS's

strengths (great editing power and flexibility) while making
the program easier to use. The removal of copy protection is

also a great step forward. KCS 3.5 is a professional quality
MIDI sequencer, with most of the features a professional
needs. The only significant omissions are notation editing,

REM Sonar Screen
FOB t

support for the Amiga, so some of these features may appear

1 TO

10000:NEXT

FOH

i

- I TO J8

MEXT
FOP.

i

I

-

47

TO 2

STEP

he:-:t

.

GOTO start

lineplot:
X = fCOSIp(i) ) :y = r-SItllp(i))
x

=

Ixtxcl

:y

-

(.82"y*ycl

LINE

(150,221-

rm

PEEK Idr!:GOSUB

-

LINE

(150,22)

Ix.y}
-

RETURN
□bjectplot:

CIRCLE fxx,yy),2,0

Dr. T's Music Software
100 Crescent Rd.

Needham, MA 02194
(617)455-1454

Inquiry #258

:POKEdr,rm

GOSUB scan

bettGrKCS 3.5

sonar

|x,y],0

GOSUB objectplot

ot

Price: $399.00

-1

GOSUB lineplot

in future upgrades. For now, though, a great program just got

-AC-

t

GOSUB lineplot

multi-port MIDI interface support, and better SMPTE sup

port (including MIDI time code). Dr. T's has a great record of

=

Start:

- obj(iI

xx = OfCOSIpli) ) :yy = ot*SIN(p(i) ) :xx = (xx-xc) :yy =
dc

■ DJT(distance / ■•,

xx = dfCCS(pli) ):yy = dt'SINIp(i) > :xx = (xx.xc);yyobj(i)

I .B2*yy+yc>

)

(.82*yy+yc)

- cc

CIRCLE Ixx,yy) ,2
RETURN
REM Stepper-Motor Scan
scan:

IP

INKBYS <>"" THEN finish

sp =

15

-

st(i):POKE di.£p

RETURN

REM Sonar Ranging Module
sonar:

CALL mlspace*

PkBBe Write to:
Phi! Saunders
c/o Amazing Computing
P.O. Box 869

Fail River, MA 02722-0869

Cotaldic -=

I

■ mce

PEEKW

Iralspaces

♦

MR)

rocaldis/2

POKEW mlDpacea -

148,0

RETURN

finish:

CALL freemeTnini

, 156)

LIBRARY CLOSE

POKS dr, 15
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Simplified

File Decompression
Using ARexx
by Randy Finch

F

irst off, ARexx is not the nickname of one of the prehistoric dinosaurs. It is the Amiga version of
the Rexx language. ARexx was written by William "Bill" S. Hawes and is sold by him (see
information at the end of this article). Bill became famous in the Amiga community several years
ago when he made his program Conman freely distributable. Conman added command line
editing and history to the CLI window. Bill added to Conman to create a complete command
environment to replace the CLI called WShell. This product is available commercially. I have been
using it for years and have been very pleased. I continue to use it even though Commodore now
has a shell available with the operating system.

The pinnacle of Bill's success (so far) has to be ARexx.

used to allow the user to customize a program, or it can be

When 1 attended the 1988 Amiga Developer's Conference in

used to allow one program to control another program

Washinton, D.C., users made pleas to the developers to

within the multitasking environment of the Amiga. This is a

incorporate ARexx interfaces into their prod ticts. These pleas

very powerful feature. This article will focus on ARexx as a

paid off. Many Amiga software packages now have ARexx

programming and command language.

interfaces. It has become so commonplace that Commodore
has made ARexx a standard part of release 2.0 of the oper
ating system.

ARexx as a Programming Language
ARexx is an interpretive language. Programs can be

ARexx is a high level programming language with a

created with a text editor and saved to disk as an ASCII file.

source level debugging facility and more. It can also be used

The ARexx interpreter will read this file and execute it on-

as a command language. Command programs, more com

the-fly. In order to execute an ARexx program, one must load

monly known as batch files, scripts, or macros, can be used

a background program called the resident process. The

to extend the set of predefined opera ting system commands.

resident process program name is REXXMAST. If ARexx

No doubt most of you have written a script at one point or

programs are to be executed frequently, the REXXMAST

another where several commands were combined together

program can be loaded from within the STARTUP-SE

to create a program that accomplished a task that no single

QUENCE script file. The resident process will remain loaded

command could have done alone.

and available until the RXC command is issued. An ARexx

ARexx allows scripts to be written with the added
flexibility of having a programming language available.

program, which should have a .rexx extension (e.g.,
program.rexx), can be executed by issuing the command:

Standard scripts rely totally on the operating system com

mands. This makes some tasks quite difficult because looping

RX program

[arguments]

constructs may be hard to implement, variables may be
needed, etc. ARexx allows these types of tasks to be imple

If you use WShell, the RX command is not needed because

mented easily since the programming language and the

the shell can launch ARexx programs without RX. When an

operating system commands can be meshed in an easy and

attempt is made to execute a program, the current directory

useful way. An example will be given later. Also, ARexx can

is searched first. If the program is not found there, the

communicate with application programs. This feature can be

directory currently assigned to the rexx: device is searched.
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clauses (no examples), assignment clauses (e.g.- lines 8 and

The ARexx distribution disks contain two shared librar

9), instruction clauses (e.g.- lines 7 and 10), and command

that

directory

clauses (e.g., lines 3 and 15). Any statement that cannot be

REXXSYSLIB.LIBRARYandREXXSUPPORT.LlBRARY.The

classified as one of the first four clause types is classified as

ies

need

to

be

copied

to

the

libs

former contains functions that are used extensively during

a command clause. The statement expression is evaluated

program interpretation. Although many of the functions are

and passed to the external host which could be the operating

highly specific to the interpreter, someof the functions may be

system, as in our case, or an application program. Notice that

useful in user programs. This library is opened when

single quotes enclose the LIST command in line 3. This is not

REXXMAST is loaded. The latter library contains useful func

necessary as long as there is nothing in the command clause

tions specific to the Amiga. It must be opened by the user.

that can be confused with another clause type. In line 3, the

Also,

ARexx

the

> symbol causes problems since it is interpreted by ARexx to

on the Workbench disk

be a 'greater than' symbol rather than the intended redirection

makes

MATHIEEED0UBBAS.L1BRARY

use

of

when performing floating point math.

symbol for the LIST command. The purpose of line 3 is to

create a quick list (only names) of the files in the current

An Example Program
At this point, let's look at an example program. It is

directory (which should be the one containing the down
loaded files) in a file named RCFLIST on the RAM disk.

entitled FX.rexx and is shown in Listing 1. Line numbers have

Line 5 is an instruction clause that calls one of many

been added so you can follow the program easily during the

internal functions. The OPEN function opens the file

following discussion. FX.rexx is a generic file extraction pro

[■am:RCFLlST, that was just created, with a logical name of

gram. Since I lead a small public domain library club in my

RCF. The 'R' means the file will be read.

area, I frequently download programs from bulletin boards to
include on library disks. Typically, the files on bulletin boards
are compressed with one of several available compression

Getting Looped
Line 7 is a DO instruction indicating that all statements

programs. The three compression programs I use most fre

up to its corresponding END instruction in line 24 are to be

quently are ARC, ZOO, and LHARC. Files compressed with

repeated until the end of file RCF is reached. The DO instruc

these three programs have standard extension names of .arc,

tion in ARexx is very versatile, performing all the functions

.zoo, and .lzh, respectively.

that FOR, DO..WHILE, and WHILE instructions inC perform.

Line 8 uses the internal READLN function to read a line
from the RCF file and assign the string to the variable FN.

ARexx recognizes several types
of clauses such as null clauses,
label instuction clauses, and
command clauses.

Line 9 extracts the four right-hand characters from FN and
assigns them to the variable RS.

It's The Same Old Line
Lines 10,11, and 12 are actually one line. ARexx inter

prets the comma at the end of lines 10 and 11 to mean that the
following line is a continuation of the current line. ARexx
also allows several statements to reside on one line by

During a typical telecommunications session, I will

separating them with a semi-colon. The IF instruction of lines

download several compressed files, storing all of them in a

10-12 checks to see if the filename extension of the current

directory on my hard disk. When the downloading process is

filename, FN, matches one of the three that can be handled by

complete, I create a subdirectory for each file and decompress

the program. U it does, the statements within the THEN

each file into its corresponding subdirectory using the ap

DO..END instructions (lines 13-23) are executed. If not,

propriate compression program. This can be a headache

program execution resumes at line 24. The doubleequal sign,

when many files have been downloaded. Therefore, I wrote

==, is called an exact equality operator and indicates that a

FX.rexx to ease my burden. Let's take a detailed look at

comparison should proceed character by character. If the

FX.rexx.

equality operator, =, is used, leading blanks arc ignored and

All Clauses Except Santa

the shorter string will be padded with blanks. The I symbol
is a logical inclusive OR operator.

Line 1 is a comment line. All ARexx programs, for
historical reasons, must begin with a comment line. Notice

that ARexx comments are identical to C comments with an
opening /* and a closing */.
Line 3 is a command clause. ARexx recognizes several
types of clauses such as null clauses (e.g. lines 1 and 2), label
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Here's Your Assignment
Line 14 assigns all the characters in the FN string except
the last four, the filename extension, to the LS variable.
Notice that the LENGTH function is called within the LEFT
function.
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However, FX.rexx had to close ram:RCFLIST because this
Lines 15 and 16 begin to show the real power of ARexx.

file needed to be deleted before the program exited.

Each of these lines combines an operating system command

Well, let's call it a wrap. I hope I have helped you to

with an ARexx variable. ARexx will always evaluate an

understand more about this important language for the

expression before passing it on to the host. In these cases,

Amiga called ARexx.

string concatenation is involved along with a variable sub

stitution. For instance, in line 15, the variable LS is substituted

For further reading:

with its current value. Let us suppose that FN is equal to

Cowlishaw, M. F., The REXX Language: A Practical Guide to

'RAYTRACE.200'. Then LS will be equal to 'RAYTRACE'.

Programming; Prentice-Hall 1985.

Thus, line 15 will evaluate to 'MAKEDIR RAYTRACE' and

line 16 to 'CD RAYTRACE'. These two lines have the effect of
creating a subdirectory with the same name as the com
pressed file without the extension and then making this new

directory the current directory.
You might ask what would happen if line 15 wasexecu ted

before LS had been assigned to anything. This brings up an
interesting feature of ARexx. All variables are typeless; they
are stored as strings. When an expression demands that a
variable be considered something else such as numeric, the

Listing 1: FX.rexx Generic File Extraction Program
/■ Generic File Extractor - Sandy C. Finch 1990 */
'list >ram:rcflist files quick'
call opan(*rc£','ran:rcflist','R')
do until eof('rcf')
En - readlnl'rcf')

string is converted to theappropriate format and (he expression

rs = rightllft,4)

is evaluated. When an unassigned variable is encountered

.:

within an expression, ARexx sets it equal to its own name.

rs

'.arc'

I

,

rs == '.zoo'

=

I

,

rs ^ '.lzh'

then do

This means that the unassigned LS variable is equal to 'LS'.

Is = left(fn,length!fn)-41

Therefore, if'MAKEDIR' LS is executed before LS is assigned,

■nakedir ' Is
■cd ' Is

a directory with a name of LS would be created.

Make The Ric'

select

.ion

Lines 17-21 make up a SELECT structure. Here, the

when rs = '.arc' then

'arc x /'Is'.arc'

when rs — '.zoo' then

'zoo xl I /'Is*.zoo'

when rs == '.Izh' then

'lharc -x x ''ls'.lzh1

end

/' seiect */

■cd /'

appropriate compression program is executed based on the

end

/• do •/

filename extension in the variable RS. WHEN instructions are

end

used for selection. Note that for all three compression pro

call close CrcE'J

gram calls following the THEN statements in lines 18-20, a /

'delete ram:rctlist'

/' do •/

•AC*

appears just before the closing single quote which is followed
immediately by the variable LS. The expression in line 19
evaluates to ZOO x// /RAYTRACE.zoo. This command will
call ZOO, which must be in your command path, telling it to

extract the files in the RAYTRACE.zoo file one directory up in
the hierarchy. All the extracted files will appear in the current
directory, which is RAYTRACE (see line 16).
Line 22 is a CD command that changes the current

directory back to the one in which the compressed files reside.

ARexx

Price: $49.95
Inquiry #244
WShell

Price: $49.95
Inquiry #245
William S. Hawes
P.O. Box 308
Maynard, MA 01754

Line 23 is the END instruction that matches the DO

(508)568-8695

instruction in line 13.

The END in line 24 matches the DO in line 7. When it
executes, one of two things occurs. If the end of the RCF file
has not been reached, the DO loop beginning in line 7 will

execute again. If the end of the file has been reached, the loop
is exited and lines 25 and 26 are executed, which close and

delete the file that was created in line 3. It is not really
necessary to close files in ARexx because the interpreter keeps
a list of open files and closes them when a program exits.
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Please write to

Randy Finch
c/o Amazing Computing
P.O. Box 869
Full River, MA 02722-0869

Part II

Puzzled Over ARexx?
Fun for the Artificially Intelligent Intermediate
by Merrill Caliaway

I

n Part 1, September, 1991, we discussed briefly

.'* 81.

*/

IF hadlet.letter THEN DO

/* Have we had this letter before? •/

the history of ARexx as well as some of its more

/■ 82. */

powerful features. This time we are going into

/• 83. */

ITERATE v

/* 64.

END

even more elegant ways to use arrays and we will

/* 85. •/

see how you can call an external function which,

/■ 86. */

itself, can be derived from an original stand-alone

j.letter=j.letter+l

/* Increraent letter counter ■
V

/* (start v loop over again) ■/

hadlet.letters!

/* If we haven't had letter we have now: */
j.letter-j.ietter.fi

/* Increraent letter counter */

/• B7. */

outlis£=outlist letter

/* The outlist: list of unique letters "/

program. Fina My, we will discuss a ni fty sort routine

/• 88. */

and use it as both a stand-alone program and as a

/* 90. V u=0

function to be called by another program.

/■ 92. '/

END

/' END of DO v=I TO k-1 (v loop) V

/* 89. */ newlist^''

/* Unique letter counter */

/• 91. */ DO WHILE outlist -="
/• 93.

V

/* 94. *f

/* making ther.ewlist ■/

PARSE VAR outlist Itr outlist
11=13+1
entry ; Itr's'j.ltr' :

Right now, let's look at our internal function we called from

/* Put the letters with their counts '/

our main puzzle program with the line:

/• 96. '/

/• 95. */

newlistmewliscl (entry
END

/* 97. */ return u'/'newlist
/* Returns result to where STATS1) was invoked */
/********* SECTION THREE CALL M INTERNAL FUNCTION •***********/

/• 30. '/ Btat=STATS{k,let.]
/* Calls an internal function, a PROCEDURE called STATED

/* Function ends here */

•/

/* Sets stat = to the RESULT returned by the function STATSI) •/
/.*..,.......*..*..............................■.../

The first line of our internal function (called a Procedure in

ARexx), Step 74, names the function STATS: which is the way
This line, as we mentioned before, returns a string as a result.

If you entered the code and ran the program, you may have

noticed that the first time the puzzle comes up, the frequency

statistics are written on the screen like: W=l v=3G=2 K=5
A=1 X=l F=6 and so on. These are all the letters used in the
puzzle and how many rimes each is used; a frequency dis
tribution as we say in statistics. How do we get this line from

the puzzle? That is the purpose of our internal PROCEDURE
called STATS: which we will now explore.

....... sect:o:; six the [wtess&i function frequency .".:

s**

74. */ STA?S: PROCEDURE EXPOSE k let.
Bring in entire array (let.l and k V

75. */ hadlet. = 0
77. v j.=o

/* Zero all entries of hadlet. array ■/

,'• Initialize letter countei '

78. V DO v=l TO k-1

79. */

IF -BMaTWEt let. v, upper] THEN ITERATE

the interpreter finds our referenced function. Then comes the

Ignore punctuation */
80. */

letLer=let.v

/' later, need independence from v

*/

PROCEDURE instruction, followed by the option we choose,
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which is a list of EXPOSE variables (k and let.)- This line is,

unique letters in the puzzle; or the list of letters with dupli

therefore, how the interpreter knows where we are and what

cates removed. At the next time through, pretend we have a

variables to bring over. In Step 75 we initialize an array,

duplicate letter. The IF statement at Step 81 returns a 1, we

hadlet. to 0. This makes every possible element of the array

increment the letter's counter, but we iterate v (going to Step

hadlet. = 0 using only one instruction. We'll be building an

88) without building up outlist, because that letter is already

outlistlineso we makea null line, as we have already learned.

there in outlist. This is a very nifty way to remove duplicates

We then initialize another array, one to count each unique

from a list; I adapted this code from some I found in the IBM

letter (j.). We get into the now familiar DO loop, Steps 78-88,

Rexx book,by M.F. Cowlishaw, The Rexx Language, A Practical

and the first statement should look familiar. In Step 79, we

Approach to Programming, (2nd Ed. Prentice Hall, page 5).

want to ITERATE (stop the current pass through the loop and

76

you later

list.1=5

j

fir st

Whenever

1 ensftli = 6
£f3.i>
=4
linit =2

The remaining lines of the procedure (the internal func

go to the beginning, incrementing the counter, of course) if

tion)

we get into any blanks or punctuation.

variable u, and construct a newlist for passing back to the

(89-97) count the number of unique letters in the

The assignment in Step 80 is a little tricky. Our logic calls

main program. The entr = line at Step 94 is as good a place as

for a novel use of a stem variable, and it won't do to have a

any to call your attention to the difference between variables

node as part of the name of our letters, because each iteration

(not in quotes) and 'strings' (in quotes) and the handy way

the number v {the node) will be different. As you will soon see

they have of not complaining when you mix them up. They

in Step 81, we will be needing to refer to past array elements

only complain it' you don't match up the quotes. Finally we

in the hadlet. array. The letter variable itself is about to

return u with newlist by connecting with a '/' between u and

become a node! The very next statement (Step 81), an IF

newlist at Step 97. We simply strip this off with a pattern

instruction, tests hadlet.letter for Boolean (0 or 1) directly; no

template in a parse instruction after it goes back, and the '/'

need for=sign or numbers since it's either 0 or! by definition!

neatly goes away into the array called limbo.! Now for some

The first time through, of course, the return will be 0 so we

harder stuff: the external sort (Listing 2).

will go to the END at Step 84 and keep going. We set the array

Remember back in the DO FOREVER loop where we

element hadlet.letter = 1, in Step 85, so that later on the

make our guesses? We used a SELECT block so we can easily

program will know we have had this letter. Increment the

change or upgrade our interface, our error checking, or the

count for this particular letter (j.letter) not the j from the main

statistics and pattern matching we may wish to add. In our

program, because it was not an EXPOSE variable. This j is

present example, we are getting back a list of code letters

completely protected and in no danger of getting confused

called stat and they are in the order of occurrence in the

with the j back at the ranch! During Steps 76 and S7 we build

puzzle. But what if you'd rather see the code letters in

up outlist in the old way. Outlist is a list on one line of all

frequency order? It's easier to guess if we group the letters in
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Table l.The Shellsort Special Trace 16 entries to sort...

EREXXPLUS CIWH1HE

gap=B Iimit=8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

* * *

nodes

89 99 55 43 zz 32 84 yy aa 30 20 67 da ww 75 42

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

* • *

list

[89 99 55 43 zz 32 84 yy[aa 30 20 67 dd ww 75 42

Sttai-1

99

30

_ ()

.

.

99 ,

_ __

89(30)55 43 zz 32 84 yy aa 99 20 67 dd ww 75 42

scar.=2

55

20

scan=3 >>temp=20

55

scan=3

89 30 20[43 zz 32 B4 yy aa 99 55[67 dd ww 75 42
_ zz

dd

I)

zz

O Efficiency - Compiler generates re-enterent

scan=5

scan=6

"75

B9 30 20 43 dd 32(75)yy aa 99 55 67 zz ww 84 42
—

42

(1

code.

scan=7 »temp=75

84 __

.

w'rth more explicit error messages.

Bcan=4

89 30 20 43 dd[32 84 yy aa 99 55 67 zziww 75 42

__yy

o Compatabllity - REXX code compiles directly

scan=5 »temp-dd

scan=5 temp»(dd)

(|

O Flexabllity - More built-in functions,

scan=3 temp»(20)

89 30 20 43(dd)32 84 yy aa 99 55 67 zz ww 75 42
__ 84

O Speed - REXX code executes much faster.

scan=2 terap»(30l

_ ()

89 30(20)43 zz 32 84 yy aa 99 55 67 dd ww 75 42

$150 Buys AMIGA REXX Users:

scan=2 »te^p-30

IT

89 30 20 43 dd 32 75(42)aa 99 55 67 zz ww 84 yy

scan=7

Dmeen

scan=7 teinp»(75)
scan=8 »teatp=42

Edwards

scan=8
scan=B terap»(42)

Entire Block knitted... scan L through 12 gap-4 limit=12

Group

gap-2 limit.=14

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

- * *

nodes

89 30 20 42 aa 32 55 43 dd 99 75 67 zz m S4 yy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

* * •

list

V/SA

Part of Block Omitted... scan 1 through 9

__ _

99

67

(|

99

19785 West Twelve Mile Rd. Suite 305
Southfield. Michigan 48076-2553

scan-10 »tesp=67
scan=10

20 30 55 32 75 42 89 43 aa(67)dd 99 zz ww 84 yy

scan-10 terap»(67)

20 30 55 32 75 42 89 43 aa 67[dd 99[zz ww 84 yy

scan=ll

20 30 55 32 75 42 89 43 aa 67 dd[99 zz[ww 84 yy
_zz

(I

To order call 313-352-4288 or write to the above address.

scan=12

84

scan=13 >>temp=84

zz

scan=13

Circle 103 on Reader service card.

doing loop..,list.bubble at scan-gap(13-2-lllnode.
___drf

scan-13 temp-84<dd

U_dd_____

list.11 to node 13=11*2

doing loop...list-bubbleat scan-gap 113-2-11)node.
aa

_

scan=13 ten:p-84<aa

() _aa

list.9 to node 11=9+2

doing loop, ..list, bubble at scan-gap 113-2=11) node.
89

list.7 to node 9=7+2

20 30 55 32 75 42(84)43 89 67 aa 99 dd ww zz yy

scan=13 terap»(84)

20 30 55 32 75 42 84 43 89 67 aa 99 dd[ww zz[yy

scan=14

grammed just once. Whenever you later need to sort some

argument. Now passing arguments to an external function is
not as straightforward as passing arguments to an internal

Last Block Omitted.. .gap-1 limit=15
20 30 32 42 42 55 67 75 84 89 99 aa dd ww yy zz

sometime, and a handy external function has to be pro
thing, you just call the function and pass to it the proper

scan-i3 te~p=B4<89

_„__(]_ 89

This is a good place to introduce an external function because

it is pretty likely that you will want to sort other stuff

function. For one thing, you cannot send an entire array by

final sorted list.

just sending its stem over as we did in the internal function
stats where we sent over the entire array (let.) by allowing let.

increasing frequency order because the letters in English
obey a mean frequency distribution. (Have you heard about

the statistician who drowned while fording a river with a
mean depth of three feet?) So we want to sort these puzzle

to stand for the whole thing.
The following lines are from Listing 2, the Sortcall.rexx
function. They show the lines for our input to this function.

letters! We can if we enter a single's' at the prompt in the DO

LISTING 2 THE SHELL SORT EXTERNAL FUNCTION ■"■■•••••'•••/

FOREVER SELECT block in the main program. A WHEN
block handles our input:
/' 48.

'/

WHEN old =

PS' & new = " THEN DO

SECTION ONE: INPUT THE AHGUHENT MAKE THE ASSAY ■"■"••"/

/• 1.

*/ /• The Shell Sort V

/• 2.

V PARSE ARG stat

/• 3.

'/ m=l

/• 4.

*/ DO WHILE stat -="

/* Bring in the line of data to sort •/

/* Steps 3- 10 make an array of data (list.I

*/

/' Calls exterior function and passes stat as argument to program

*/

/* 5.

V

PARSE VAB stat itera.m stat

/* 49. •/

CALL sortcall.rexx stat /* Function to sort stat

*/

/• 6.

'/

PARSE VAR iteia.m Itr '=' num /* Get the letter and S */

/* 50. */

stat-RES"JLT /* RESULT back from sortcall function */

/* 7.

*/

IF num<10 THEH list.m='0'num' = 'ltr

/* 51. */

END

/* How stat is sorted by frequency...

*/

/■ Cut up into items */

/• Step 7: Align numbers so sort works •/

f* 3.

*/

IF nuir>=I0 THEN list.m=num' = 'Itr

October 1991
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Lifetime "Warranty

/* Also reverse order nun=ltr

Universal Joystick/Mouse

/* 9.

Switch

.95

Connect two devices
to one port. Stop

*/

*/

ai=3E+l

/• 10.

•/

/- 11-

"■'

EHD

/* 12.

V SAY "

/* 13.

'/SAY 'Sorting Jm 'unique letters ...'

n=m-3

■ Adjust total number of unique letters */

^HIH.IlHlMHItIIHlHlIl||||(,l.lIIIMlllllUl||||||.llll|l.Hl,

Fumbling Around!

The way we will do it here is to send over the line stat which,
remember, is the result of the PROCEDURE called STATS:
Free! Utility & Funstuff Disk

the internal function we discussed above. The line stat is sent

WfEvery Mouse/Trackball

as an argument to the external function which we have

"I had no idea the difference a high
quality mouse could make. Thanks for

named sortcall.rexx—be sure to store Listing 2 as ASCII text

Works On All Commodore

selling me on the

& Amiga Computers And

"Q Mouse" -Max Ballinger

All 9 Pin Devices.

BIGFOOT

under that name in the same directory where you keep your

ARexx programs. Once in the function, the line stat is parsed
apart into item., an array for storing the items to sort. Then the
output {called sortout) is reconstructed from the sorted list.
The last things to consider in making 1/Ofor this function, are
that the order of "letter=number" must be reversed to

four Satisfaction Is

A-500 POWER

Guaranteed!

Now 200 Watts!

.9$

■a*

Visa

"number=letter" for the sort to reflect frequency and not

M/C

alphabetic as the primary sort order and also that the num
bers must be padded with leading zeros so that 1 will come

COD

before 10 because it will be 01 for sorting purposes. The I/O
parts of sortcall.rexx are at the beginning and the end and are
commented so you can easily separate out or modify them to

1-308-745-1243

suit your own needs. We've used a couple of IF statements

1-308-745-1246 FAX
Power your A-500. extra memory.

Check With Us For The Latest In

accelerators, hard & floppy drives, etc.

Trackballs. Mice & Memory

(Steps 7 and 8) to pad the numbers after the letter/number
order has been reversed through a pattern template in the
PARSE instruction at Step 6. This is the output from

with one power supply. Trumpcard.

Expansion.

GVP. Supra etc. adaptors available.

Dealers/Distributors Welcome

sortcall.rexx: (Steps 35-42 of Listing 2).

Circle 126 on Reader Service card.

/

**" SECTION THREE: THE OUTPUT AND RETURN TO CALLER -

• Phis block reconstructs a line to return to caller...'/
/* 35.

V sortout=''

Figure 2

*

;

^

i

!1

After the sort is

\

le n^tl

=4
1 i Hit -2
li st.J L = 3 *
,i.
1
J . 3li
•3
thir d
sul lis t
li
1=7
"1
li
f o urth s wblist
li
(
■ Foi jtr»
paips=linit
li
4
Mouenent when SOP ted
i i

j

i

?

i

J

L

i

I

ifa P

st!5=5

P
■

1

4.

Fiff.2
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§ Elenents

Second
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tine

s tay

*--

sane .

DLltfli

complete, and
the array, list
contains the
sorted list, we
reverse the steps

taken for the
input.

■

36.

•/ DO i=l TO length

37.

*/

38.

*/

Step 3B
39.

'/

40.

V

PARSE VAR liat.i nun; '=• let
IF LEFTInum, 1) = '0' THENnura=RIGHTInua,LEMGTH(NUM[-i>
Gets the leading O's out!*/

liet.i = let'='num' '
sortout = sortoutl ilisc.i

41.

V

■52.

'/ EXIT sortout

END

/• The string sortout returned to caller... */

*)OONTAIN SOLUTIONS IMC
ROUTE 3 BOX 255C, BEAR CREEK ROAD
LEICESTER, NORTH CAROLINA 28748

After the sort is complete, and the array list, contains the
sorted list, we reverse the steps taken for the input. It is pretty

obvious by now how to use LEFTQ and RIGHT() and
LENGTH() functions to undo the zero padding we inserted
before. If not, the manual is clear on how these work. As we
strip off leading zeros, we also reverse each list.i element as

we go, just before we tack it on to the end of the sortout line,
which is returned with the EXIT instruction as an expression.
The EXIT behaves in an external function as a RETURN does

in an internal function. It serves to get the results back to the
caller. When our particular result returns to the main pro
gram, we simply overwrite stat with it and from now on, stat
is in sorted form. Of course, there is no need to go through

Hello AMIGA user!
This message comes to you from Sam Ammons, the owner and the
only sales person at SMS inc.
Are you tired ofgetting the run-aroundfrom the other mail order

houses? Broken promises, slow shipping, inaccurate information?

Are you frustrated with companies who don't really know much
about an AMIGA? Much less about what you can do with it?

Are you looking for a dealer who is honest and straight with you?

Somebody with not only fair prices, but will take trades, or even
sell your used equipment? Do you need custom services?

If the answers are YES, call me! I run the show here and I would
greatly appreciate you letting me be your AMIGA resource.

sortcall.rexx more than once per puzzle.

Now for the good part, the sort itself!
/

THANKS...

SECTION TOO: THE SHELLSORT OF ARRAY 'LIST.

/■ From here until end is a gcod sort routine. See text, figures.

/• 14.

MONDA Y ■ FRIDA Y 10:00 am ■ 6:00 PM

•/

*/ lengthen

/• 15.

•/ gap = 1

/* 16.

*/ DO WHILE (gap < length); gap = gap • 2; END

/• 17.

'/ DO WHILE (gap > 1)

y* 18.

•/

gap = gap * 2

/• 19.

*/

Unit = length • gap

/• 20.

•/

DO scan = 1 TO limit

The outer loop
(at step 4), along

ORDERS: 1-800-468-4503, QUESTIONS: 1-704-683-4093
Circle 128 on Reader Service card.

Figure 3

3

2

with the opening
Fifth

gap (at step 3),

■ Five

creates our lists

Figures 1,2,

9

A

A
o

loop to make

as illustrated in

5

1.

.

4.,

I1 mi t
list 1

5.

Q

when

• Elements

Last

Q

list 2
list 3 = 5
list 4 = 8
list 5 =7
list.6= 9

sublet

Movenent

Fiff.3

I ens'til
srap

n

sorted.

stay

sane

tine

and 3.
October 1991
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IF A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS,
and you enjoy reading about the most important computer of

List of Advertisers

the 90*s,

Imagine the thrill of watching a television show dedicated
entirely to the Amiga.

Please use a FREE AC Reader Service card to contact
ALL advertisers who have sparked your interest. Amiga
product developers want to hear from you! This is the

AMIGA

best way they have of determining the Amiga
community's interests and needs. Take a moment now

VIDEO

to contact those companies featuring products you

AUAZffl

wantto learn more about. And, if you decide to contact
an advertiser directly, please tell them you saw their
advertisement in Amazing Computing!

Thai's right, Amiga lover. Once a monih. for an entire hour beginning at 8 pm EDT on

the llrsl Tuesday of the month, the AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE is now being
broadcast imo your home, via satellite, on Saicomm—Channel 11 to over 5.5 million

age

Number

102

receiving dishes in North and South America. But you don't have a satellitedish on ynur

AmiEXPO, Inc.

84

roof? No problem! Just order your own videotapes oi' the show! VHS tapes of the

Amiga Video Magazine

80

109

AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE can be mailed io your home each and every month, so

ASDG, Inc.

32

129

ASDG, Inc.

33

130

Blue Valley Software

91

104

Centaur Software
Commodore Business Machines

15

117

21

173

D.K.B. Software

27

194

Delphi Noetic

82

110

Deltaware Products

29

120

Dineen Edwards Group

77

103

lhal you can keep abreast of the latest and most exciting developments in the Amiga
community.

WHAT DOES Till: AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE COVER?
Software and Hardware Reviews. User Profiles. Tutorials, Application Features, Game

Reviews. AMIGA News, the AVM Art Gallery and much more. From the latest 3-D
ray-tracing and animation packages to the most powerful productivity programs to the
fastest hard drives to the neatest games! The AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE covers
all the newest and most exciting AMIGA applications, in a mo\ ing video medium thai
lets you see how these programs and peripherals really work!

Don! (rait! Order your first issue now—

and gel a glimpse of the hottest television show around!
This is theonly television show dedicated to the AMIGA computer!

AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE!!!
Group discounts available to AMIGA USER GROUPS.

Dealer inquiries welcome. Call 1212) 724-0288.
_ One Month/515

6 Months/S75

]

1 Yeai/S120

Name

Address

Citv.

State

ZIP

F.D. Software

69

189

Grapevine Group, The
Great Valley Products

37

147

5

105

Great Valley Products

7

106

Great Valley Products

9

112

Great Valley Products

4

114

Great Valley Products

1

123

Holosoft Technologies

90

164

Holosoft Technologies

57

174

Horizon Video Productions

91

165

Hunter Group, The

cm

122

Inkwell Systems

58

125

IPN

61

124

Lightning Bolt Computers

89

166

Memory Location, The

86

107

Memory Management, Inc.

89

186

Micro R&D

78

126

Nerveware

90

127

New Horizons

11

118

Newtek

CIV

150

One Byte

83

121

Parth Galen

89

115

Make check <ir uiuney order payable to:

Power Computing USA

65

133

CVF Productions

Power Computing USA

73

119

200 W. 72nd Street, Suite 53

Signs, Etc. By D. Knox

88

108

New York. NY 10023

Smoky Mountain Solutions

79

128

The Blue Ribbon SoundWorks

101

Vidia

C1I
88

VisionSoft

88

116

Amiga®is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc.. and is used with their

permission. AVM is produced by Computer Linked Images and is not connected with
Commodore-Amiga, be.
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You've created the perfect piece, now you're looking for a good service bureau for output. You want
quality, but it must be economical. Finally, and most important...you have to find a service bureau that
recognizes your AMIGA file formats. Your search is over. Give us a call!
We'll imageset your AMIGA graphic files to RC Laser Paper or Film at 2450 dpi (up to 154 lpi) at a
extremely competitive cost. Also available at competitive cost are quality Dupont ChromaCheck™
color proofs of your color separations/films. We provide a variety of pre-press services for the desktop
publisher.

Who are we? We are a division of PiM Publications, the publisher of Amazing Computing for the

Commodore AMIGA. We have a staff that really knows the AMIGA as well as the rigid mechanical
requirements of printers/publishers. We're a perfect choice for AMIGA DTP imagesetting/pre-press
services.

We support nearly every AMIGA graphic & DTP format as well as most Macintosh™ graphic/DTP
formals.

For specific format information, please call.

For more information call 1-800-345-3360
Jusr ask for the service bureau representative.

separated by ";"—shows how we can make gap a the lowest
power of 2 larger than or equal to length. So if we have six
items in our list, then gap would have to come out 8, the first
power of 2 greater than or equal to 6.

Then we enter the outer loop (Steps 17-34), to be ex
ecuted as long as gap is greater than 1. Step 18 is integer

Original Features:

Version 2.0 Added: Version 3.0 Added:

division. We want only the integer part of a division of gap (a
power of 2) divided in half. This is only necessary for the last

• Enhanced, compiled BASIC

• Animation & Icons

Integrated Editor

• Extensive control structures

• IFF Picture Reader

Environment

pass, when gap = 1. We'll need integer division then, but it's

• Random Access Files

020/030 Support

OK to use it all the time even if all but one of our divisions

• F-Bosic Linker

IFF Sound Player

come out even. In our above example of six items to be sorted,

1 Improved Graphics

Built In Complex/Matrices

• True Recursion

& Subprograms

• FAST Real Computations
' Easy To Use For Beginners
• Can't Be Outgrown

& Sound

■ RECORD Structures

By Experts

Pointers

Object Oriented Programs
Compatible with 500,1000,
2000,2500, or 3000

F-BASIC With User's Manual & Sample Programs Disk
-$99.95F-BASIC
F-BASIC

With Complete Source Level DeBugger
-Only $159.95Available Only From:

DELPHI NOETIC SYSTEMS, INC.
Post Office Bo» 7722

Rapid City. SD 57709-7722
Sena CdecK or Honey Ordar. m Write F
OeOit Caid or CO.D.

Call

gap = 8 going into the outer loop. Integer division by 2 gives
gap = 4. Now limit is set equal to the number of items minus

gap, or 6 - 4 = 2. So limit this first time through the loop is 2.
What is this number? It is hard to see, but each time through
the loop, a number of lists are created, and these contain pairs
of numbers to be compared. The total number of list pairs that
will have to be compared during this iteration is limit. It is
also the total number of sub-lists made so far. So the first time
through, two pairs are compared; the second time through,
four pairs of numbers are compared (also a total of four sublists have been made, two last time and two now); and finally
the last time, five pairs of numbers must be compared, in one
sublist. Each element in the list at any one time through the

loop is in exactly onesublist.Thesublist'sentriesareseparated
by the current value of gap. The easiest way to see how the

lists are set up is to refer to Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3
Circle 110 on Reader Service card.

which show the evolution of these lists when we have six
numbers to sort, as in our example above.
Shellsort is a complex of nested DO loops starting at

/

nexthigher - scan * gap

/

IF list.scan > list.nexthigher THEN

•/

DO

temp = list.nexthigher

list.nexthigher = list.scan
26

Steps 4, 7, and 13. The DO instruction at Step 10 is not
properly a DO loop, because there is no control variable. It is
part of a DO block between Steps 10 and 19, which in turn is

1 The inner nested bubble loop */

the result of an IF statement test. The outer loop (at Step 4),

/ DO bubble = scan-gap TO 1 BY -gap WHILE (temp < list.bubble)

along with the opening loop to make gap (at Step 3), creates

27.

•/

r.exthigher = bubble + gap

23.

•/

list .nexthigher = list.bubble

END bubble

29.

V

30.

•/

bubble = bubble • gap

31.

•/

list.bubble - temp

32.

•/

33.

•/

34.

*/ END

END
END scar.

End of sort routine, output follows...*/

our lists as illustrated in Figures 1,2, and 3. So the beginning
and outer loops make the lists, and the inner two (at Steps 7
and 13) sort each sublist in turn. The last time through, when

gap is always equal to 1, the outer loop THEN sorts a single
almost-sorted list. It so happens that the inner loops, which

do the sorting, perform best on almost-sorted data. If we set
gap = 1 and if we use only the inner loops by themselves (scan
loop Steps 7 to 20), then we have what is called a "bubble"

This sort routine was adapted from code from another IBM

82

sort. So when we say the bubble sort, we mean these inner

Rexxbook, Modem Programming Using REXX, (Prentice Hall,

most loops. The shell sort is a very fast, modified bubble sort.

by R.P. O'Hara and D.R. Gomberg). It is called the Shell Sort

It effectively sorts a lot of smaller lists, and merges them

after its inventor, Donald L. Shell. It is complicated and very-

together at the last. Its speed is much faster than a bubble sort

fast and efficient, having the best performance when the list

alone. It is hard to tell what is going on at first glance, but with

is mostly sorted to start with, so it is handy for sorting a list

the assistance of a special table, we can begin to see the inner

after you make a few more entries to it.

workings of the bubble sort. It's called a bubble sort because

In the first two lines of the sort instructions, we find

as you can see from Table 1, a bubble or vacant space floats up

length which is m; the count of how many items in our list;

through the list. At Step 9, IF one of the comparison pair

and a variable called gap, initially set to 1. The first DO

list.scan is greater than list.nexthigher, then list.nexthigher is

WHILE loop—a set of three instructions on one line (Step 16)

set equal to a temporary variable creating this bubble, which

Amazing Computing

floats its way up through the inner loop (if necessary); and at
the end of the outer bubble loop, the temporary variable is
finally put into the bubble. Got it? I didn't, at first! That's why

of the price!

We take a

I made a special trace program to output Table 1.
Study Table 1, which is special output created with SAY
instructions and certain tests to produce a trace of the list as
it is sorted. When two numbers are to be compared in the "IF
list.scan > list.nexthigher" test at Step 9, they are preceded by

a '[' character, and are separated by gap. The bubble is
denoted by a (), and filled with a number at Step 18. When two
numbers are moved, all the numbers that don't move are left
out and replaced with '

' so you can see only the moves.

ONE BYTE

Whenever the innermost loop (Steps 13-16) is iterated, a

message is displayed "doing loop...." When the temporary
variable is placed into the bubble, a message in the margin

P.O. Box 455

reads "temp»(33)" if the list element 33 is put into bubble.

Quaker Hill. CT 06375
(203) 443-4623

When a list element (say it's = 11) is put into the temporary
variable, then the message reads "»tem = 1". Finally, the

YOUR

scan count, which has to do with where we are in the
processing of a particular set of sublists, is at the end of all line
except inside the innermost loop, where scan is obvious from
the context. It is much easier to study this Table 1 along with
the code, than to try to explain in words. I have abridged the
real output from my special trace to save space, but an
example from each loop is clearly evident. As another visual

Authorized dealer for
Commodore-Amiga Computers,
Great Valley Products (GVP),
Authorized Commodore-flmiga Service and Repair.
Authorized Amiga Graphics Dealer.

help, Table 2 is included. It contains the console output from
the program to show how the interface looks and lists part of

AMIGA IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE AMIGA, INC.

a TRACE RESULTS command inserted at the start of the

Circle 121 on Reader Service card.

shellsort itself. You can trace each result of each instruction.
That's it! If you have followed along, you will now be
equipped to make arrays, remove duplicates from a list,
parse strings, sort lists, and call internal and external func

tions in ARexx. Oh, yes, and solve those little crypto-quotes
in the newspaper!

Start of TRACE RESULTS
Sorting 21 unique letters ...
16 ■-* length=m;
>» "21*
17 ■-* gap - 1;
>» •!•
IB *-• DO WHILE (gap < length);

>»

-1-

IE •-* gap - gap * 2;
>» -2'

Listing Two

18 *-* END;

18 '-• DO WHILE (gap < length);
>» -1'

18 *-* gap = gap * 2;

input filename and path:
[YOU PUT IN FILENAME CONTAINING PUZZLE]
There are 102 letters in the puzzle; 21 of them are unique.

R=12 A=8 D=10 W=2 P=8 0=6 1=3 J=8 S=7 B=l K=7 X=3 L=3 U=6 F=3 E=fi Z=l T=3
H=l N=3 Qsl
RADWW P0 R IPJI SDBDS SRKJXRJD XODLXS LUA FAUEUEZFPKJ, OULETRAD

»> "4*

18 *-* END;
18 *-* DO WHILE (gap < length);
>» -1-

18 *-* gap = gap * 2;
»> '8*

Part of trace skipped...
IB *-* DO WHILE (gap < length);
»>

PKEDJAREPUK, RKH JDKDARS FAUJMUBffKJ EROQO. TPSSPPJ! IRTCO

M-

18 *-* gap = gap * 2;
>» "3216 •-* END;

[Rtn] Quits. To guess that code letter X is A, enter: X=A
Enter S to sort letters by rreg. What's your guess?
[YOU PUT IN 'S' TO SORT)

18 *-• DO WHILE (gap < length];

»> *0'
19 *-* DO WHILE (gap > 1);
»> '1-
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THE AMIGA EVENT 2.0 I
o

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

AmiKXPO brings the Amiga™ Event to Oakland

Convention Center, October4-6, 1991! Don't miss:
State of the Art Video, Graphics, and 3D Software
Hardware to Expand your Amiga to the Max

Bargains on the Hottest Software and Hardware
Amiga Classes, Seminars and Keynote Events
World Premieres of Major Amiga Products

KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS WOW 'EM!
Each meeting day a special presentation will highlight ihe best in Amiga technology:
Friday. 5:00 PM

Saturday. 12:00 Noon

Sunday, 12:00 Noon

THE AMIGA VIDEO MACHINE

THE CDTV EXFERIEI*

THE ART OF THE AMIGA

Special Multimedia Even!

The Future of Home Entertainment

Ne\i Generation Graphics Today

AMIGA WORLD PREMIERE

AMIGA WORLD PREMIERE

AMIGA WORLD PREMIERE

FREE AMIGA

The Pare Oakland Hotel is the official AmiEXPO headquarters
hotel, and is located at 1001 Broadway, adjacent to the Oakland
Convention Center. Rooms are available for a special AmiEXPO
discount rate: S105 Single or S125 Double. To make a
reservation, call the Pare Oakland directly at 415-451-4000.
HOTEL DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 18. 1991.
American Airlines, the official carrier for AmiEXPO is pleased to
offer a 5% discount off any fare to Bay Area airports. Call

SEMINARS
AmiEXPO Seminars and Panels are all included FREE with your
admission to the Exhibits. Each day, experience the best and the
latest that Amiga developers and users have to offer.

American at (800) 433-1790 and give them Star File # 07Z14K.

TICKETS NOW
AVAILABLE

Advance registration will save you S5 off the on-site fee - and
time in line. Call us at i -

with a Visa or

FRIDAY
1:00

AMIGA MUSIC/VIDEOS

2:30

GRAPHICS OFTHE 1991 ART & VIDEO AWARDS

3:00

INSIDE WORKBENCH 2.0

5:00

SPECIAL KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

11:00

VIDEOS OF THE 1991 ART & VIDEO AWARDS

SATURDAY
12:00

SPECIAL KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

MasterCard or return the coupon with a personal check or

1:30

AMIGA MULTIMEDIA

money order made out to AmiEXPO.
DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 12, 1991

3:00

GRAPHICS OF THE 1991 ART & VIDEO AWARDS

4:00

EXTENDED GRAPHIC DISPLAYS

12:00

SPECIAL KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

1:30

VIDEO PRODUCTION FUNDAMENTALS

SINGLE DAY TICKET
MULTI-DAY TICKET

$15.00
$20.00

DAY

These prices already reflect the S5 discount. Prices are $5

3:00

VIDEOS OF THE 1991 ART & VIDEO AWARDS

more at the door. No refunds or cancellations after the

4:00

NEXT GENERATION AMIGA GRAPHICS

pre-registration deadline. Your registration to AmiEXPO
includes admission to the Exhibition. Keynote Sessions.
Amiga Seminars, and the AmiEXPO Artists Theatre. This

SHOW HOURS

Preliminary Program is subject to change.
PLEASE NOTE: You will receive a confirmation of your

October 4

October 5

October 6

registration. No tickets will be maiied to you. When arriving

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

at show site, go to Advance Registration to claim your tickets.

I PM to6 PM

If you are registering more than one person, please use a

M to 6 PM

separate coupon for each person.
AmiEXPO is a registered trademark of AmiEXPO, Inc.
Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc.

AmigaWorld Magazine is a registered trademark of IDG Communications, Inc.

10 AM in 5 PM

OCTOBER 4-6 RELEASE |
NOVICE CLASSES
MAKE IT EASY

Sponsored By

AMIGA

AmiEXPO offers two Novice Classes for those beginning
with the Amiga and computing in general. Each class is 3
hours long, costs S30 per person and is limited to 40 students.
BASIC AMIGA CONCEPTS

10-1, Fri.& Sun.: 2-5, Sal.

UNDERS1

MIFCI.I

; .: 10-1,Sat.

• Introduction to Alt Amiga Models • All Peripheral Expansion

• Unleash your Amiga's Power • Most Essential CLI Commands

• Workbench 2.0 Coverage • Becinnins CLI

• Exploring Public Domain ■ The World of Telecommunications

MASTER CLASSES - MEET THE EXPERTS
To efficiently get the most out of your Amiga, you need an

There are six different topic areas, divided into Introductory

expert. Amiga Master Classes are designed to provide

(I) and Advanced (II). Each class runs 3 hours, costs S60

information on important professional topics.

per person and is limited to 40 students.

VMKiA VIDEO
VIDEO I

Instructor: Oran J. Sands 11!

AMIGA GRAPHICS

Instructor Jim Sachs

10-1. Friday and Saturday

GRAPHICS I

10-1, Friday and Saturday

• Basic Video & Amiga Relationship • Video Hardware

• Basic Graphic Concepts • Anti-aliasing • HAM Painting

• S-Video vs NTSC • Video Software Overview

• Palette Selection • Brush Painting • Stencils

VIDEO II
2-5, Friday and Saturday
• Continuation of Video I • Optimizing Video Output

GRAPHICS II

• Video Toaster • Pro Video Post ■ Genlock Comparison

• Animation Planning • Beyond Bitmaps • Going to Print

AMIGA ANIMATION
ANIMATION I

AMIGA 3D

Instructor: Ton) Dispoto

3D I

10-1, Saturday and Sunday

Instructor Steve Seaal.
10-1. Saturday and Sunday

2-5. Friday and Saturday

• Advanced Graphic Displays • Image Processing

• 2D Character Animation • Digitized Animation

• 3D Concepts • Modeling ■ Rendering Engines • Lighting

• Storyboarding • Character Design • Recording The Work

• Scuplt-Animate 4D • Turbo Silver • Imagine

ANIMATION II

• 3D Animation • Character Modelling •

3D II
2-5. Saturday and Sunday
• Continuation of 3D I « 24 Bit Rendering ■ Use of Paths

• Texture & Bump Mapping • Solid Modeling ■ Ray Tracing

• Optical Disk Recording • 3D Animation •

AMIGA AREXX
Instructor: R. L. Stockton
AREXXI
10-1. Sunday
• Basic Language Structure • Libraries
• Host Addresses • String Handling

AMIGA MULTIMEDIA

2-5, Saturday and Sunday

Instructor Sieve Gillmor

MULTIMEDIA I
10-1, Friday
• Multimedia Defined • Choosing Your Tools
• Hypertext and Hypermedia • Analysis of Student Projects

AREXX II
2-5. Sunday
• Commercial Applications • Non-Amiga Rexx

MULTIMEDIA II

• ARexx in WB 2.0 • Graphical User Interfaces

• Multimedia Design

2-5. Friday

• Commercial Applications • ARcxx in Multimedia
• CDTV and CD-Rom Development

Now Here: AmiEXPO SUMMER VIDEO • COVERING EXHI
A FULL HOUR OF THE LATEST AMIGA INFO • ONLY $20 <+ M.50 S&H) ♦ ORDER BELOW!

AmiEXPO - FALL
Single Day - $15
Mtilti- Days - $20

NAME

COMPANY
ADDRESS

Xovice Classics) - List Class ami Time - $30 Each

Master Class(es) - List Class and I ime - !>60 Each

For__ MasterCard or

VISA Payment

Expiration Date
Account Nuniher

Name as it appears on card:
Sianature
Make Check or Money Order Payable to:
AmiEXPO Summer Video Tape - $21.50
Total Amount Enclosed

Circle 102 on Reader Service card.

AmiEXPO • 465 Columbus Ave.. Ste. 285
Valhalla. NY

10595

800-32-AMIGA • 914-741-6500

Try before you buy! Try before you buy! Try before you buy! Try before you buy!

33 *-* list.bubble = temp;
>» -06=T'
34 '-* END;
35 *-■ END scan;
Rest of trace skipped...

1

LISTING 2 THE SHELL SORT EXTERNAL FUKCTIOS:

1

SECTION OKE: INPUT THE AKGCXE::: HARE tHE AURAS

1 1.

*/ /• The Shell Sort ■

1 2.

•/ PASSE ARG stat

I' Bring in the line of data to sort */

3.

*/ m=l

i.

"I DO WHILE 5tat -■>■'

/* Steps 3- 10 make an array of data (list.)

1 5.

*/

PARSE VAP. stat i'.en.n stat

1 6.

■/

PARSi CAB

"/

IF nuc<10 THEK Ust.tta'Q'mia'i'ltl

7.

•/

/• Cut up :tito items */

.--■--.-.r :rr '*• nun /* Get the letter and • -

Step 1; Align swabers so sort works ■/
B.

*/

IF num>;I0 THEK list.7n=num';'ltr

Also reverse order num=ltr

'/

9.

•/

-=--!

10.

■/

11-

'

12.

\

13.

*/ SAY 'Sorting 'n 'un;que letters ..."

HO

----:

■ Mjusc total nasiber of anigue letters '/

EAV "
*/

""'"- SECTIffl IW: THE SHiLLSOHT OF AHKAr 'LIST.
From here until erA is a good sort routine. See texc, figures.
li.

*/ length:!

IB.

•/ gap = 1
•/ DO WHILE

(gap t

V DO WHILE (gap

/nq noA sjoiaq Aji /nq noA ajojaq Ail i^nq noA Siojaq fo± jAnq no* 9JOj9q
Circle 107 on Reader Service card.

■/

length!; gap = gap * 2; END
1]

*/

gap = gap % 2

19.

"/

limit = length - gap
DO scan = I TO Unit

20.

'/

21.

*/

nexrhigher - scan - gap

22.

■/

EP list.scan > list.nexthis&er THEK

23.

•!

CO

24.

*/

temp - list.nexthigher

25.

■/

list.neKthigher = list.scan

.- Lfinei nested bu^sle loop •/
20 •-* gap = gap * 2;
>,> -16'
21 *-* limit s length - gap;
>» -5"
Part of trace slapped...

22 *-• DO scan = 1 TO limit;

'.i.

•

PC faihale = scan-gap TO : EY -gap WHILE (;=.-■:

2".

'

nexthigher = bubble . gap

23.

•/

list.nexthigher = list.bubble

29.

■'

30.

*.'

bubble = bubble + gap

31.

■/

list.bubble - temp

12.

•/

ll.

'I

34.

END bubble

r."

END scan
F.KD

/* End of sort routine, output follows...'

>» -15'

23 '-* nexthigher = scan ♦ gap;
>» -16'
24 '-' IF list.scan > list.nexthigher THEN
>» -r

24 --* ;
25 *-* CO;
26 *-* tesp = list.r.exthigher;
»> *06=T-

27 •-* list.nexthigher = list.scan;
>» "07=N"
28 •-■ DO bubble - scan-gap TO 1 3V -gap WHILE itanp < list-b.

/...,..,.. section THREE: THE OUTPUT AMD RETURN TO CAU.E3

' I-_; clock reconstructs a ii.-ie to return to caller...';
/* 3S.

/• Jfi.

•;' sorto-^t=''

•/ DO i=J TO length

/• 37.

•/

FAKSE VAR liat.i num '=' let

/• 38.

•!

IF LEFT (num. 1) = p0' THEK nun-RIGHTlnum,LEHGTH(NUM]-l)

/• Step 38:

,'•39.

■

• 4..

Ge'.s the leadinc 0'e out!*/

1st. 1 = let'

'am' '

•

sortout - sortouclllist.i

/■ 11.

V

END

/* 42.

*.' SXIT sortout

/■••"""■

'

/• The string sartor; returned to caller... "/
*******

■■•"

■

•AO

>» -14'
>» -1*

23 *-* nexthigher - bubble * gsp;
>» "15*
30 '-■ list.nexthigher = list.bubble;
31 '-• END bubble;
2B *-* DO bubble - scan-gap TO 1 3Y -gap WHILE [temp <
list.b...
>» -13'
>» *0*
32 *-• bubble = babble * gap;
»> -14-
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Please write to
Merrill Cnlltnmnj

c/o Amazing Computing
P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

ERS

RO O
bvThe Bandito

The NeXT Amiga

[The statements and projections

graphics, or gigantic ANIMs. The

presented in "Roomers" are rumors in

access times are reasonably swift,

the purest sense. The hits of information

though not so good as hard drives.

and think about what the next

If you take a clean sheet of paper

are gathered from a third-party source

The disks will cost perhaps S25, but

generation Amiga should be, what do

from whispers inside the industry. At

that's not too bad for the amount of

you come up with? Well, it should be

press time, they remain unconfirmed and

storage you get.

built nround the 68040 for compatibil

are printed for entertainment value only.
Accordingly, the staff and associates of

Amazing Computing cannot be held
responsible for the reports made in this
column.!

Commodore Watchers Inc.
The Bandito has uncovered that
Commodore is a licensee of Insite,
makers of 20 megabyte floptical

drives. These drives use 3.5'" disks
with special laser tracking so the

magnetic heads can read and write
bits very close together for ultra-high
densities. The drives also read and
write IBM format 1.4MB and 720K

floppies, and no doubt Amiga
floppies as well. Does this mean we'll
see a 20MB 3.5" floppy in a future
Amiga? Commodore is officially
mute on the subject, but the Bandito

thinks that would be a very clever
idea for the 68040 Amiga in the

works. 20MB would hold some of

those large multimedia files, 24-bit

Perhaps this new wonder drive
will be part of the new A4000

ity with current software—of course,
device-independent graphics that can

machine that's taking shape in

be any resolution or number of

Commodore's labs. Based on a 68040,

colors, with full 32-bit graphics, with

of course, this speed demon is

the capability to use big screen

heading for a late 1992 ship date. Of

monitors and display full motion

course, plans can always change.

video. Add to that a streamline,

What else can we look for? This

pipeline, fully parallel architecture

machine may be the harbinger of a

using co-processors to reduce the

new, redesigned Amiga line. Not just

load on the CPU. Install a hot DSP

on the outside, like the A3000

chip for CD Audio quality 16-bit

models. The new 8-bit graphics

sound, as well as the capability to

chipset will be a part of it, as will a

help with other operations. It must

Motorola DSP chip for 16-bit sound.

have high density disk drives that

The 8-bit graphics will be upgradable

can read MS-DOS or Mac format

on the motherboard to full 24-bit.

disks, built-in Ethernet for easy

Even a new blitter is being consid

networking, and perhaps some good

ered, one that would be up to the

bundled EMail software. Oh, and it

challenge of such massive graphics,

can run UNIX, too, for those who

though perhaps an existing RISC chip

need it. What have you just de

may be used for this function. Of

scribed? A NeXT computer. There's

course, Commodore will never admit

another similarity: both companies

that any of this is in development, so
all of these details must be considered
speculative. Besides, engineering can
change quite a bit in a year or two.

have failed to sell the desired volume
of machines despite their technical
advantages. Sounds like they should
merge or something, doesn't it? Of
course, NeXT has sold only a few

OcTOltF.R 1991
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HIREADY ROBOT
MAGAZINE

even a half-size) card, and without

the Toaster. The Bandito hears that

the expense of the case, keyboard,

the new video effects in the Toaster

disk drives, and manufacturing, the

2.0 software are really unusual, like a

price could be quite low—$299?

"blackboard" wipe and a "poured

FOR FAMILIES WITH KIDS 5 TO 12

Maybe even $199? That sounds about

video" wipe. NewTekkies claim that

Monthly lun educational disk magazine. Any Amiga.

right, enough to give Commodore a

so far, they've only tapped a small

good profit, but low enough to be an

part of the Toaster hardware's

attractive buy. Why would people

capabilities. Well, says the Bandito,

512K, 1-drive. All original programming. Lots of
quality graphics. Global speech toggle. Point & click
menus. Thinking games/tests. Science experiments.
Music. Things to do. Stories. Space/aslronomy. Ctub
adventures. Historical trivia. Coloring book. Puzzles.

Jokes. ParentTeacher corner. 1.4 MB ol dala. Since

July 1990. More programs available to members.

Easy backup. Hard disk OK. Not available in stores.

TRY A CURRENT SINGLE ISSUE FOR S10

Schools write on lettertiead for site license info,cost.

INFO:916-944-4282 ORDERS:800-634-2952

FAMILY COST INCLUDES AIR SHIPMENT
U.S. 6mo/S36 12mo/S65 Canada 6mo/S40 12mo/$73
Other 6mo/S44 12mo/S81

Name, Address, Phone.

VISA/MC by phone. U.S.A. checks OK. No COD.

International money orders for SU.S. payable to:

SIGNS ETC. BY D. KNOX
P.O. BOX 628

CARMfCHAEL, CA 95609-0628

buy it? Well, it would be a terrific

then they better get back to writing

sound card, and a great way to play

software. Let's see what it can really

some hot games. Also, it could offer

do...

some good co-processing power for
animation and windows. Commo
dore should include drivers for

merging the product lines and firms.

Windows and other popular software

This is another example of increasing

that could use the help. The card

consolidation in the Amiga software

would also offer video capabilities,

market; it should produce a stronger

Fast Guide to Amiga CLI

You can expect to see more of this in

firm and better product development.

U.S.A.

Circle 108 on Reader Service card.

machines compared to Amiga. But
then again, how many UNIX Amigas

has Commodore sold?
The Bandito has some advice to
offer Commodore on the subject of
product development. For years

we've laughed at Commodore's

Imagine the perfect guide to AmigaDOS. It
would cover both 1.3 and 2.0. It would describe
every option of every command, and show

tedly, the Bridgeboard is a neat
concept, and the Janus libraries are an

interesting idea. But let's face it: the
price performance has always been

the future if Amiga sales continue to
languish. If there aren't enough
hardware sales to drive company

examples of commands you need r.o use everyday.

growth, then companies either have

It would describe how 10 use scripts, shell

to grow by acquisition or create new

commands, and wildcards. Like the Fast Guide to
Amiga CLI. it would be designed for speed, be
slim, concisely written, and easy to travel with.
12pages.8.5")t ir.S8.95.

pathetic attempts to create IBMcompatibility in the Amiga. Admit

New Horizons has bought
Central Coast software and will be

VIDIA
;—-—_.

The FmsI Guiifc io

|§!^

Amiga CLI

ViumVidu.RO.BonllSO.

Manhattan Beach. CA 90266.
Available jl fine Amipa

dcnlerv Fot dirccl orders add

abysmal. It's always been cheaper to

product lines. Unfortunately for the
Amiga faithful, many Amiga devel
opers are expending their develop
ment dollars in other software
markets. For instance, Gold Disk is
making a push into the Macintosh
animation market. New Horizons has
a Macintosh word processor. You'll

probably start seeing Windows
products from Amiga developers

buy a second computer than to use a
Bridgeboard. Even the ATonce

emulator, a much more clever design,

VISIONSOFT

is still expensive compared to the cost
of IBM clones. So what's the point of
all this IBM emulation anyway? Well,
Commodore marketers will tell you
that it helps to create a bigger market

for Amigas—in other words, to sell
more Amigas.

If that's the goal, the Bandito has

MEMORY

like true NTSC output and a range of

4X8-80 S1HH

Heck, with some work you could

256X4-B0
256X4 ZIP

probably even make the Video

1X1-80

Toaster work with it. Ditch the

1X4-70 SC ZIP

Bridgeboard and go after the real
market. Commodore.

88

whole lot more sense. Yes, the
Bandito is proposing that Commo

joint venture with Todd Rundgren

dore create Amiga on a card for the

that will create animations similar to

IBM PC — the ultimate game/sound
card. Hey, think about it. It wouldn't

Todd's "Change Myself" video for
various customers. This was formally

be hard; all the necessary chips

announced at the SIGGRAPH show,

would easily fit on a full-size (maybe

where NewTek made a splash with

Amazing Computing

85
104

5.25

1*4-80 SC ZIP

1CD AdRAH 540
1C0 AdHAM 2080
11/8 SCSI HC

AdSCSI 2080

85

192
158

35.00

278

29.50

118

25.00

102

2SS

115

175
193

307

195

225
283

169

253

337

TRUMP PRO A500/43I....429

AZDOO INT. FLOPPY
SUPRAtWOEn 2400
BIGFOOT A500 POWER

ORDERS

158

140

6.50
5.25

IVS META 4

New Business
NewTek has started NuTopia, a

179

179.00

1X4-B0 DIP

GVP

1ST

S 43.50

1X8-80 SIMM

terrific video software and hardware.

a better way. If you turn the Bridgeboard idea around, then it makes a

P0 BOX 22517 CARNEL, CA 93922

Circle 111 on Ruder Service card.

89
95
85

235
SH

358
331
368

331
525
437
401

270

371

FATTER AGMUS

538
497

V5

A500 INT FLOPPY...99
SUPRA A50OXP/4QM.229

AOSPEED

205

ONLY:800-735-2633 visa/hc

INFO & PRICES: 408-626-2633

FAX: 408-626-0532

CALL FOR CURRENT QUANTITY PRICING
Circle 116 on Reader Service card.

anxious to leverage their knowledge

tions in the UK, Germany, Spain,

of graphic interfaces. Where does this

France, and Austria for a cool $52

leave the Amiga faithful?—perhaps

million. The reason: access to strong

with not as many product upgrades

distribution channels in those

in the future.

countries. The Bandito predicts that

FOR
NEW
AMIGA

-£V^ USERS

more European software companies,

That's Entertainment
What's hobbling Amiga games

many of whom rose to prominence

on the C64 and later the Amiga, will

these days is the sheer size of the

become acquisition targets for

European market with its 512K, one-

growing international software

drive A500's. Despite the strong

companies seeking better European

showing of some 1MB games in

operations. [At presss time this sale

Europe, many developers are still

hasn't been confirmed.—Ed.}

leery of creating large games for the

In other entertainment news,

Amiga because they fear they won't

Sierra Online is starting a games-only

sell enough in the lucrative European

network called The Sierra Network.

market. So-developers are watching

Initially, they'll just have games like

?

Learn the Alphabet and Have Fun

Animation, Pictures, Letters, and Song

$30.00
Check or COD
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

PARTH GALEN
BOX 482 COLD SPRING, MINN 56320
(612) 6853871

closely to see how well CDTV is

received in Europe. After all, that
would be a much better hardware
platform for games. Psygnosis is

already working hard on technology
for CDTV. Their smash hit Lemmings
is already out for the CDTV, and

they have a demo on the disc of some
amazing fractal landscape generation.
It looks like the next generation of
incredible Amiga games will be
coming on CDTV.
As evidence that the European
market is becoming more important,

the Bandito offers up this tidbit: Sega,

Circle 115 on Reader Service card.

Memory

Management, Inc.

Amiga Service
Specialists
Over four years experience!
Commodore authorized full
service center. Low flat rate plus
parts. Complete in-shop inventory

the Japanese videogame giant, has

Memory Management, Inc.

bought Virgin Mastertronic opera

396 Washington Street

Wellesley, MA 02181
(617)237 6846
Circle 186 on Reader Service card.

Amiga 500
Detachable Keyboard?

The Freedom 500 detachable

keyboard is here; just $ 169.95!

* Easy to install - no soldering
* Faceplate copy holder included
* Made in the U.S.A!

To find a store near you call:

(313) 769-8727 any time 24 hours.

Orders & Info call:

Lightning Bolt Computers

Ages4to7

a great place to find public domain
pictures, shareware, and many other
things of interest to avid Amigans.
From what the Bandito hears,
Sierra is promising better Amiga

versions of their games in the future.
Amiga fans have complained about

some of their earlier conversions, and
their voices have been heard. That's a
good thing, says the Bandito, because
some companies are not even doing
Amiga versions of their games. It

looks like Origin Systems, creators of
the Ultima series, have decided to
concentrate in the IBM game market
for awhile. Apparently, Ultima V on
the Amiga didn't do so well. Will this
be true for other game makers? Not

Bridge and Chess, but they are

any time soon, says the Bandito. Most

working on multiplayer versions of

game makers are trying to maximize

games like Red Baron and Leisure

their profits by putting each game out

Suit Larry for next year. Pricing will

on as many different computers as

be a flat monthly rate, which the

they can. That's part of the reason

Bandito suggests is the wave of the

you see so many companies express

future. GEnie has a $4.95 monthly

ing support for CDTV; they're just

rate for all the telecom you can eat,

moving existing games over to it.

though many sendees are billed at an

When will we see games constructed

hourly rate. CompuServe is still stuck

only for CDTV? Not until next year at

with hourly charges, but that may

the earliest. However, there are quite

change in the coming year. Mean

a few CD-ROM games under

while, PeopleLink has folded, and

development, so several products

many of their users have switched to

that really take advantage of CDTV's

other networks. By the way, if you

capabilities should come out next

haven't tried them, such networks are

year.

3JJ69^70JST95
Circle 166 on Header Service card.
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good as the Amiga, but a lot better

EXPERIENCE

than it used to be for the price. People

HAM-E WORKSHOP''

are comforted knowing they can run

EXPERIENCE the thrill of using the (must new PAINT-GRAPHICS-

the same software they use at work.

ANIMATION program with your HAM-E display device. IIAM-E Workshop
gives the HAM-E artist the paint and animation capability enjoyed the world
over by users of GRAPHICS WORKSHOP™. Solicited by the makers of HAM-E,
Holosoft Technologies converted the popular Graphics Workshop program to

Heck, even the Macintosh is a little
more reasonably priced these days,
though the comparison is still

draw, paint and animate using the 4 million colors made available by HAM-E.
Try the auto-generating PAGE and CELL ANIMATIONS, alterable move paths,
iind movement with acceleration. Supports ANIM format. Over 1HCI commands.

laughable.

So what's the answer? Well, the

See the Graphics Workshop ad in this issue for more features. Offered at a

Bandito thinks that the price of the

bargain price because you had to 'buy' the hardware!

HAM-E WORKSHOP (only)

$50 (US)

I'lus applicable sales lax in California and New York.

Amiga 500 has to be even lower, and

Commodore needs to spend heavily

Send check or money order to Holosoft Technologies, 1637 E. Valley

on advertising, and keep up the

Parkway, Suite 172, Escondido, CA., 92027; or write for more information.

spending for at least a year or two. A
small ad flurry every couple of years

Circle 154 on Reader Service card.

doesn't build recognition. And get

Amigas Down Under

ily believe everything you hear. The

Workbench 2.0 into ROM in all
A500's as fast as you can, because

The World Of Amiga show held

new PowerUp program, giving C64

in Sydney, Australia attracted almost

owners a break on the Amiga 500, is

that's an operating system that can

30,000 people. Compare this to the

working well and may help the

really compete with the latest from

last New York World of Amiga show,

numbers along this year. But while

Microsoft and Apple. Oh, yeah, come

which drew only 19,000 Amiga fans.

Commodore has been doing a good

out with a Commodore-labeled

Guess those folks down under are a

job of getting previous Commodore

expansion chassis like the Bodega

lot more excited about the Amiga

customers to buy Amigas, they still

Bay. Heck, Commodore should buy

than the jaded American public.

haven't figured out a good way to

the Bodega Bay from California

CDTV was a big hit at the show, with

attract new buyers.

Access and sell it themselves; why

many applications on display
drawing good crowds.

Amigas All Over
So just where are Amiga sales at

What's the problem? Well, the

waste the effort to reinvent it? Offer

price/performance difference

the CD-ROM drive at a reasonable

between the Amiga and other

price to go along with the A500. At

computers is eroding. The difference
between an A500 and an IBM clone

these days? The Bandito has tried to

used to be stunning. But clone prices

get some numbers, but Commodore

have dropped sharply in the last year

is being cagey about exact figures.

or two, and now for the cost of an

Seems as though there's good news

Amiga 500 system, you can put

and bad news. The good news: The

together a clone system. Still not as

the same time, keep pushing CDTV,
drive the price down further, and

advertise it heavily. CDTV needs to
be under $500 street price, and the
A500 should be under $250. Then
you'll see the sales rocket upwards.

Bandito's data receptors say that the
Amiga is closing in on the 3 million

unit mark worldwide, and that
number should be reached this year.
More good news: Commodore UK

expects to sell 250,000-300,000 Amiga
500's this Christmas, just as they did
last Christmas. Germany is not doing
quite so well as they had been, but
some of that is attributed to the
general economic slowdown caused
by Reunification.
So what's the bad news? U.S.
sales haven't picked up. In fact, the
Bandito hears mutterings that Amiga

Copyist Companion
for the Amiga Composer

Converts "Deluxe Music Construction Set" files to
Dr. T's "The Copyist", for professional quality printing.
Copyist Companion reads a DMCS music flic and converts it

into a beautifully laid out Copyist score, meticulously translating:

time and key signature changes, variable measure widths, beams,
rests, chords and notes of all durations, stem direction, slurs, ties,

dots, triplets, quintuplets, repeats, endings, dynamics, crescendi,
tempo changes, text, and special musical symbols. Use DMCS as a
fast score entry front end to The Copyist!
Send $39.95 plus $2.00 shipping to:
Didkovsky / Nerveware. 171 East 99th Slrccl #20, New York. NY 10029

tel (212) 369-1733

sales are slower now than they were
two years ago, but you can't necessar

90

Amazing Computing

Circle 127 on Reader Service card.
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(confined from page /». 17)

Sundance Video

post-production capa

Toaster Editor System

bilities for a low price.

ew

products
e other nest stuff

The video editing

The Amiga and the Apple

Macintosh make <i powerful

program,

combination, working together

video oriented; it is nol

Q-CUT, is
tosh or MMl will automatically

to form the Sundance/Toaster

an emulation of the old-

cue to the in frame of any scene

Video Production System.

style film cutting envi

in the database. Both Q-BASE
and Q-CUT can run simulta

ronment. It is designed

The Sundance Video Toasfer was on

complete machine control sys

to minimize learning and

display at the MacWorld Exposition

tem

that integrates VTR's,

training time by pre

in Boston, Massachusetts. The show

to quit one program to enter the

laserdisc players, and all the

senting the user with fa

was held August 6-9, 1991.

other; it's just a matter of click

Video Toaster's powerful effects

miliar SMPTE time code edit

Multi-Machine Interface (MM I)

ing the Q-CUT or C-BASE win

ing operations. With A/B Roil,

hardwaredeviceallows the user

dow.

The Sundance system is a

by simply pointing and clicking

on the Macintosh screen. The

neously, so the user doesn' t have

Along with the Sundance

generate an Edit Decision List

to control up to 15 playback

two programs for the Macin

(EDL)

sources using any combination

system, the Video Toaster pro

tosh, Q-BASE and Q-CUT, in

"workprint,"

of VTRs, VCRs and disc play

vides multi-machine editing

semble the program with effects

ers.

and integrated scene logging,

generated by the Toaster. A

Lightwave 3D single frame ani

as well as control for outputting

mations. Other features include

Lightwave 3D animations. It's

terfaced with NewTek's Video
Toaster, provides enormous

from

a

cuts

only

then auto-as

Q-CUT

will

record

EDL management and music

the perfect video production
system. A demo disk and infor

cuts.

Q-BASE is a simple, fast,

mation packet is available for

easy-to-use Macintosh scene

$10.00 directly from Sundance.

logging database which can

Suggested Retail Price: Q-BASE

create a permanent log of origi

$675.00, Cuts Only (includes Q-

nal footage based on SMPTE

BASE) $1,991.00, A/B Roll (in

time code. When integrated

cludes

with Q-CUT, scenes can be in

$3,995.00, Sundance Technology

stantly located and effortlessly

Group, 6221 N. O' Connor lid.,

imported into the Edit Decision

Sie. 105, Irving, TX 75039, (214)

List. Q-BASE also offers project

869-1002, Inquiry #252

Q-BASE

&

MMl)

.AC-

info archives, key word search
for any word or words, a Group

Scenes by keywords option, and
an event list. With the Auto-Q
feature, the Amiga or any ma

Thousands of Macintosh users saw the power of Amiga

chine connected to the Macin-

desktop video.

"Powerful programs of growth and adventure"
THEMACIC MIRROR .. .a toolbox for your mind. E. Kinnie.
PfiD., Clinical Psychologist. $39.95.

The Amiga

Digest Series
Taps 1 - Mastering Workoench & CLI

THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN ... a journey into another reality.
Not for children. Specify male or lemale version. $29.95 each.
Both. $39.95.

Tape 3 - The Power of AmigaVisJon
Tape 4 - Advanced D"P with PageStream 2.0
Tape 5 ■ The Workbench 2.0 Video Guide

MasterCard/Visa
1800-545-6172

Tape 2 ■ DeskTop Publishing with PageSUeam

MERLIN ... an apprenticeship. $29.95.

(alter 5 p.m.)

1 CHING ... ancient Chinese wisdom and prophecy. $29.95.

$29 95 Each [Plus %2 75Tape Shipping S Handling)
MasieiCafd, VISA. Chert. C 0 D. all OK1
Call Fw Our Product Guide

Orders: 1-800-234-0678

Blue Valley, 29 Shepard St.. Walton. NY 13856

Circle 165 on Reader Service card.
Circle 104 on Reader Service card.
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Vol.3 No. 1, January I9H8

Highlights include:

Back

Issue
Index

"C Animation: Part IV", by Michael Swinger
"Forth", by lohn Bryan

"The Big Picture", by Warren King
"Modula-2 Programming", by S. Faiwiszewsld

»' VoL3 No.ZFebruary 1988

Highlights include:

"Laser Light Shows with the Amiga", by Patrick Murphy

TholO Quality Reproduction with the Amiga and Digi-

View". by Stephen Lebans

"68000 Assembler Language Programming", by Chris Martin

"AiRT". Icon-based program language,by S. Faiwiszewski
•

VoL3 No..\ March 1188

Highlights include:

■The Hidden Power of CLI Hatch File Processing", by j.
Roth man
"Perry Kivoloivilz Interviewed", by l-d Bercovltz

"PAL Help", A HXW expansion reliability, by Pern-Kivolowitz

"Amiga Serial I'ortandMID! Compatibilih'forSour AlOOO",
by L Ritter anil G. Rent/.

i Vol. 3 No. 4, April 1988
Highlighls include:

ft" Vol. l No. l Premiere, I^Se
Highlights include:

"Super Spheres", An ABasic Graphics Program, by Kelly
K.i uft in.in

"Dale Virus", by J. Faust

"EZ-Term", by Kelly K.iuffman
"Inside CLI", by G. Musser
* Vol. I

No. 2 1986

Highlights include:

"Inside CLI: Part Two", by G. Musser

"Online and the CTS Fabite 2424 ADH Modem", by J. Fuust
ft*

Vol. 1 No. 3 1986

Highlights include:

"Forth!", AHiUTi.il

"Deluxe Drawll", An AmlgaBASIC an program, by \i. Wirch
"AmigaBASIC". A beginner's tutorial
"Inside CLI: Part 3". by George Musser
*

Vol. 1

No. 4 1986

Highlights include:
"Build Your Own 5 1/4" Driie Connector", by E. Viveiros
"AmigaBASIC Tips", by Rich Wirch
"Scrimper: Part One", by I'. Kfvolowifc!

*" Vol 1 No. 5 1986
Highlights include:

* Vol. 2 \o. 3, March 1987
Highlights include:

"Subscripfs and Superscripts in AmigaBASIC". by I. Smith
"AmigaTrix". Amiga shortcuts, by W. Block
"Intuition Gadgets", by H.irriet Maybeck Tolly
"ForthI". by Jon Bry.in

*'

Vol.2 No. 4, April 1987

Highlighls include:

"Jim Sachs Interview", byS. Hull

"The Mouse That Got Restored", by Jerry Hull and Bob Rhode
"Secrets of Screen Dumps", I'y Natkun Okun
"Amigatrix II", by Warren Block

#■ VoL 2 No. 5, May 1987

Highlights include:

"Programming In 68000 Assembly Language", bv C. M.irtin
"Using FutureSound with AmigaBASIC", by J. Meadows

"Waveform Workshop In AmigaBASIC", by j. Shields

"Intuition Gadgets: Part II". by H. Maybivktolly
#

Vol. 2 No. 6, June 1987

Highlighls include:

"Modula-2 Amiga DO5 Utilities", by S. F.iiwiszewski
"Amiga Evpansion Peripherals", by J. Poiul
"Whal You Should Know Before Chousing an
Amiga 1000 Expansion Device", by S. Grant

"The HSI to RGB Conversion Tool", by S. Pietroivic/.
"Scrimper: Parl Two" by Perry Kfvolmvitz
"Building Tools", by Daniel Kan-

Highlights include:

ft1 Vol. 1

"All About Printer Drivers", by Richard Uiela'k

No. 6 1986

Highlights include:

"Mailing List", by Kelly Kauffman
"Pointer Image Editor", by Stephen Piebowlcz
"Scrimper Part Three", by Pern- Kivolcwitz

ft" Vol.2 No.7,July 1967
"Video and Your Amiga", hy Oran Sands
"Quality Video from a Quality Compulcr", by O. Sands

"Window Requesters in Amiga Basic", by Steve Michel
"1 C What I Think", by R. Peterson
"Linking C Program! with Assembler Routines", by G. Hull
■ Vol. 1

No. 8 1986

Highlights include:
"Using
ng Fo
Fonts from AmigaBASIC",
g
by
y Tim Jones

"A Tale
l of Three EMACS", byy Sieve'Polin
'Poling
".bmap File Reader in AmigaBASIC , by T. Jones
ft' Vol.1 No. 9 1986

Highlights include:

"Slarting Your Own Amiga-Related Business", by W. Simpson

"Keep Track of \our Businesb Usage for Ta\es". bv |. Kummer

"Using Fonts from AmigaBASIC: Part Two", by Tim Jones
"68000 Macros On The Amiga", by G. Hull

"Basic Directory Service Program"! Programming alternative
to the GimmeeZeroZtmi, by llr> an Catley
•

Vol.3 No. ".July 1988

Highlights include:
'Roll Those Presses!". The dandy, demanding world of
desktop publishing, by Barney Schwartz

'■Linked Lists in C",by W. K.'Gammill

"C Notes from the C Group", bj Stephen Kemp

V

Vol.3 N'o.K, August 1988

Highlights include:

"Tlie Developing Amiga". A gaggle ol great programming
tool?, by Step lien R. Pietrowicz
"Modula-2 Programming", Libraries and the FFP and 1I£K
math routines, by Steve Faiwiszewski
"Amiga Interface for Blind Users", by Car] W. Mann
"Tumblin'Tots", Assembly language program, by D. Ashley
*'

Highlights include:

"Assembly Language"
"Disk-2-Disk", by Matthew Leeds

"Skinny C Programs", by Robert Rieinersma, Jr.

ft'

Vol. 2 No. 9, September 1987

Highlights include:

Vol. 3 No, 9, September 19S6

Preston
"Computer-Aided Instruction". Authoring system in
AmigaBASIC. by Paul Castonguay
"Gels in Multi-Forth, Part II: Screenplay", by John Bushakra

if

Vol.3 No. 10, October 1988

Highlights include:
"The Command Line:NF.VVCLI: A painless way to create a

"Modula-2 Programming", by S Faiwiszewski

new console window", by Rich Falconluirg

"Programming with SoundScape", by T. Fay

metamorphose graphics objects in AmigaBASIC. by R. D*AstO
'HAM & AmigaBASIC". by Bryan Catley

"AmigaBASIC Patterns", by Brian Catley

%'

Vol.2 No. 10,October 1987

Highlights include:
"Max Headroom and the Amiga", by John Fousl

"Bob and Hay Meet Frankenstein", Create, animate, and

ft*

Vol.3 No. 11, November 1988

Highlights include:

"Amiga Arlist: Brian Williams", by John Fousl

"Structures in C", by Paul Castonguay

"All About On-line Conferencing", by Richard Ru
"Fast File I/O with Modula-2", by Steve Polwiszewski

"On The Crafting of Programs", Speed up your progs, by D,

«

program library to create an enecutable program, by B. Zupke

Vol. 2 No. 11, November 1987

Highlights include;

Highlights include:
'The Modem", by Joseph L Rolhman
"The ACO Project....GraphicTeleconferencing on ihe Amiga",
by S. R. Pietrowicz
"A Disk Librarian In AmigaBASIC", by John Kenn.in
"Creating And Using Amiga Workbench Icons".
by C. Hansel

« Vol.3 No.fi,Junei988
Highlighls include:
"Reassigning Workbench Disks", by John KL-nn.in
"An IFF Reader in Multi-Forth", by Warren Block

Highlights include:

i* Vol.2 .No. 2, February 1967

"One Drive Compile", by Douglas Lovcll

Vol, 3 No.5,May 1988

Interactive Startup Sequence", by Udo Pernis*
'The Companion", by r.Gosselln
■The Big Picture, Unified Field Theory: Part III", by W. Ring
"Modula-2", lormin.ition modules for Benchmark and TDI
compilers, by Steve Faiwiszewski

"Speeding Up Your System", Floppy disk caching, by Tony

Vol. 2 No. 8, August 1987

"AmigaBASIC Titles", by Bry.in Catley
"A Public Domain Modula-2 System", by Wanvn Block

Highlights include:

ft'

Highlights include:

ft1

Highlights include:
"Modula-2 Programming", S. Faiwiszewski
"68000 Assembly Language", by Chris Martin
"The AM1CUS Network", by John Foust
"C Animation: Par! II", by Mike Swinger

* Vol.2 No. "January 19.S7

"The Big Picture, Part II: Unified Field Theory", by W. Ring

"68000 Assembly Language", by Chris M.irtin

"Modula-2 Programming"

* Vol. 1 No. 7 1986
Highlights include:
"Try 3-D", by Jim Meadows

"Writing A SoundScape Patch Librarian", by T. Fay
"Upgrade Your AlOOO lo A500/2000 Audio" Power", by H,
Bossen

ft'

Vol, 2 No. 12, December 1987

"CLI Arguments in C", by Paul Castonguay

"MIDI Interface Adaptor", by Barry Massoni
"Modula-2", by S. Faiiviszeivski
"Animation for C Rookies: Part III", by M. Swinger

Han kins

"BASIC Linker", Combine individu.il routines from your

« Vol.3 No. 12, December 1988
Highlights include:

"Converting Patch Librarian Files", by Phil Saunders
"Easy Menus in JForth". by Phil Buik
"C Notes From The C Group: Program or function control
coding", by Stephen Kemp

*

*

Vol.4 No. 1,January 1989

«•' Vol. b No.!. January 1991

Vol. 5 No. 2, February 1990

Highlights include:

Highlights include;

I'red 111 on'

by John Stciner

images off video sources, by Grog Epley

devices", by Oran J. Sands

"Call Assembly Language from BASIC,by Martin F. Combs

by Poresl W. Arnold

*' Vol.3 No. 3, March 1990
Highlights include:

Highlights include:

"Scrolling Through SupcrBitMap Windows", by Read
"Sync Tips: Dot Crawl, the Amiga and composite video

"A Beginner's Guide to Desktop PublishingOnThe Amiga",
"Resizing Ihe shell/CLl Window", by Willi.im A. Jones

"Pointers, Function Pointers, .md Pointer Declarations in C.

* Vol. 4 No. 2, February 1989

"Screen Aid", A quick remedy to prolong the life of your

Highlight;, include:

monitor, b) Bryan Catley

programming?", by U J. Hankins

"Passport's Master Tracks Pro vs. Blue Ribbon Bakery's

■Sync Tips: Getting inside the genlock".t<y Oran Sands
"On the Crafting of Programs: A common standard for C
An Introduction lc> ARexx programming", by Sieve
Falwizewskl
*

"The Other Guys' Synthia Professional", review by David
Dub L-nn an

Bars&l'ipcs", by Ren Means

Highlights include:

•Fractal Fundamentals", by Raul Castonguay
'Imago Processing With Photosynthesis". b> Gerald Hull
'Benchmark I: Fully Utilizing The MC6888!", Part I:

Turbocharging the savage benchmark by Read Predmore

■'Breaking the Bmap BaYrier", by Robert D'Asto
V Vol.4 No.4,April 1989

Assembly, by Jeff Clati

continues by John lovine

Martin F. Combs
If VoL 6 No. 4, AprU 199!
Highlights Include:

"DCTV", manipulate millions of colors in real rime, by Frank

Highlights include:

"Convergence", Part 5 of the Fractal series, by P. Caatonguay

"C+ + :

Oran j. Sands

"APL and The Amiga: Primitive Functions and Their
Execution", by Henry T. Upper!

Highlights include:
"At Vour Request:

Design

your own

requesters in

A mi c.i 11 ASIC", by [ohn l:. Welderhln)

"Exploring Amiga Disk Structures", by David Martin
"Diskless Compile in C", by Chuck Randoms

McMahon

"Lauren in Disguise", workaround to DeluxP.unl Ill's lack of
HAM support, by Merrill Callaway

Vol.5 No.6,Juno 1990

introduction

"Ultrasonic Ranging System", the sonar system project

how Io speed up programs with assembly is completed, by

"Commodore's Amiga 3000", preview
"Newtek's Video Toaster", preview
"Do It By Remote", by Andre Theberge

An

Highlights include:

"Writing Faster Assembly Language", the discussion on

"Ham Bones", by Robert D'Aslo

"MIDI Out Interface", by Br. Sor.iphim Winslow
"Digitized Sounds in Modula-2", by Len A. White

* Vol. 4 No. 6, June 1989

"More Ports For Your Amiga", by Jeff Lavin
"Medley", A look at different types of music software

complete tour of the Video Toaster, by Frank McMahon

"Handling Gadget Sc Mouse IntuiEvents", More gadgets in

*

"SyncTip$:Thesecri;Is hidden beneath the flicker mode",by

Lonnie Watson

"NewTek's Video Toasler: A New Era In Amiga Video", a

"Rounding Off Your Numbers", by Sedgewick Simons Jr.

"IJuildiiig Vour Own Stereo Digitizer", by Andre Theberge

Highlights include:

compatible with IBM 35" drives, by Karl D. Belsom
"Bridgeboard Q & A", by Marion Deland

"Sync Tips: A clearer picture of video and computer
resolutions", by Or.in J. Sands
*' Vol.4 No.5,Mayl989
Highlights include:

• Vol. (■ No. 2, February 1991

"Xetec's CDx-650", CD-ROM technology for the Amiga,by

V VoL 6 No. 3, March 1991

"Bridging Ihe 3.3" Chasm", Making Amiga 3.5" drives

"Adding (he Not-So-Hard Disk", by J P. Twaidy

"The Max Hard Drive Kil", A hard drive Installation project,
using Palomav's Max kit. by Donald W. Morgan

"Foreniic Animation", the Amiga helps out in trie
Courtroom, by Andrew l.ichtm.in

Highlights include:

■ft Vol. 5 No. 5 May 1990
Highlights include:

Highlights include:

"The Animation Studio", Disney's classic approach in a
character animation program, by Frank McMahon

available, by Phil Saimders

* Vol.5 No. 4. April 1990

Vol. i No. 3, March 1989

"Eleclrcinic Color Splitter", an Inexpensive way to grab

Io

object-oriented

"Medley", by Phil StUlItdera

Plus, a special feature on Graphic Word Processors

Amiga

programming", by Scott B. Steinman

ft' Vol.5 No. 7, July 1990
Highlights include:
"Apples, Oranges, and MH'S: 68030-bafted Accelerators For

The Amiga 2000", by Ernest P. Viveiros, Jr.
"Poor Man's Spreadsheet", A simple spreadsheet program

# Vol. 6 No. 5, May 1M1
Highlight', include:

'The Big Three in DTP," A desktop publishing overview by
Richard Mataka
'The Amiga Desktop Publisher's Guide io Service
Bureaus," by John Steiner

"M.A.S.T.'s Parallel Port SCSI Adapter," An Inexpensive

way to attach a hard disk to your A500 by Dan Michaelson

"Ail in One," programs forme beginner by Kim Schaffer

that demonstrates manipulating arrays, by Gerry L. Penrose
"Crunchy Frog H", by Jim fiore

eVol.6,No.6,Junel991

Highlights include:

"Getting to the Point: Custom Inluition Pointers In

Highlights include:

AmigaBASIC", by Robert D'Asto

"MaiiPlan Plus,' ,i review by Chuck Rfludordfi

addresses Ihe basis of computer graphics", by P.QtStonguay

ft" Vol. 5 No.8, August 1990
"Mimeiics' FrameBuffcr", review by Lonnie Watson

"HAM-E,"a review Introducing an excellent 2-1-bit color
video board by David Johnson
"Pixel 3D," review by John Steiner

"Desktop Video in a University Selling", by Jolin Steiner
"Title Screens That Shine: Adding light sources with

professional desktop publishing package by Hick Broida

*

Vol.4 No,7,JuIyl989

"Adapting Analog Joysticks io the Amiga". b\ Dai id Kinzer
"Using Coordinate Systems: Part II of the Fractals series

* Vol.4 No- 8, August 1989
Highlights include:

"Getting Started in Video", by Richard Starr

"Executing Batch Files in Ami'gaBASIC", by Mark Aydellottu"Building a Better String Gadget", by John Bushakra
r

VoL4 No.9,September 1989

Highlights include;

"Digitizing Color Slides And Negatives on Ihe Amiga", by
Ron Gull

"Improving Vour Graphics Programming", by R. Marlin
"Cell Animation In Modula-2", by Nicholas Qra&ella
ft' Vol. 4 No. 10, October 1989

Highlights include:

"CDTV," a comprehensive look at Comodcres hottest item

"Professional Page 2.0," a review of a complete and truly

DeluxePaint III", by Frank McMahon
ft'

Vol. 5 No. 9, September 1990

V Vol. 6 No. 7, July 1991
Highlights include:

"Gradient Color Dithering on the Amiga Made Easy", by

"Firecracker 24". .i review of the latest is 24-bit video boards
from Impulse by Frank McMahon
"Proper Grammar", .i review of a comprehensive spell and
grammar checker by Paul Lartvee1
"PageStrcam", another entry in the word processing/

Francis (Jardino

desktop publishing software line, by John Steiner

Highlights include:

"Programming In C on a Floppy System", Yes even a stock
AS00 with .1 512K RAM eM>ander, by Paul Miller
"Voice-Controlled Joystick", by John [ovine

Also, extensive Summer CES coverage!

Highlights include;

¥ Vol. 5 No. 10, October 1990

"Better TrackMouse". by Robert Katz

Highlights include:

"APL & The Amiga", by Henry l.ippert

"Notes on PostScript Printing with Dr. T's Copyist", by H.il

Highlights include:

"More requesters in AmigaBASIC", by John Wiederhim

Beldcn

"Allerlmage", create titling and special effects for your home

"CAD Overview! X-CAD Designer, X-CAD Professional,
IntroCAD Plus, Aegis Draw 2000, UltraDesign",by Douglas

videos and desktop publishing In minutes by Frank
McMahon
'The jerry Bryant Show™, AC Interviews Jerry Bryant whose

"GlalfB Gadgets", by Jeff Cl.itt

■ft" VoL4 Nail,November 1989
Highlights Include;

"The Amiga Hardware Interface", by John [ovine
"APL & The Amiga, Part II", by Henry l.ijipert
"64 Colors In AmigaBASIC", by Bryan Catley

"Fasl Fractals ", by Hugo M.I I. Lyppens
* Vol.4 No. 12,December 1989

Bullard
"Sound Tools for Ihe Amiga", by M. Kevelson

secret weapons for producing four hours of television a

"Audio Illusion", Produce fascinating auditory illusions on

week <ire the Amiga .ind the Video Toaster
"Understanding Genlocks". What is a genlock? Which one

*'

is best? The answers to these questions and more by Matt
Drabidc

VoL 5 No. 11, November 1990

Highlights include:

Highlights Include:

"Celling A Lot For A Little", A comparison of the available
"High Density Media Comes to the Amiga", by John Steiner
■The KCS Power PC Board", by Ernest P. Viveiros, Jr.

* VoL5 No. 1January 1990
Highlights include:

"Animation! BASlCally!". Using Coll animation in
AmigaBASIC, by Mike Morrison

"Menu Builder1'', by T. Preston

"Facing the CLI", Disk structures and startup-sequences, by
Mike Morrison

Vol. h No. S, August, 1991

your Amiga, by Craig Zupke

"The MIDI Must Go Thru", by Br. Seraphim Wlnslow
"View From Ihe Inside: Bars&l'ipes", by MelissaJordan Grey
"ARexx Part II". by Sieve Gillmor

"A CLI Beginner's Questions Answered", by Mike Morrison

#'

Amiga archive programs, by Greg Epley

r

Vol. 5 No. 12, December 1990

Highlights include:
"Information X-Change", by Rick Broida

"feeding The Memory Monster", the 1CD AdRAM 54(1 and
AdRAM 560D, review by Kmesl P. Viveiros, Jr.
"Making A Name For Yourself", Creatinglogoson the Amiga,
by Frank McMahon

"Super fi Meets the Amiga", easy Rlm-to-vldeo transfer with
the addition of Amiga graphics, by Patrlk Beck
"Looking Good with B.A.D.". a review of Centaur
Software s disk optomizing program by Rick Manasa

Also, AC continues Ihe extensive coverage of the Summer
CES in Chicago!
* Vol. b No. 9. September !*)!

Highlights include:

"Bar5&:Pipes Professional," a review by Phil Saunders
"Frame Buffer Face-Off," an overview of framebuffers, by

Frank McMahon

"DynaCADD," a review by Doug Bullard

Plus:
Special reports on Multimedia applications
AND

Super show coverage from Australia and Orlando!

The Fred Fish Collection
Due !o the increasing size of the Fred Fish

FtM fish Dili 1W

Collection, only the latest disks are repre

AUICUS. and Fred Fish Disks, cataloged and
cross-referenced (or your convenience,
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Commodore Equips Student
Animators

JCUMetSat Weather Satellite
Receiving System

CBM donated more Amiga com

Developed by the Department of

puters to support the continued success

can display around 44 pictures in a

Electrical and Electronic Engineering

of some of the world's most talented

sequence. The rate at which pictures

at

the

are displayed can be varied from about

budding animators at Rowland High

JCUMetSat Receiving system receives,

School, an inner city, multi-racial school

one picture per 4 seconds to 18 pictures

records, and displays lo-res facsimile

per second. Longer sequences can be

in Rowland Heights, CA.

signals transmitted by the Geostation

shown and a much higher speed can be

ary Weather Satellites. The signals are

obtained using an Amiga 3000. Maxi

equipment," said Dave Master, founder

received directly from the satellite,

mum animation rates are more than

and teacher of the program, "because

avoiding costly landline charges. The

three times faster on a 3000. The se

of the unequalled animation capabili

hardware consists of a satellite dish

quences can go forward, backward,
slower, single step, stop and change

"We're thrilled to receive this

James

Cook

University,

ties of the Amiga." Master was recently

and down converter, the JCUMetSat

awarded as Teacher of the Year in a

VHF receiver hardware and a Commo

from color to black and white, stop and

contest sponsored by IBM and Tech

dore Amiga computer. The down-con

change from black and white to color,

nology and Learning magazine.

verter converts the transmitted signal

and printed under keyboard control.

toa signal in the 137-138MHz frequency

These sequences are useful in showing

It all began in 1977, when Master

assigned his art students to make a 20-

range. The signal is then fed into the

the movements of fronts, storms, and

second animated film using a Super 8

JCUMetSat receiver, which converts the

cyclones. A sequence of globe pictures

is very valuable in teaching the move

camera.

Commodore donated an

meteorological satellite signals into an

Amiga in 1989. "Like most people who

analog facsimile signal. The receiver

ments ofweatherpatterns in geography

had not been exposed to the Amiga

then digitizes the resulting facsimile

classes.

before, we had no idea how advanced

signal and sends these to the computer

The user can also cut and paste the

its animation capabilities are. We were

using a standard parallel printer cable.

pictu res to i nd tide the globe and regions

doing mostlv traditional work until we

The Commodore Amiga records

of interest. All picturesare stored in the

got our first Amiga. Now, even I'm

and displays these digitized pictures.

standard Amiga graphics format so they

amazed at the types of animated films

The pictures can be displayed singu

can be viewed, edited, printed, or in

my students produce."

larly, or as an animated sequence in

cluded in a multimedia presentation

Master and the Rowland Unified

black and white or in a false color

using almost any of the Amiga graphic

School District believe their program

scheme. All scan lines are recorded for

arts programs on the market. The soft

teaches students much more than

full resolution and a screen can be sent

ware hasbeen designed to be very user-

computer animation. It improves com

to the printer tor a hard copy. Since the

friendly and simple to operate. On-line

munication skills, since students must

Amiga has a convenient television

help screens are available by simply-

write their ideas and present them

standard (PAL or NTSC) video dis

pressing the help key on the keyboard.

verbally before theclass.lt teaches them

play, a genlock can synchronize the

A multi-user license is also available

thevalue ofteamwork and cooperation,

computer's video to abroadcast studio.

for educational institutions. For further

since students often work in groups.

It's easy to broadcast the weather sat

details, contact Professor C.j. Kikkcrt, De

The program also facilitates problem

ellite pictures directly.

partment of Electrical ami Computer Engi

Pictures can be saved to disk and

such as storyboarding, character and

later displayed in an animation picture

Queensland, Post Office James Cook Uni

set design, filming, sound production,

sequence. The number of pictures in an

versity, Queensland, Australia, 4811,

and editing.

animation is determined by available

Telephone: (077) 814259

memory. For example, 3MB of memory

96

neering, James Cook University of North

solvingand teaches industry techniques

Amazisg Computing

9f/f RECORD-BREAKING YEAR!

EVEHV HMIGR USER HNOWS THE POWER OF THE VIDEO TORSTER
4-Input Switcher • Digital Video Effects • LightWave 3D • ToasterPaint • Chroma F/X
35ns Character Generator • Still Store/Frame Grabber • Dual 24-bit Frame Buffers

NOW THE REST OF THE WORLD KNOWS:
The hit of Comdex was neither PC nor Mac
related. It was the Amiga based Video
Toaster"

"The big news [in video] is NewTek's Video

"Like a SI00,000 video system ... allows you

Toaster, a SI595 plug-in board that attaches
to Commodore's video-friendly Amiga

to make your videos look just like network

television."

computer."

-Washington Post
"as capable as gear normally costing

-TIME

S60,OO0."

"The Amiga and the Video Toaster create

-Business Week

desktop video the way Apple Computer and
Aldus Corp. created desktop publishing."

"[the Video Toaster] Makes the Amiga

-Los Angeles Times

computer act just like a Hollywood

-CBS News

"...effectively crams hundreds of thousands of
dollars1 worth of video production equipment
and software into a $4000 box."
-Rolling Stone
"The Amiga based Video Toaster is our

production studio."

favorite product of MacWorld Expo."

-USA Today

-MacWeek

SEE THE REVOLUTION FOB VOURSELF.
Now you can witness the "Revolution" in your own home or office. Starring NewTek's own Kiki Stockhammer, and featuring the I oaster's
mind-blowing effects, titles and graphics along with animation by Todd Rundgren and 3D anist/LightWave programmer Allen Hastings.
* Like the Toaster itself, this videotape will knock your socks off CaU (800) 843-8934 or (913) 354-1146.
Video Toaster Card:

$1595

NewTek

Videotape Demo:

$4.95

INCORPORATED

Video Toaster. LightWave 3D. ToasterPainl, ToasterCG and Chroma F/X are trademarks of NewTek, Inc. I NewTek. Inc. 1991
Circle 150 on Reader Service card.

